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e
INTRODUCTION

This matrix keys school television programs to the Arts Edu:ation portion of the Teacher
Handbook: Competency-Based Curriculum. The project was produced with the assistance
of the Division of Arts Education and arts education personnel from across the state
to include:

Jodie Sutlive
Daryl Walker
Reta Ph:fer
Sara McCall
Emmy Whitehead
Annette Brooks

Forsyth Co. Schools
Durham Academy

Mecklenburg Co. Schools
Wilkes Co. Schools
Pitt Co. Schools
Pitt Co. Schools

Winston-Salem, NC
Durham, NC
Charlotte, NC
N. Wilkesboro, NC
Greenville, NC
Greenville, NC

The following school television series are included in this document:

NUMBER OF PROGRAMS/
TITLE GRADE -VEL ARTS AREAS TIME

Arts Express 2-4 Visual Arts Nine/15 Minutes
Vi:ions 11-12 Visual Arts Twelve/30 Minutes

One/60 Minutes
The Music Box K-3 Music Thirteen/15 Minutes
Arts Alive 6-9 Music, Dance Thirteen/15 Minutes

Visual Arts
Theatre Arts

Artscape 4-6 Visual Arts Eight/15 Minutes
Folklife 6-8 Folk Arts Seven/30 Minutes

We feel confident this matrix will be a useful resource for arts education teachers.

July, 1986

Division of School Television
Media and Technology Services
Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, NC 27603-1712
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TAPES ON LOAN

The arts education series airing on the school television schedule are available on
a free-loan basis in 1/2" VHS format. They may be borrowed for viewing or for use in
making your own copies by dubbing them onto your own cassettes.

You may request only one series at a time. Requests must be made in written form.
Phone requests will not be processed. Cassettes are on loan for two weeks. You are
responsible for return postage.

The following information must be provided when making a request. (Note: Duplicate
the form on the next page for each request.)

1. The title of the series or the specific program titles you want in that series.

2. The dates you need those titles. Please list alternate days in priority since
programs are often booked far in advance.

. Your complete name, school address and phone number.

. Your signature guaranteeing that you will return the tapes in good condition,
on the date assigned and at your own expense.

Requests should be sent to:

Division of Arts Education
Department of Public Instruction
116 West Edenton Street
Raleigh, NC 27603-1712

J



ALL INFORMATION MUST BE TYPED

REQUEST FOR ARTS EDUCATION ITV SERIES

Person requesting cassettes:

Name

Name of School

Full School Address

City

School Phone Number (

, NC Zip Code

Name of series and/or specific program titles you wish to borrow:

Series Title

Check One: Entire Series Only Programs as listed below:

Program Titles

1.

3

4.



Dates you wish to have the series, listed in priority:

1.

2.

3.

I agree to use the cassettes requested for a period of not more than two week from tie date
received and will return the tapes on the date designated in good condition at my own expense.

SIGNATURE

Send to: Division of Arts Education
Department of Public Instruction
116 West Edento Street
Raleigh, NC 27603-1712

0
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 1110 SUBJECT AREA: Dance S
COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. Develop a positive attitude toward self, others, and dance as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.1 Be aware of the signi-
ficance of one's contributions
to the dance experience.

1.1.1 Confidently demonstrate
a movement sequence to the
class when asked to do so.

1.2 Be supportive of the
work of others.

1.2.1 Extend ideas and move-
ment sequences created by
others.

1.3 Understand that dance
is selected movement to produce
a desired effect.

1.3.1 Improvise and select
appropriate movement phrases
to communicate specific images
through dance (e.g, cats,
clouds).

9

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-01



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

2. The learner will understand the concept of kinetic awarenes3.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Recognize that differ-
ent body parts have different
capacities for movement.

2.1.1 Demonstrate leading
movements with specific body
parts and traveling while
transferring the weight to a
variety of body parts.

2.3 Be aware of range of
movement.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

- relationship of elements.

- dance is organize move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an iaea or feeling

to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
enervy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the mie of improvisation
in making dance.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will understand the concept of space.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Be aware of dimension
in space.

3.1.1 Demonstrate a movement
phrase, continually to increa-
sing the range from small to
large.

3.2 Be aware of a wide
variety of space words which
result from moving in specific
direction (i.e., rising,
sinking, crossing, advancing,
and retreating).

3.3 Combine elements of
space to make a dance.

3.3.1 VGiy original movement
sequences through level, focus,
direction, and dimension.

13

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-03



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will understand the concept of energy.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.1 Describe the time,
weight, space, and flow
elements of eight basic effort
actions.

4.2 Combine the elements o
energy into dance.

4.2.1 Select two effort
actions and create a locomotor
sequence using the effort
actions as a basis.

4.3 Be aware of energy
(effort) in everyday usage.

4.3.1 Observe everyday
activities and analyze them
according to the elements of
weight, time, space, and flow.

15

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D -04

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 1111 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will understand the concept of time.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Recognize the differ-
ence in measured and unmeasured
time.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an unmea-
sured rhythm phrase based on
weight and time changes and
then demonstrate the same
phrase in a measured framework.

5.2 Be aware of the combin-
ation of tempo and time
(sudden- sustained) change.

5.2.1 Demonstrate a metric
movement phrase with changes
in time (sudden-sustained),
but maintain a steady tempo
throughout.

5.3 Be aware of the differ-
ence in accented and unaccented
time.

5.3.1 Demonstrate a movement
phrase using both light and
strong accents.

7

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

- choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an ilea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-05
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will understand the concept of time. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE'

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

5.4 Recognize the diffEr-
ence in the underlying beat of
a piece of music and the
rhythmic pattern.

5.4.1 Clap the underlying
beat and move to the rhythmic
pattern when listening to a
musical composition.

19

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page

D-06
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

6. The learner will understand non-locomotor and locomotor movement.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

6.1 Combine non-locomotor
and locomotor movement.

6.1.1 Demonstrate a sequence
of swinging movements with a
slide and turn (non-locomotor/
locomotor).

6.2 Combine non-locomotor
movement in the body to make
dance.

6.3 Combine non-locomotor
and locomotor action using
the elements of time, space,
and energy.

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

To help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

- relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

- choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-07



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENC'x GOAL: 7. The learner will understand skills in sequence.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

7.1 Form and extend a
sequence.

7.1.1 Successfully develop a
middle and ending movement
phrase to relae to an.intro-
ductory phrase developed by
another individual.

7.2 Use a simple sequence
in relation to sound.

23

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-08

NOTES



11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance 1110

COMPETENCY GOAL: 8. The learner will understand skills in technique.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

8.1 Remember simple tech-
nique and begin to take respon-
sibility for warming up the
body.

8.2 Be aware of warm-up
techniques for specific parts
of the body.

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea. or feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements of
movement (space, time
energy),

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-09



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 9. The learner will develop skills in composition (making a dance).

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

9.1 Extend the movement
vocabulary of her/his body to
allow for variety in compo-
sition.

9.1.2 Demonstrate the use o
gesture to make dance.

9.1.3 Demonstrate the use o
sounds to make dance.

9.1.5 Demonstrate the use o
props to make dance.

9.2 Demonstrate the necess-
ary focus and concentration to
promote nuality in dance.

9.2.1 Demonstrate a loco-
motor movement phrase with
changes in direction and focus
in the direction of travel.

2'7

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

- relationship of elements.

- dance is organized move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

- choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements of
movement (space, time
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

NOTES

28



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 10. The learner will understand the concept of composition (making a dance).

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

10.1 Be aware that ideas
and their relationship to
other ideas strengthen the
dance.

10.1.1 Observe another indi-
vidual's movement phrase and
extend the phrase with a
movement sequence of her/his
own.

10.2 Understand the rela-
tionship of parts to the whole
in composition.

10.2.1 Select specific move-
ment phrases appropriate for
the dance and place the
phrases in an appropriate
sequence.

10.3 Discover movement
material for a dance through
improvisation.

10.3.1 Identify a wide variet
of improvisational approaches
to making a dance (i.e.,
imagery, sound, texture,
movement content, words, poems
songs, and ideas).

29

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreograpy as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-11

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 10. The learner will understand the concept of composition (making a dance). Continued

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

10.3.2 Freely explore move-
ment possibilities and select
the phrases, and sequence of
phrases, in order to establish
a beginning, middle and end to
the dance.

31

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page

D-12

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 11. The learner will develop skills in improvisation.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

11.1 Demonstrate improvising
alone.

11.2 Improvise in order to
make a dance.

11.2.1 Use improvisation to
explore movement to make a
dance.

11.3 Improvise with a
partner.

11.3.1 Use improvisation to
form a dance with another
individual.

11.4 Improvise with groups
of individuals and use the
improvisations to form dance.

33

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy.

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-13
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 12. The learner will develop a basis for dance criticism.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

12.1 Develop skills in
observing dance.

12.1.1 Successfully observe
and identify selected movement
content in a movement phrase
(levels, direction-body shapes,
and pathways).

12.2 Analyze specific
relationships of parts of the
dance to the whole dance.

12.2.1 Discuss the beginning,
middle, and end statements
within a dance, and talk about
relationship of parts (begin-
ning, middle, end) to each
other.

3 5

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-14

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 111/1 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a positive attitude toward her/himself, others,
and dance as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Understand that dance
is a unique way of heightening
self-awareness.

1.1.1 Develop movement
sequences which have personal
significance.

1.1.2 Freely explore various
movement possibilities within
a given range.

1.2 Recognize that differ-
ent people choose to express
themselves in a variety of
ways.

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

o help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

- dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-15
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will understand the concept of kinetic awareness.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Recognize that differ-
ent body parts have different
capacities for movement.

2.3 Understand that
range of movement is deter-
mined by flexion, extension,
and rotation.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

012100=111

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of common
icating.

- relationship of elements.

- dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a complimen
to dance.

- choreography as organizi
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeli
to an audience.

- organizing the elements
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-16



410 ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA:

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will understand the concept of space.

Dance

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Understand the dimen-
sions of space.

3.1.1 Choose a single movemen
and use personal space to
extend the movement in order to
contrast large and small.

3.1.2 Choose a single movemen
and start the movement in
personal space and then extend
the dimension of space by
traveling through general space.

3.2 Recognize that there
are a variety of ways to define
direction in space with move-
ment.

3.2.2 Translate directional
words into movement on cue.

3.3 Use the elements of
space to create dance.

3.3.1 Select a the and
build movement upon the theme
as it relates to dimensions of
space and directions in space.

41

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

To help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-17
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will understand the concept of energy.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.2 Combine the elements o
energy to make dance.

4.2.1 Select a theme and
create a dance which uses the
elements of energy to assist
in defining the theme.

4.3 Understand that uses of
energy can be found throughout
the everyday environment.

4 3

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-18

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will understand the concept of time.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Recognize the difference
in measured and unmeasured time.

5.1.2 Use written or verbal
examples and further demonstrate
by translating examples into
movement.

5.2 Understand tempo
variations.

5.2.2 Demonstrte change of
tempo by matching movement to
each particular tempo.

5.3 Understand the differ-
ence in accented and unaccented
time.

5.3.3 Translate both acc nted
and unaccented beats into a
movement pattern.

45

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

fo
help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-19
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA:

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. The learner will understand the concepts of composition.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM C3JECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

6.1 Understand that ideas
and their relationship to other
ideas strengthens the dance.

6.1.1 Select a beg;nning
idea and demonstrate a movement
phrase to communicate the idea.
Build upon the idea by varying
the use of time, space, and
energy to strengthen
expression.

6.2 Understand the relat-
ionship of parts to the whole
in composition.

47

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space

and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling

to an audience.

- organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,

energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation

in making dance.

D-20
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. The learner will develop skills in technique.

SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

7.1 Remember simple techni-
ques suitable for warming up
the body and do so without
cues.

7.2 Become familiar with
a variety of warm-up techniques
for specific body parts.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

.lioneaemM

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreogr:dhy as uganizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-21

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a positive attitude toward her/himself, others,
and dance as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Understand that dance
is a unique way of heightening
self awareness.

1.1.1 Explore movement
sequences which have personal
significance.

1.1.2 Create dances which are

expressive of personal
thoughts, ideas, and/or
feelings.

1.2 Recognize that differ-
ent people choose to express
themselves in a variety of

ways.

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space

and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreograr.y as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-22
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade g SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will understand the concept of kinetic awareness.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OA MEASURE

2.1 Recognize that body
parts move separately and are
coordinated with other body
parts.

2.1.2 Create dances with
specific attention to demon-
strating the effect of specific
body parts moving in isolation
as well as body parts moving
together.

2.2 Understand the impor-
tance of proper body alignment.

2.3 Understand that range
of movement is determined by
flexion, extension, and rota-
tion.

2.3.2 Create movement phrases
which use flexion, extension
and rotation to create desired
effects.

2.4 Take responsibility for
the proper care of the body.

2.4.1 Take necessary time for
warm-up in preparation for
movement to lessen the possi-
bility of injury.

2.4.2 Dress appropriately to
lessen the possibility of injury.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

- relationship of elements.

- dance is organized move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D -23



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA:

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will understand the concept of space.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1 Understand the
dimensions of space.

3.1.1 Create dance which
demonstrate a variety of uses
of space as they relate to the
theme of the composition.

3.2 Recognize there are
a variety of ways to define
direction and pathway in
space with movement.

3.2.2 Demonstrate specific
directions and pathways in
space by moving en cue.

3.2.3 Create dances which
focus on specific uses of
pathway and direction to
express intent.

5 5

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(scc teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

- dance is organized move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

- choreography as organizin
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feelin
to an audience.

- organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-24
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will understand the concept of energy.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Understand that one can
move with different qualities
of energy.

4.1.2 Create movement phrases
which show different levels of
energy.

4.2 Understand that the
use of different energy levels
affects the quality of
movement.

4.2.2 Create movement phrases
which clearly '2monstrate the
use of percussive, sustained,
vibratory, and swinging energy
as they contrast with one
another.

4.3 Understand that all
movement can be described by
its qualities.

57

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-25 56



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will understand the concept of time.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

5.1 Recognize the differ-
ences in measured and unmea-
sured time.

5.1.1 Develop movement
phrases in relation to natural
or breath time, and phrases
which conform to metric time.

5.2 Understand that foot-
fall relates to even and uneven
sense of time.

5.3 Understand the basic
system of note value.

5.3.2 Create movement phrases
which correspond to given time
sequences.

59

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

VISMINCIECI21EIMMINIENZII

SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-26

60



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. The learner will understand the concept of composition (making a dance).

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guiae)

NOTES

6.1 Understand that there
are unlimited possibilities
for composing dance.

6.1.2 Select themes or motifs
for movement, determine
sequence and pattern which
convey content, and construct
composition.

6.1.3 Explore various avenues
to compose dance and comment
on different effects.

6.2 Understand the relat-
ionship of the parts to the
whole in composition.

6.2.1 Combine movement
phrases into compositions
with appropriate transition.

6.2.2 Recognize and discuss
variations on a theme in
observed c7nces.

$1

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-27



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. The learner will develop skills in technique.

SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

7.1 Understand that tech-
nique provides opportunities
to strengthen the body and
build skill levels.

7.1.1 ':articipate in the

technique portions of class
with the concentration needed
to progress from one skill
level to another.

7.2 Use warm-up techniques
appropriate to promote flexi-
bility, strength and endurance.

63

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

- relationship of elements.

- dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance

- choreography as organizing
tile elements of dance to

express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

111/1
D-28 S



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Dance

COMPETENCY GOAL: 8. The learner will understand the concept of improvisation.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

8.1 Understand that impro-
visation is a way of discover-
ing movement possibilities.

8.1.1 FrAely explore movemen
which springs from a variety
of stimuli.

8.1.2 Dance spontaneously
for the enjoyment of movement
for movement's sake.

8.2 Understand that impro-
visation with others stimulate
collaborative efforts.

8.2.1 Share improvisational
movement with others to explor
their possibilities for dance.

8.2.2 Use improvisation to
stimulate discussion and
critique about movement.

8.2.3 Choose from a variety
of stimuli to initiate impro-
visation activities.

f5

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

o help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

- relationship of elements.

- dance is organized move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizin
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feelin
to an audience.

- organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who cre.Lic dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

0-29
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Dance/Dance I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a positive attitude toward self, others, and dance
as a creative art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Understand that dance
is a unique way of heightening
self-awareness and communi-
cating personal movement style
to others.

1.2 Recognize that differ-
ent people move with particular
characteristics.

1.3 Perceive that dance is
influenced by personal movement
styles, especially by those of
the choreographer.

7

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

o help students understanu:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-30



11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

11111 SUBJECT AREA: Dance/Dance I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will become kinetically aware of her/himself and others.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Understand that move-
ment can flow from one body
part to another.

2.1.1 Select a movement
quality, initiate the quality
in any given body part, and
allow the movement to flow
to other parts of the body.

2.2 Use gross motor coord-
ination and refined motor
control.

2.3 Develop a sense of
"being centered" without the
use of mirrors.

f3.1

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizin
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feelin
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-31



COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will understand the concept of space.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Dance/Darce I

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.1 Understand that the
quality of movement relates
to space in particular ways.

3.2 Recognize that "stage
space" affects movemeh...

3.2.1 Create movement to be
viewed from proscenium and
arena performance spaces.

.........

71

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to a., audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-32

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Dance/Dance I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will understand the concept of energy.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.1 Understand that force
in movement is affected by
flow and control of energy
and weight.

4.1.1 Create movement phrases
which demonvtrate free flow
and bound energy.

4.1.2 Identify specific ideas
that can be communicated by
varying use of force.

4.2 Understand that range
of tension and release can be
an effective use f energy.

4.3 Understand that musical
accompaniment can be used
effectively to compliment
levels of energy in movement.

)

3

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

-elationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role of imp..-3visation

in making dance.

D-33



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Danc- /Dance I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will understand the concept of time.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

AND/OR MEASURE

5.1 Understand that time
concepts can be communicated
with movement.

5.2 Understand that musical
accompaniment to dance can
heighten awareness of various
tempi.

5.4 Understand that meter
and tempi can affect the
quality of movement.

& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Danu

Program Creatirg Dance

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

- choreography as organizin
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feelin
to an audience.

organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as te
person who creates dance.

- the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-34
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1110
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Dance/Dance I 111,

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. The learner will understand the concept of composition.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

VINIMEIP

6.1 Understand that dance
is designed through the mani-
pulation of the elements of
time, space, and energy.

6.1.2 Produce a dance study
which represents the develop-
mental process in terms of
time, space, and energy.

6.2 Understand that
variations of sequence and
pattern are used to create
dance.

6.2.2 Create movement
sequences that are repeated
into patterns of movement.

7

"Arts Alive"

Program Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

music can be a compliment
to dance.

choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy).

choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

she role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-35
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. The learner will develop skills in technique.

SUBJECT AREA DariCe/DnCe I

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

7.1 Understand that tech-
nique provides opportunities
to strengthen the body and
build skill levels.

79

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

1

'' - music can be a compliment
to dance.

o help students understand:

concepts of time, space
and energy.

dance as a way of commun-
icating.

relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

- choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea or feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements of
movement (space, time,
energy)

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

- the role ',1- improvisation

in making dance.

D-36
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: DancAjnance T

COMPETENCY GOAL: 8. The learner will understand the concept of improvisation.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

8.1 Understand that impro-
visation can release intuitive
movement possibilities.

8.1.2 Observe spontaneous
movement of others and discuss
particular feelings, ideas,
and/or memories touched by
the movement.

8.2 Understand that
communication can take place
between, or among, people
during improvisation.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program - Elements of Dance

Program - Creating Dance

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

- concepts of time, space
and energy.

- dance as a way of commun-
icating.

- relationship of elements.

dance is organized move-
ment.

- music can be a compliment
to dance.

- choreography as organizing
the elements of dance to
express an idea Jr feeling
to an audience.

- organizing the elements o
movement (space, time,
energy).

- choreographer as the
person who creates dance.

the role of improvisation
in making dance.

D-37

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY C;OAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
.,ND /OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.13 Differentiate between
the rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying beat.

"Arts Alive"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

Program 6 Elements of Music

2.14 Be aware that the beat
may be subdivided.

2.17 Recognize that patterns
of sounds may be relatively
faster or slower than others.

2.37 Understand that two or
more pitches may be sounded
at the same time.

2.38 Understand that chords
may be used to accompany a
melody.

NOTES

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
cTarifiLf the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.

Several of the goals
of the program are
not addressed directly
in the TEacher Handbook.

85



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will devleop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instru..lental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.10 Show difference
between beat and rhythm.

4.22 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual
representations of those
patterns.

"Arts Alive"

Program 6 Elements of Music

o help students:

focus on three elements o
music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

M-02

NOTES

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on .he

competencies being
presented.

Several of the goals
of the program are
not addressed directly
in the Teacher Handbook



ARTS EDUCATION - Glade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature, and
terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.1 Know that music is
written and performed in
various combinations.

"Arts Alive" To help students understand:

Program 6 Elements of Music that music varies depen-
ding on how the elements
are organized and that
how sounds are put to-
gether makes a difference
in what you hear.

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many different
creatcrs.

To enable students to
observe:

a composer and various
performing groups in the
process of utilizing the
three elements of music.

5.9 Know appropriate terms
used in music studied.

o help students:

- focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, mlody
and hamuny.

M-03

NOTES

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.

Several of the goals
of the program are
not ad '4ressed directly

in the Teacher Handbook.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. TI.2 learner will develop concepts of WSiC: melody, rhythm, tempo, dynamics,
tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.12 Understand that rhythm
patterns may be combined and
performed simultaneously.

2.13 Differentiate between
the rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying beat.

2.14 Be aware that the
beat may be subdivided.

2.17 Recognize that
patterns of sounds may be
relatively faster or slower
than others.

2.38 Understand that two
or more pitches may be sounded
at the same time.

2.39 Understand that chords
may be used to accompany a
melody.

90

"Arts Alive"

Proam 6 - Elements of Music

To help students:

- focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

To help students understand:

that music varies depen-
ding on how the elements
are organized and that
how sounds are put to-
gether makes a difference
in what you hear.

To help students:

focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

M-04

The narrator intro-

duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.

The competencies in he

Teacher Handbook are
better demonstrated
at g.ade 7 than
grade 6.
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3 The learner will develop creative capabilities: concept and skills.

11111=INCEMMEM11311,"ia

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

NMEINIMIS,

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teachei's guide)

3.1 Be aware of her/his
own creative capabilities.

3.8 Be aware of electronic
means for creating and
altering sounds.

9 2,

"Arts Alive"

Frogram 6 Elements of Music

To help students understand:

that people participate
in music by producing it
and by perceiv'mg and
responding to it.

- that music varies depen-
ding on how the ellments
are organized and that
how sounds are put to-
gether makes a difference
in what you hear.

M- 05

NOTES

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
Jarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.

The competcncies in the
Teacher Handbook are
better demonstrated
at grade 7 than
grade 6.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.15 Understand execution
of subdivided beats and
triplets.

4.24 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual
representations of those
patterns.

4.39 Understand patterns in
rhythm and melody.

4.57 Understand appropriate
symbols for notating pitch
and rhythm.

4.61 Be aware of rests as
well as notes.
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SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 6 Elements of Music

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

M-06

NOTES

MieMINNIIMIENIMINMNI

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.

The competencies in the
Teacher Handbook are
biT'.-.ar demonstrated

at grade 7 than
grade 6.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

.111111CIL

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.1 Know that music is
written and performed in
various combinations.

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many different
creators.

5.8 Know appropriate terms
used in music studied.

;16

"Arts Alive"

Program 6 Elements of Music

To help students understand:

- that music varies depen-
ding on how the elements
are organized and that
how sounds are put to-
gether makes a difference
in what you hear.

To enable students to
observe:

e composer and various
performing groups in the
protess of utilizing the
three elements of music.

o help students:

- focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody
and harmony.

- understand that the
elements of music enable
one to enjoy the music
more and to be a better
listener.

M-07

NOTES

The narrator intro-

duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.

The competencies in the
Teacher Handbook are
better demonstrated
at grade 7 than
grade 6.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo, dynamics,
tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.11 Understand that the
movement of sounds with a
rhythm pattern is based on the
shortest unit of souid.

2.14 Understand that rhythm
patterns may be combined and
performed simultaneously.

2.15 Differentiate between
the rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying beat.

2.16 Be aware that the
beat may be subdivided.

2.42 Understand that chords
are constructed by building
intervals on top of a root
tone.

2.43 Understand that chords
may be used to accompany a
melody.
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"Arts Alive"

Program 6 Elements of Music

o help students:

focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

understand that music
varies depending on how
the elements are organ-
ized and that how sounds
are put together makes a
difference in what you
hear.

focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

M-08

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.
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1110 ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Music 11111

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.1 Be aware of her/his
own creative capabilities.

3.8 Be aware of electronic
means for creating and
altering sounds.

"Arts Alive"

Program 6 Elements of Music

To help students understand:

that people participate
in music by producing it
and by perceiving and
responding to it.

that music varies depend-
ing on how the elements
are organized and that
how sounds are put to-
gether makes a difference
in what you hear.

M-09

NOTES

The narrator intro-

duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.

10i



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.10 Show difference
between beat and rhythm.

4.14 Understand execution
of subdivided beats and trip-
lets.

4.21 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual
representations of those
patterns.

4.36 Understand patterns in
rhythm and melody.

4.54 Understand appropriate
symbols for notating pitch
and rhythm.
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"Arts Alive"

Program 6 Elements of Music

o help students:

focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

M-10

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature, and
terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Know that music is
written and performed in
various combinations.

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many different
creators.

5.9 Know appropriate terms
used in music studies.

"Arts Alive"

Program 6 Elements of Music

o help students understand:

that music varies depen-
ding on how the elements
are organized and that
how sounds are put to-
gether makes a difference
in what you hear.

To enable students to
observe:

a composer and various

performing groups in the
process of utilizing the
three elements of music.

o help students:

focus on three elements
of music: rhythm, melody,
and harmony.

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes, and
clarifies the concepts
and terminology used
in the program, there-
fore focusing on the
competencies being
presented.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Musi-

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attit-les in music toward self
and toward others.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.4 Show tolerance of
others' musical efforts.

106

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teac,er's guide)

M-12

NOTES

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the
teacher's guide.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.25 Be aware that individ-
ual sounds or groups of sounds
may become louder or softer.

2.28 Verbalize about the
effect of dynamics on the mood
of the music.

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 Creating Music

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

help students understand:

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social and

historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

M-13

NOTES

The narrator introduces,
summarizes, and clari-
fies the important
concepts being
presented, therefore
assisting the
viewer in focusing on
these concepts.

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the
teacher's guide.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see Leacher's guide)

NOTES

3.13 Understand the impor-
tance of dynamics, tempo, and
articulations on the overall
effect of the composition.

3.14 Understand the need
for clear communication of
performance instructions.

110

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

AMR

o help students understand: The narrator introduces
summarizes, and clari-

the process of creating fies the imp)rtant
music. concepts being

presented, therefore
- the use of the elements

of music in the process
of composing.

M-14

assisting the
viewer in focusing on
these concepts.

111



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, music reading, and
physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.44 Be aware of effect of
tempo and dynamics.

4.47 Compare the appro-
priateness of choices in
tempo and dynamics for perfor-
mance of various songs.

1 2

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 Creating Music

To help students understand:

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

that a composer's purpose
or idea infli.nces the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social and

historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

M-15

101113511111112M1755111

The narrator introduces,
summarizes, and clari-
fies the important
concepts being
presented, therefore
assisting the
viewer in focusing on
these concepts.

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the
teacher's guide.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

5.1 Know that music is
written and performed in
various combinations.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many different
creators.

5.9 Know appropriate terms
used in music studies.

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 Creating Music

o help students understand:

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

- that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social and

historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

M-16

NOTES

The narrator introduces.
summarizes, and clari-
fies the important
concepts being
presented, therefore
assisting the
viewer in focusing on
these concepts.

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the
teacher's guide.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: MUSIC

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes in music toward self and
toward others.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND /OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.4 Show tolerance of
others musical efforts.
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Program 7 - Creating Music

M-17

NOTES

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the
teacher's guide.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo, dynamics,
tone color, harmony and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.28 Verbalize about the
effect of dynamics on the mood
of the music.

2.34 Understand that instru
ments may be combined to
create new tone colors.

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 Creating Music

To help students understand:

- the process of creating
music.

- that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experiences and

personality
e. culture, social and

historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

M-18

The narrator introduces
summarizes, and clari-
fies the important
concepts being
presented, therefore
assisting the
viewer in focusing on
these concepts.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

`411.i.MIDMIMI
SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.14 Understand the impor-
tance of dynamics, tempo, and
articulations on the overall
effect of the composition.

3.15 Understand the need
for clear communication of
performance instructions.

12u

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

o help students understand:

- the process of creating
music.

- the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

M-19

The narrator intrr ces,

summmarizes, and clari-
fies the important
concepts being
presented, therefore
assisting the viewer
in focusing on these
concepts.

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the

teacher's guide.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: n. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCL OBJECTIVES
AND:JR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

4.46 Verbalize about
quality of performance.

4.53 Assess the suitability
of student-created accompani-
ments for songs and stories.

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

NOTES

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the
teacher's guide.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7
11111

SUBJECT AREA: MuSiC
111/1

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music.
terminology.

history, literature, and

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.1 Know that music is
written and performed in
various combinations.

"Arts Alive" To help students understand:

Program 7 - Creating Music

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many differen
creators.

5.8 Know appropriate term
used in music studied.

- the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

- that a composer's purposz
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experiences and

personality
e. culture, social and

historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

NOTES

The narrator introduces,

summarizes, and clari-
fies the important

concepts being
presented, therefore
assisting the
viewer in focusing
on these concepts.

Several of the goals
are not addressed
directly in the
teacher's guide.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.29 Be aware that indivi-
dual sounds or groups of sounds
may becme louder or softer.

2.32 Verbalize about the
effort of dynamics on the mood
of the music.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

11111=

To help students understand:

the process of creating
music.

that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social

and historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

- the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

NOTES

Ass

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes,
and clarifies the
important concepts
being presented;
therefore, assisting
the viewer in
focusing on these
concepts.

M-22
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL:
3. The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.6 Be aware of possible
variation of tempo and dynamics
for use in composition.

3.8 Be aware of electronic
means for creating and altering
sounds

3.14 Understand the impor-
tance of dynamics, tempo, and
articulations on the overall
effect of the composition.

3.15 Understand the need
for clear communication of
performance instructions.

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

To help students understand:

- the process of creating
music.

- that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social

and historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

M-23

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes,
and clarifies the
important concepts
being presented;
therefore, assisting
the viewer in
focusing on these
concepts.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.45 Be aware of effect of
tempo and dynamics.
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"Arts Alive"

Program 7 Creating Music

o help students understand:

the process of creating
music.

that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social

and historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

M-24

rimmempirogaa

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes,
and clarifies the
important concepts
being presented;
therefore, assisting
the viewer in
focusing on these
concepts.
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o ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: MuSiC

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Know that music is
written and performed in various
combinations.

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many differee
creators.

5.9 Know appropriate terms
used in music studies.

"Arts Alive"

Program 7 Creating Music

o help students understand:

the process of creating
music.

that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social

and historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

- the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes,
and clarifies the
important concepts
being presented;
therefore, assisting
the viewer in
focusing on these
concepts.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9_12 SUBJECT AREA: Music /General Music

COMPETENCY 1,0AL: 1. The learner will develop a critical understanding of major types of music:
contemoorary and traditional.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Distinguish between
varied styles of rock music.
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"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

help students understand:

the process of creating
music.

that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social

and historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

M-26

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes,
and clarifies the
important concepts
being presented;
therefore, assisting
the viewer in
focusing on these
concepts.

/35



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will understand music as a vital element of emotional expression.

ilIlSUBJECT AREA: Music/General Music

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.2 Demonstrate an awareness
of the need for a variety of
emotional outlets acceptable
to society.

4.3 Indicate awareness of
specific expressions through
music.
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"Arts Alive"

Program 7 - Creating Music

To help students understand:

the process of creating
music.

that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social

and historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

M-27

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes,
and clarif4es the
important concepts
being presented;

therefore, assisting
the viewer in
focusing on these
concepts.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Music /General Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will discover areas in music for personal involvement.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

5.1 Indicate a broad range
of possibilities for personal
musical involvement.
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"Arts Alive"

Program 7 Creating Music

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand:

the process of creating
music.

that a composer's purpose
or idea influences the
music that is created.

a. emotion or feeling
b. innovation
c. occasion
d. experience and

personality
e. culture, social

and historic milieu
f. music and lyrics
g. arrange

the use of the elements
of music in the process
of composing.

M-28

The narrator intro-
duces, summarizes,
and clarifies the
important concepts
being presented;
therefore, assisting
the viewer in
focusing on these
concepts.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.13 Recognize that patterns
of sounds may be relatively
louder, or softer than others.

2.17 Be aware of all sound.

2.18 Recognize the differ-
ent characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.19 Recognize familiar
musical instruments.

2.19.1 Identify, upon hearing
specific musical instruments
with which s/he is familiar.

14 0

"The Music Box"

Program 1- The World of Music

To help students:

know that music is all
around us.

be able to identify
musical sounds.

focus on the elements
of dynamics.

- become aware of the use
of household objects as
musical instruments.

M-29

May be appropriate
for some third
graders; teachers
should preview
program prior to
using.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.4.1 Identify a voice as
male or female.
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"The Music Box"

Program 1- The World of Music

To help students:

know that music is all
around us.

be able to identify
musical sounds.

focus on the elements
of dynamics.

become aware of the use
of household objects as
musical instruments.

M-30

May be appropriate
for some third
graders; teachers
should preview
program prior to
using.
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111/1
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2

1110
SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.13 Recognize that patterns
of sounds may be relatively
louder or softer than others.

2.14 Be aware that individual
sounds or groups of sounds may
become louder or softer.

2.18 Be aware of all sounds.

2.19 Recognize the different
characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.20.1 Identify on hearing
specific musical instruments
with which s/he is familiar.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

The Music Box"

Program 1- The World of Music

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

know that music is all
around us.

be able to identify
musical sounds.

focus on the elements
of dynamics.

become aware of the use
of household objects as
musical instruments.

M-31

NOTES

May be appropriate
for some third
graders; teachers
should preview
program prior to
using.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.17 Be aware of all sound. 1 "The Music Box"

2.18 Recognize the differ-
ent characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.19 Recognize familiar
musical instruments.

2.20 Associate tone colors
with pictures of familiar
instruments.

1.46

Program 2- Tone Colour

o help students:

understand the element
of tone colour--the

colour of sound as found
in a variety of voices
and instruments.

draw a parallel between
the use of colour in
music and visual art.

motivate and refine
skills in listening.

M-32

The lady who demon-
strates the guitar
is left-handed.

Artoharp is played
incorrectly.

May be appropriate
for some third
graders.

t47



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE

I SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

4.13 Identify familiar "The Music Box"
instruments by sound

4.13.1 Name instruments as
they are heard.

4.19 Be familiar with
classroom instruments.

1.48

Program 2- Tone Colour

o help students:

- understand the element
of tone colour--the

colour of sound as found
in a variety of voices
and instruments.

- draw a parallel between
the use of colour in
music and visual art.

- motivate and refine
skills in listening.

M-33

NOTES

The lady who demon-
strates the guitar
is left-handed.

Artoharp is played
incorrectly.

May be appropriate
for some third
graders.
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.4 Know that music is
related to the other arts.

150

"The Music Box"

Program 2 - Tone Colour

o help students:

understand the element
of tone colour--the

colour of sound as found
in a variety of voices
and instruments.

draw a parallel between
the use of colour in
music and visual art.

motivate and refine
skills in listening.

M-34

The lady who demon-
strates the guitar
is left-handed.

Artoharp is played
incorrectly.

May be appropriate
for some third
graders.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music:
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SEPIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SUBJECT AREA: Music

melody, rhythm, tempo,

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.18 Be aware of all sounds.

2.19 Recognize the differ-
ent characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.20 Recognize familiar
musical instruments.

2.21 Associate tone colors
with pictures of familiar
instruments.

2.22 Be aware of the effect
of combining instruments and/
or voices to achieve varied
tone colors.

"The Music Box"

Program 2 Tone Colour

To help students:

understand the element
of tone colour- -the
colour of sound as found
in a variety of voices
and instruments.

draw a parallel between
the use of colour in
music and visual art.

motivate and refine
skills in listening.

M-35

The lady who demon-
strates the guitar
is left-handed.

Artoharp is played
incorrectly.

May b4 appropriate
for some third
graders.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.19 Be familiar with
classroom instruments.

154

"The Music Box"

Program 2- Tone Colour

o help students:

NOTES

understand the element
of tone colour--the

colour of sound as found
in a variety of voices
and instruments.

- draw a parallel between
the use of colour in
music and visual art.

motivate and refine
skills in listening.

M-36

The lady who demon-
strates the guitar
is left-handed.

Artoharp is played
incorrectly.

May be appropriate
for some third
graders.

t)



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2

11111
SUBJECT AREA: Music

11111COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.5 Know that music is
related to the other arts.

"The Music Box"

Program 2- Tone Colour

o help students:

understand the element
of tone colour--the

colour of sound as found
in a variety of voices
and instruments.

draw a parallel between
the use of colour in
music and visual art.

motivate and refine
skills in listening.

The lady who demon-

strates the guitar
is left-handed.

Artoharp is played
incorrectly.

May be appropriate
for some third
graders.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.8 Show difference between
beat and rhythm.

4.16 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual
representations of those
patterns.

4.24 Understand pattern in
rhythm and melody.

158

"The Music Box"

Program 3.- Rhythm

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PL3GRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

be aware of the element
of rhythm in its most
general sense, that of
imparting a feeling of
onward motion whether
in movement, music, or
the world around us.

focus on the use of long
and short sounds which
combine to form rhythm
patterns that can be
heard when listening or
seen on musical scores.

M-38

Should not be used
to introduce concept
No clear differenti-
ation between beat
and rhythm pattern.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4 Recognize the steady "The Music Box"
beat or pulse.

2.8 Recognize that beats
may be grouped by two, three,
four, and six.

Program 4,- Beat and Tempo

To help students:

- focus on beat and tempo
as aspects of rhythm.

be able to demonstrate
changes in tempo.

understand the relation-,
ship between beat and
rhythm pattern.

M-39

161



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGPAM OBJECTIVES
(see t lcher's guide)

2.9 Recognize that beats
may be grouped by two, three,
four, and six.

2.10 Differentiate between
the rhythm of the melody and
that of the underlying beat.

162

"The Music Box"

Program 4.- Beat and Tempo

o help students:

INEMII.-

focus on beat and tempo
as aspects of rhythm.

be able to demonstrate
changes in tempo.

NOTES

understand the relation-%
ship between beat and
rhythm pattern.

M-40
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade K SUBJECT AREA: Music

2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES mimmmmln SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Recognize that sounds
may be relatively higher or
lower.

2.2 Indicate that within
a melody, pitches may remain
the same or move up or down.

2.14 Recognize the differ-
ent characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

The Music Box"

Program 6.- Pitch

help students:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresness
of high, low and middle
(frequency) sounds.

be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

M-41

NOTES

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Recognize that sounds
may be relatively higher or
lower.

2.2 Indicate that, within
a melody, pitches may remain
the'same or move up or down.

2.3 Understand tha some
songs use predominantly low
tones and others use predom-
inantly high tones.

2.18 Recognize the different
characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

166

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"The Music Box"

Program 6.- Pitch

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresness
of high, low and middle
(frequency) sounds.

- be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

M-42

NOTES

ANS

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There

are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.
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11COMPETEN4GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.16 Be aware of changes of
direction in melodies.

4.18 Associate melodic and
rhythmic patterns with visual
representations of those
patterns.

4.20 Be aware of varied
sound possiiilities of instru-
ments.

4.33 Understand appropriate
symbols for notating pitch $

and rhythmJ

4.34 Coordinate eye move-
ment to read simple notation.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

The Music Box"

Program 6,- Pitch

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresness
of high, low and middle
(freguenc;) sounds.

- be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
-2ries of pitches.

NOTES

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literatur ,

and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

5.6 Know appropriate terms
used in music studies.

170

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"The Music Box"

Program 6.- Pitch

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresness
of high, low and middle
(frequency) sounds.

be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

M-44

NOTES

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There

are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.

17



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music
111/1

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Indicate that within
a melody pitches may remain
the same or move up or down.

2.2 Understand that some
songs use predominantly low
tones and others use predom-
inantly high tones.

2.19 Recognize familiar
musical instruments.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

"The Music Box" o help students:

Program 6.- Pitch

NOTES

focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresness
of high, low end middle
(frequency) sounds.

be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.

M-45



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop ;kills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.14 Be aware of changes
of direction in melodies.

4.20 Be aware of varied
sound possibilities of
instruments.

4.35 Understand appropriate
symbols For notating pitch
and rhythm.

4.36 Coordinate eye move-
ment to read simple notation.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

The Music Box"

Program 6,- Pitch

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help student:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of me!-Ay.

raise their awaresness
of high, low and middle
(frequency) sounds.

- be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.



COMPETE GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge f music: history, literature,

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 Adalkc SUBJECT AREA:

I P
and terminology.

Mcic

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.7 Know appropriate
terms used in music studied.

"The Music Box"

Program 6,- Pitch

o help students:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresness
of high, low and middle
(frequency) sounds.

be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rh3Am, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Injicate that within
a melody, pitches may remain
the same or move up or down.

2.2 Understand that some
songs use predominantly low
tones and others use predom-
inantly high tones.

2.2.1 Identify songs which
are relatively and those
which are relatively high.

"The Music Box"

Program 6,- PLch

o help students:

Focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresness
of 1.igh, low and middle
(frequency) sounds.

be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

M-48

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.

79



1111COMPETENC GOAL: 4. The learner will devlop skills in mu lc: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, mu.c reading,
and physical coordination.

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE'
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.16 Be aware of changes 3f
airection in melodies.

4.18 Associate melodic and
rhythmic, patterns with visual

representations of those
patterns.

4.23 Be aware of varied
sound possibilities of instru-
ments.

4.41 Understand appropriate
symbols for notating pitch
and rhythm.,

4.42 Coordinate eye move-
ment to read simple notation.

180

MIECIZIMES

"The Music Box"

Program 6,- Pitch

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's gtide)

9
NOTES

To help students:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of w2lody.

raise their awaresness
of high, low and middle
(frequency) sounds

be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

M- 49

Teacher may want to
divide this program
into 2 or 3 shorter
segments. There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

Good review of pitch
for third grade.

I8



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

`toot TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

5.8 Know appropriate terms
used in music studied.

[82

NOTES

"The Music Box"

Program 6.- Pitch

To help students:

focus on pitch as an
aspect of melody.

raise their awaresne)s
of high, low and middle
(frequency) sounds.

Teacher may want to
divide thin orogram
into 2 or aorter
segments. There
are natural stopping
points throughout
the tape.

be aware of the idea of
hearing direction in a
series of pitches.

M-50

Good revie )f pitch
for third grade.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 1

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner develop concepts of music:
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SUBJECT AREA: Music

melody, rhythm, tempo,

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Indicate that withir
a melody pitches may remain
the same or move up or down.

2.2 Understand that some
songs use predomiLantly low
tones and others use predom-
inantly high tones.

2.3 Understand that
melodies may progress by
step or b4, skip.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"The Music Box"

Program 7.- Melody

To help students:

investigate the element
of melody.

understand how pitch
and rhythm go h6nd in
hand to make melody.

hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skips.

M-51

Use in short
segments for K-3.
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental pe.ormance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

4.16 Be aware of changes
of direction in melodies.

4.18 Associate melodic
and rhythmic patterns with
visual representations of
those patterns.

4.22 "nalyze ways of
organizinrs! music.

4.24 Understand pattern
in rhythmland melody.

11.33 Understand appropriat
symbols for notating pitch
and rhythm.

4.34 Coordinate eye move-
ment to read simple notation.

"The Music Box"

Program 7- Meiody

rrrrIIpi :A.

06.1021....m.ellkarroM011312216=10

NOTES

ftaxgaises.rozazuwanwmgatia.camakawasiosanammosamausziongszmastauseMea

To help students:

investigate the element
of melody.

understand how pitch
and rhythm go hand in
hand to mike melody.

hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skips.

M-52

Use in short
segments for K-3.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Recognize that sounds
may be relatively higher or
Tower.

2.2 Indicate that, within
a melody, pitches may remain
the same or move up or down.

IRS

"The Music Box"

Program 7- Melody

SCHOOL TELEVISIOC.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students:

- investigate the element
of melody.

understand how pitch
and rhythm go hand in
hand to make melody.

hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skipc.

M-53

U'2 in short
..Jgments for K-3.
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4.16 Associate melodic

visual representations of
and rhythmic patterns with

those patterns.

4.24 Understand pattern
in rhythm and melody.

COMPETENCY OBJECT
AND/OR MEASURE

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2

Program 7 - Melody

"The Music Box"

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

- investigate the element
of melody.

- understand how pitch
and rhythm go hand in
hand to make melody.

- hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skips.

M-54

NOTES

Use in short
segments for K-3.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

a
COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

A6 /OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE
SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.7 Know appropriate
terms used in music studies.

"The Music Box"

Program 7- Melody

NOTES

o help students: Use in short
segments for K-3.

investigate the element
of melody.

understand how pitch
and rhythm go hand in
hand to make melody.

hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skips.



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3

2. The learner will devlop concepts of music:
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

SUBJECT AREA: Music

melody, rhythm, tempo,

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Indicate that within
a melody, pitches may remain
the same or move up or down.

2.2 Understand that some
songs use predominantly low
tones and others use predom-
inantly high tones.

2.3 Understand that
,-.91odies may progress by step

or by skip.

1,94

"The Music Box"

Program 7- Melody

To help students:

investigate the element
of melody.

understand how pitch
and rhythm go hand in
hand to make melody.

hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skips.

M-56

Use in short
segments for K-3.



1111,

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

. 11111
COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,

instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.16 Be aware of changes
of direction in melodies.

4.18 Associate melodic
and rhythmic patterns with
visual representations of
those patterns.

4.29 Understand pattern
in rhythm and melody.

4.41 Understand appro-
priate sythbols for notating

pitch and rhythm.

4.42 Coordinate eye
movement to read simple
notation.

4.44 Read melodies with
repeated tones, steps, and/or
skips.

9 t;

"The Music Box"

Program 7 - Melody

o help students: Use in short
segments for K-3.

investigate the element
of melody.

understand how pitch
and rhythm go hand in
hand to make melody.

hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skips.

M-57

O'i



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

MAW

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.3 Verbalize about
various songs and instrumental
pieces which s/he is familiar.

5.8 Know appropriate terms
used in music studies.

The Music Box"

Program 7 - Melody

To help students:

- investigate the element
of melody.

- understand how pitch
and rhythm go hand in
hand to make melody.

- hear and see melodic
details such as steps
and skips.

M-58

Use in short
segments for K-3.

i (:9



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: MuSiC

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.26 Recognize that patterns
may be repeated with and/or
without change.

2.27 Assocate letters A and
B or various geometric symbols
with sections of music.

4u()

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"The Music Box"

Program 8.- Musical Design

o help students:

become aware of the
element of design (some-
times called form) in
music.

focus on the creative
aspects of music: the

composer, his or her
creative ideas, and how
they are used.

heighten their awareness
of musical design by
refining listening skills
in order to perceive
form in music--the aural

art.

M-59
2111



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's gu:.de)

4.22 Analyze ways of
organizing music.

202

The Music Box"

Program 8.- Musical Design

NOTES

To help students:

become aware of the
elements of design (some-
times called form) in
music.

focus on the creative
aspects of music: the

composer, his or her
creative ideas, and how
they are used.

- heighten their awareness
of musical design by
refining listening skills
in order to perceive
form in music--the aural
art.

3
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1111)
COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of nJsic: history, literature,

and terminology.

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: MusiC

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

5.7 Know appropriate
terms used in music studies.

"The Music Box"

Program 8.- Musical Design

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

become aware of the
elements of design (some-
times called form) in
music.

focus on the creative
aspects of music: the

composer, his or her
creative ideas, and how
they are used.

heighten their awareness
of musical design by
refining listening skills
in order to perceive
form in music--the aural
art.

M-61



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music:
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SUBJECT AREA: Music

melody, rhythm, tempo,

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.29 Recognize that pat-
terns may be repeated with
and/or without change.

"The Music Box" To help students:

Program 8.- Musical Design

2.30 Recognizes same/diff-
erent sections of a composi-
tion.

become aware of the
elements of design (some-
times called form) in
music.

2.31 Associate letters A
and B or various geometric.
symbols with sections of
music.

focus on the creative
aspects of music: the
composer, his or her
creative ideas, and how
the .:re used.

heighten their awareness
of musical design by
refining listening skills
in order to perceive
form, in music--the aural
art.

on7



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.27 Analyze ways of
organizing music.

2 n 8

"The Music Box"

Program 8.- Musical Design

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

become aware of the
elements of deign (some-
times called form) in
music.

focus on the creative
aspects of music: the

composer, his or her
creative ideas, and how
they are used.

heighten their awareness
of musical design by
refining listening skills
in order to perceive
form in music--the aural
art.

M-63
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowTedge of music: history, literature,

and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.8 Know appropriate
terms used in music studies.

2 10

"The Music Box"

Program 8.- Musical Design

o help students:

become aware of the
elements of design (some-
times called form) in

music.

focus on the creative
aspects of music: the

composer, his or her
creative ideas, and how
they are used.

heighten their awareness
of musical design by
refining listening skills
in order to perceive
form in music--the aural
art.

2 1 1



ARTS EDUCATION Grade K SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.14 Recognize the differ-
ent characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.15 Recognize familiar
musical instruments.

"The Music Box"

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

o help students:

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

M-65

This is the best
program of this
series.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade K SUBJECT AREA: jusiC

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in Music: singing, rhythms, listening,

instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,

and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.9 Identify familiar
instruments by sound.

4.15 Be aware of varied

sound possibilities of
instruments.

4.21.1 Describe music
according to time period, e.g.,
own time, long ago.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"The Music Box"

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

o help students:

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the

ages.

M-66

This is the best
program of this
series.



11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1

111,
SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of music: melody, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.17 Be aware of all sound.

2.18.1 Identify specific
sources of sounds and
characteristics of these
individual sounds.

2.19 Recognize familiar
musical instruments.

2.19.1 Identify, upon hearing
specific musical instruments
with which s/he is familiar.

2.20 Associate tone colors
with pictures of familiar
instruments.

2.20.1 Identify picture of
instrument when sound of that
instrument is heard.

2 6

The Music Box"

Progam 11 - Music Through

the Ages

o help students:

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

NOTES

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

M-67

This is the best
program of this
series.



ARTS EDOCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL. 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.28 Be aware of general
time period in music.

To help students:

4.28.1 Describe music as that
of own time or long ago.

018

Program 11 - Music Through

the Ages
become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

M-68

NOTES

This is the best
program of this
series.

219



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many different
creators.

5.2.1 Tell names of familiar
composers.

5.2.2 Identify on hearing
compositions by familiar
composers.

12 2

"The Music Box"

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

M-69

This is the best
program of this
series.

221



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2

2. The learner will develop concepts of music:
dynamics, tone color, harmony, and form.

SUBJECT AREA: Music

melody, rhythm, tempo,

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SUIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.19 Recognize the different
characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.19.1 Identify specific
sources of sounds and charac-
teristics of these individual
sounds.

222

The Music Box" o help students:

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

This is the best
program of this
series.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

223



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.20 Be aware of varied
sound possibilities of
instruments.

4.20.1 Play instruments in
different ways to create
varied sound qualities.

4.29 Be aware of general
time period in music.

4.29.1 Describe music as
that of own time or long ago.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"The Music Box"

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

- become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

- become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

M-71

NOTES

This is the best
program of this
series.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.2 Know that music has "The Music Box"
been written by many different
creators. Program 11 - Music Through

the Ages
5.2.1 Tell names of familiar
composers.

5.4 Be aware of music from
a range of times and places.

5.4.1 Identify on hearing
whether music is from now or
long ago--own culture or
other.

To help students:

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

- understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

NOTES

This is the best
program of this
series.

M-72
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop concepts of m sic: melody, rhythm, tempo,

dynamics, tone color, harmony, and forms.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.22 Recognize the different
characteristics of sound
produced by different sources.

2.23 Recognize familiar
musical instruments.

"The Music Box"

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

o help students:

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

This is the best
program of this
series.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.21 Be aware of music of
other countries and cultures.

4.21.1 Identify on hearing
familiar music of other
countries and cultures.

4.23 Be aware of varied
sound possibilities of instru-
ments.

4.23.1 Play instruments in
different ways to create varied
sound qualities.

"The Music Box"

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

o help students:

become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the
ages.

M-74

This is the best
program of this
series.

'23i
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music:

and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

5.2 Know that music has
been written by many different
creators.

5.2.1 Tell name of familiar
composers.

5.4 Be aware of music from
a range of times and places.

5.4.1 Identify whether music
is from now or long ago--own
culture or other.

2,32

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"The Music Box"

Program 11 - Music Through
the Ages

SUBJECT AREA: Music

history, literature,

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students:

- become knowledgeable
about the periods of
musical history.

- become knowledgeable
about the flavours
of various periods of
music.

- understand the process
of change in music and
instruments through the

ages.

M-75

This is the best
program of this

series.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.1 Be aware of her/his
own creative capabilities.

3.4 Be aware of appropria
sounds for use in composition.

3.7 Select appropriate
combinations of familiar
rhythm instruments for use in
compositions.

3.9 Be aware that sound
effects, movement, and drama-
tizations can enhance the
effect of musical compositions.

234

"The Music Box"

Program 13 Storytelling

o help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

- understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

M-76

NOTES



111/1
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1

111/1
SUBJECT AREA: Music

11111

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,
and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES 1 SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.1 Be aware of the differ-
ence between the singing and
the speaking voice.

4.30 Assess the suitability
of student-created accompani-
ments for songs and stories.

"The Music Box"

Program 13.- Storytelling

To help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

- understand how music,
language, an drama

combine to form a short
operetta.

M-77

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 1 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,

and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

5.4 Know that music is
...elated to the other arts.

5.5 Know that each art
form is made up of basic
elements.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"The Music Box"

Program 13.- Storytelling

To help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

M-78



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2

111,
SUBJECT AREA: Music

111/1
COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Be aware of her/his
own creative capabilities.

3.4 Be aware of appropriate
sounds for use in compositions.

3.6 Develop and/or impro-
vise melodic expressions for
songs.

3.7 Select appropriate
combinations of familiar
rhythm instruments in compo-
sitions.

3.9 Be aware that sound
effects, movement, and drama-
tizations can enhance the effec
of musical compositions.

'? -AU

"The Music Box"

Program 13- Storytelling

o help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

M-79



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,

and physical coordination.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Be aware of the differ-
ence between the singing and
the speaking voice.

4.31 Assess the suitability
of student-created accompan-
iments for songs and stories.

"The Music Box"

Program 13 Storytelling

o help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

M-80
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2

11111
COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,

and terminology.

SUBJECT AREA: MUSIC

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.5 Know that music is
related to the otuer arts.

5.6 Know that each art
form is made up of basic
elements.

"The Music Box"

Program 13 - Storytelling

To help students:

- heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

- understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

M-81
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop creative capabilities: concepts and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.4 Be aware of appropriate
sounds for use in composition.

3.5 Be aware of possible
variations of tempo and dynamics
for use in composition.

3.9 Be aware that sound
effects, movement, and drama-
tizations can enhance the
effect of musical compositions.

3.10 Understand the impor-
tance of dynamics, tempo, and
articulations oa the overall
effect of the compositicn.

1G

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"The Music Box"

Program 13 Storytelling

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

- understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

NOTES



COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop skills in music: singing, rhythms, listening,
instrumental performance, analysis, evaluation, conducting, music reading,

and physical coordination.

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.1 Be aware of the differ-
ence between the singing and
the speaking voice.

4.36 Assess the suitability
of student-created accompani-
ments for songs and stories.

12A

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"The Music Box"

Program 13 Storytelling

o help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

M-83
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grace 3 SUBJECT AREA: Music

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop a knowledge of music: history, literature,
and terminology.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITI,E

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.6 Know that music is
related to the other arts.

5.7 Know that each art form
is made up of basic elements.

250

"The Music Box"

Program 13.- Storytelling

o help students:

heighten their awareness
of the roles of music and
sound in storytelling.

understand how music,
language, and drama
combine to form a short
operetta.

M-84
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General Cc- -tints on the "Shakespeare on Stage" Series

While this series offers some interesting and diverse approaches to the preparation
of Shakespearean theatre, it is often vague or focuses on the personal experiences
of those involved rather than on the goals and objectives of t' series. As a result,
the teacher will need to preview the tapes before showing them in class to determine
how they can best be used. The reading of Macbeth and Taming of the Shrew is almost
a must for the tapes to be understood. Those presentations dealing with the actor's
or director's interpretation do show the process, but more often than not, are not
in line with the traditional interpretations of Shakespeare's plays. The teacher should
be prepared to discuss other interpretations and why these may be more appropriate
in relationship to the script. The acting is not outstanding, but does provide a vehicle
for discussion and might be used in order that students can critique what they have
seen. Students could also be urged to provide improvements or alternatives for making
the performances better. Settings and costumes are none traditional; therefore, some
further discussion of these two components may be desirable. By in large, the series
offers some interesting approaches, but should be used after study and preparation
has taken place rather than as a beginning point.



11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts /Theatre Art

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of the origins of
theatre and of theatre as an outgrowth of world cultures and as a reflection
of society.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4
SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.2.4 Relate how theatre
entertains, teaches, and
records heritage.

1.3.1 Read or view a period
play and discuss how the
attitudes, beliefs, and
feelings of the people and the
times are evident.

1.3.2 Discuss how advance-
ments in society such as
technology, travel, and
communication have affected the
type of theatre done and the
way theatre evolved as a
profession.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 1 - Introduction to
Reading Shakespeare

Program 1 - Theatre Is Action

To help students understand:

- elements of theatrical
production: actor,

director, costumes,
lighting, scenery, props,
makeup, and stage combat.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts/Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and history of theatre.

1111111,""

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1.4 Know and discuss,
verbally or in writing,
persons of major importance to
theatre literature throughout
history, to ;nclude play-
wrights.

2.2.1 Know and relate
verbally or in writing how
theatre architecture has
affected the type of plays
that have been written in
different periods.

256

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 1 - Introduction to
Reading Shakespeare

Program 1 - Theatre Is Action

To help students understand:

elements of theatrical
production: actor,

director, costumes,
lighting, scenery, props,
makeup, and stage combat.

TA-02



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 ISOSUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts/Theatre AT

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and history.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.1.8 Discuss verbally or in
writing different types of
theatre architecture in
different periods and how it
affected the type of thea-
trical presentation of the
period.

1.1.9 Read plays from the
major periods in theatre
history and discuss how they
are related to the types of
theatre going on at that time,
in that culture, and in that
location.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TULE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 1 - Introduction to

Reading Shakespeare

Program 1 - Theatre Is Action

NOTES

o help students understand:

elements of theatrical

production: actor,
director, costumes,
lighting, scenery, props,
makeup, and stage combat.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9..1z S'1BJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - TPchnical Theatre i

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the technical
elements of play production.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.1.2 Discuss how collabcr-
ation is achieved among those
involved in a production.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 1 Introduction to
Reading Shakespeare

Program 1 Theatre Is Action

o help students understand:

elements of theatrical
production: actor,
director, costumes,
lighting, scenery, props,
makeup, and stage combat.

NOTES

TA-04



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 4110
SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts Theatre I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. The learner will be able to direct others in short theatrical performances.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

6.1_1 Know, understand, and
discuss drama as art (i.e.,
concept, technique, unity,
coherence, emphasis, select-
ivity, proportion, rearrange-
ment, intensification, and
mood).

6.1.2 Know, understand, and
discuss the director's
function.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 1 Introduction to
Reading Shakespeare

Program 2 - The Theatre Director

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

the role of a play's
director.

TA-05

NOTES

Teacher needs to
provide further
clarification.

R3



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to act in
theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/Ok MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Imm.1...s.

(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1.1 Discuss verbally or in
writing the different methods
and techniques used in devel-
oping a theatrical role.

4.1.2 Dev 3e and put into
practice her/his own way of
working as a performer.

"Shakespeare on Stage" o help students understand:

Module 1 - Introduction to
Reading Shakespeare

how actors use the text
in preparing to perform.

Blocking displayed on

tape is more appro-
priate for video than
for live theatre.

Program 3 The Character
Develops

4.2,2 Write a hypothetical
biography of her/his character
based on information derived
from the script.



11111 ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
11111

SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre A

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills, and
ability to act in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of how to perfect a
theatrical role and put these
concepts ;nto practice.

2.1.1 Develop the physical
and verbal characteristics of
a character based on the
script and relate these
verbally, in writing, or in
practice.

2.1.2 Determine the motiva-
tions for a character and
relate them veball:, in
iriting, or in practice.

2.1.4 Explore ways to expand
a stage character and demon-
strate in practice or relate
them through discussion or
writing.

*2RG

"Shakespeare on Stage"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Module 1 Introduction to
Reading Shake,eare

Program 3 - The Character
Develops

o help studeots understand:

- how actors use the text
in preparing to perform.

TA-07

NOTES

Blocking displayed on
tape is more appro-
priate for video than
for live theatre.

:2R7



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREL: Theatre Arts Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to speak
meaningfully and distinctly in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

3.1.1 Define and demonstrate
in practice such terms as
volume, range, pitch, inten-
sity, articulation, inflection,
resonance, pronunciation,
flexibility, rhythm, rate,
emphasis, pause, and poise.

3.4.1 Speak clearly and
distinctly so as to be under-
stood in theatrical presenta-
tions and projects.

3.4.2 Speak dialogu- with
the appropriate inflection,
emphasis, rhythm, etc. that is
suitable for a particular
theatrical character or role.

"Shakespeare cn Stage"

Module 1 - Introduction to
Reading Shakespeare

Program 4 Shakespeare's
Language

To help students understand:

- how directors and actors
make written words come
to life through line
'iterpretation and action.

NOTES

...51:111119. Al2.

A very wordy director
the teacher should be
prepared to give
additional explanatio

',2,1;z)

TA-08

V,:.: ;



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade q_12 110 11111
SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre A I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills, and
ability to act in theexical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

Immlams.r.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1.1 Develop the physical
and verbal characteristics of
a character based on the script
and relate these verbally,
in writing, or in practice.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 1 - Introduction to
Reading Shakespeare

Program 4 - Shakespeare's
Language

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

how directors and actors
make written words come
to life through line
interpretation and action.

A very wordy director--
ine teacher should be
prepared to give
additional explanation.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Tsc!atre Arts Iheatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. The learner will write scripts suitable for theatrical performance.

Zr,
COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

7.1.3 Relate the forms of
drama and their characteristics

z
)

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 - Macbeth As Tragedy

Program 5 - The Idea of Tragedy

To help students understand:

tragedy through Macbeth.

TA-10

NOTES

Teacher must be famil-
iar with play before
showing.

Teacher should discus!
tragedy and Macbeth
with studentgTiTTE at
use this video as
follow-up. (See p.14
in guide)

3



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: 111211U2AXIS=Theatre 411/

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and history.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.1.7 Compare and constrast,
verbally or in writing,
different aspects theatre
done in different periods of
history.

1.1.9 Rem plays from the
major periods in theatre his-
tory and discuss how they are
related to the types of theatre
going on at that time, in that
culture, and in that location.

1.1.10 Define and give
examples of the various types
of theatre such as musical
comedy, melodrama, kabuki,
Commedia dell'Arte, Theatre
of the Absurd, etc.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

.IIIMS=IIMIZZES=M1===.1.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 - Macbeth As Tragedy

Program 5 - The Idea of Tragedy

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

tragedy through Macbeth.

TA-11

NOTES

Teacher must be famil-
iar with pl &y before

showing.

Teacher should discuss
tragedy and Macbeth
with students first and
use this video as
follow-up. (See p. 14
in guide)



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. lhE learner will be able to direct others in short theatrical performances.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

MEMOISAMIMIMMILICIIMIIMIIM110-

6.1.1 Know, understand, and
discuss drama as art (i.e.,
concept, technique, unity,
coherence, emphasis, selecti-
vity, proportion, rearrange-
ment, intensification, and
mood.

6.1.2 Know, understand, and
discuss the director's function

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
eROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide;

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 - Macbeth as Tragedy

Program 6 - The Director's
Interpretation

To help students understand:

- how director's concept of
Macbeth is interpreted by
costme and scene
designers.

NOTES

INIZEMMINIS

MIR

The teacher should be
prepared to discuss

other interpretations
which conform more to
the traditionally
accepted interpretations.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12

Aiiik Aget,

VIP
SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will be able to direct others for simple theatrical performances.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

-12sissiaSIMMENINOMMMICIIINZE0111110

NOTES

3.1.4 Cooperate with, and
give direction to, all other
Lneatre staff in relation to
production needs and concept
for a short script or scene.

.), 7

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 - Macbeth as Tragedy

Program 6 The Director's
:qterpretation

To help students understand:

how director's concept of
Macbeth is interpreted by
costume and scene
designers.

TA-13

The teache Aould be
prepared to discuss
other interpretations
which conform more to
the traditionally
accepted interpretations.

.279



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. Thy learner will be able to design, illustrate, and make simple costumes from
different periods and/or of different styles.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

MFEEINIMICMIEMIV-

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

5.1 Display knowledge and
skills in costuming and
costume design.

5.1.2 After reading a p.:ay,

determine the period, style,
and/c. look of the costumes
for the different characters,
and either describe, sketch,
or find pictures to illus-
trate them.

..., 3 x)
Y'ti

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 Macbett as Traged,

Program 6 - The Director's
Interpretation

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

how director's concept of
Macbeth is interpreted by
costume and scene
designers.

TA-14

NOTES

The teacher should be
prepared to discuss
other interpretations
which conform more to
the traditionally
accepted interpretations.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
IMF

SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Ar.s - Technical Thal"!

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the technical elements of

play production.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1.2 Discuss how colla-
boration is achieved among
those involved in a production.

1.1.3 Relate how those
involved in a production must
adhere to the production
:oncept.

1.3.1 Know and discuss the
necessary steps and processes
for designing scenery for a
production to include deter-
mination of the design concept.

1.3.3 Determine, explain,
and justify the design and
construction of a particular
scenic element.

1.3.4 Determine and explain
how different scenery for a
production will change Grid/or
work together throughout the
entire production.

282

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 Macbeth as Tragedy

Program 6 The Director's
Interpretation

To help students understand:

- how director's concept of
Macbeth is interpreted by
costume and scene
designers.

TA-15

The teacher should be
prepared to discuss
other inte-dretations
which conform more to
the traditionally
accepted interpretations.

'S 3



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills, and
ability to act in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR YrASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1.2 Determine the motiva-
tions for a character and
relate them verbally, in
writing, or in practice.

oB4

sir

SCHOOL TELEVIS:ON
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 - Macbeth as Tragedy

Program 7 - The Character
Develops

To help students understand:

- how the actor makes
decisions about character
portrayll

TA-16

The teacher may wish
to provide additional
information.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
11111 1110

SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to act in
theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.4.2 Remember and execute
rehearsed stage movement and
dialogue.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 - Macbeth as Tragedy

Program 7 - The Character
Develops

To help students understand:

- how the actor makes
decisions about character
portrayal.

The teacher may wish
to provide additional
information.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and the history of theatre.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3.2 Read plays out loud, or
perform scenes from plays and
discuss how written words take
on new or different meanings

and importance when spoken or
performed.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 Macbeth as Tragedy

Program 8 Language and Poetry

To halp students understand:

meter and language as
they create meaning in
Macbeth.

TA-18

Primarily deals with
delivery of verse and
meter for Shakespearear
performance.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
11111 1110

SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to speak
meaningfully and distinctly in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.1.1 Define and demonstrate
in practice such terms as
volume, range, pitch, inten-
sity, articulation, inflection
resonance, pronunciation,
flexibility, rhythm, rate,
emphasis, pause, and poise.

3.A.1 Speak clearly and
distinctly so as to be under-
stood in theatrical presenta-
t'ons and projects.

3.4.2 Speak dialogue with
the appropriate inflection,
emphasis, rhythm, etc. that
is suitable for a particular
theatrical character or role.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 2 - Macbeth as Tragedy

Program 8 - Language and Poetry

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

- meter and language as
they create meaning in
Macbeth.

TA-19

NOTES

Primarily deals with
delivery of verse and
meter for Shakespearean
performance.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of the origins
of theatre and of theatre as an outgrowth of world cultures and as a reflection
of society.

MEW

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.2.4 Relate how theatre
entertains, teaches, and
records heritage.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 9 Shakespeare's
Comedy

NOTES

To help students understand:

- Taming of the Shrew as an
example of Shakespearean
comedy.

TA-20

The teacher will need
to provide additional
information on comedy
(See page 32 of guide).



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts II

1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and history.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1.10 Define and give
examples of the various types
of theatre such as musical
comedy, melodrama, kabuki,
Commedia dell'Arte, Theatre
of the Absurd, etc.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 9 - Shakespeare's
Comedy

To help students understand:

Taming of the Shrew as an
example of Shakespearean
comedy.

The teacher will need
to provide additional
information on comedy.
(See page 32 of guide)



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills, and
abili'y to act in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1.3 Ascertain the appro-
priate tempo and timing for
physical action and/or verbal
delivery for a particular role
and demonstrate it in practice.

,)96

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 9 - Shakespeare's
Comedy

o help students understand:

Taming of the Shrew as an
example of Shakespearean
comedy.

TA-22

The teacher will need
to provide additional
information on comedy.
(See page 32 of guide)

*el



111/1 111, 11111ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arti_=_Iheatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner wil develop a basic understanding and knowledge of the origins
of theatre and of theatre as an outgrowth of Jrld cultures and as a
reflection of society.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.3.4 Do research and report
findings on one or more forms
of theatre as an outgrowth of
a particular time and group of
people such as classic, avant-
garde, musical, political
theatre, etc.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 10 - The Director's
Interpretation

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

how the director inter-
preted the Taming of the
Shrew through costumes,
setting, and actors.

TA-23

The teacher should be
prepared to discuss
this director's inter-
pretation in relation-
ship to other more
traditional interpre-
tations.

.)Q



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. The learner will be able to direct others in short theatrical performances.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

FOTES

6.1.1 Know, understand, and
discuss drama as art (i.e.,
concept, technique, unity,
coherence, emphasis, selecti-
vity, proportion rearrangement
intensification, and mood).

30u

"Shakespeare on Stage" o help students understand:

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 10 - The Director's
Interpretation

how the director inter-
preted the Taming of thy.
Shrew throuWcostumes,
setting, and actors.

The teacher should be
prepared to discuss
this director's inter-
pretation in relation-
ship to other more
traditional interpre-
tations.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 1110 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will be able to design, illustrate, and make simple costumes from
different periods and/or of different styles.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

5.1 Display knowledge and
skills in costuming and
costume design.

5.1.2 After reading a play,
determine the period, style,
and/or look of the costumes
for the different characters,

and either describe, sketch,
or find pictures to illus-
trate them.

3n

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 10 The Director's
Interpretation

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

- how the director inter-
preted the Taming of the
Shrew through costumes,
setting, and actors.

TA-25

NOTES

The teacher should be
prepared to discuss
this director's inter-
pretation in relation-
ship to other more
traditional interpre-
tations.

30:3



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Technical Theatre I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the technical elements of
play production.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1.3 Relate how those
involved in a production must
adhere to the production
concept.

304

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 10 The Director's
Interpretation

To help students understand:

- how the director inter-
preted the Taming of the
Shrew through costumes,
setting, and actors.

TA-26

The teacher should be
prepared to discuss
this director's inter-
pretation in relation-
ship to other more
traditional interpre-
tations.

3n5



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre literature
and the history of theatre.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.3.3 Listen to and/or view
plays in live performance, on
film, or from a recording and
write and/or discuss the ways
in which written words become
more meaningful through live
performance.

316

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 11 The Character
Develops

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

how actors develop comic
characters.

TA-27

3 n



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to act in.
tneatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1.2 Devise and put into
practice her/his own way of
working as a performer.

4.2.2 Write a hypothetical
biography of her/his character
based on information derived
from the script.

ants

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 11 - The Character
Develops

To help students understand:

how actors develop comic
characters.

TA-28

3ASI



111/ 111/1
SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts IIARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills, and
ability to act in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1.2 Develop the physical
and verbal characteristics of
a character based on the script
and relate these verbally, in
writing, or in practice.

2.1.2 Determine the motiva-
tions for a character and
relate them verbally, in
writing, or in practice.

2.1.4 Explore ways to expand
a stage character and demon-
strate in practice or relate
them through discussion or
writing.

2.4.2 Assess her/his own
acting efforts and remain
innovative and flexible while
working on improvements
discerned by her/himself and/
or others.

300

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 11 The Character
Develops

o help students understand:

how actors develop comic
characters.

TA-29

'3 i



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of the origins
or theatre and of theatre as an outgrowth of world cultures and as a
reflection of society.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.3.1 Read or view a period
play and discuss how the
attitudes, beliefs, and
feelings of the people and
the times are evident.

3.12

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Timing of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 12 - Shakespeare's
Language

o help students understand:

- how language relates to
character development.

TA-30

NOTES

Primarily directed
toward Shakespearean
productions.

3.13



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
11111 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and the history of theatre.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.3.2 Read plays out loud,
or perform scenes from plays
and discuss how written words
take on new or different
meanings and importance when
spoken or performed.

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 12 Shakespeare's
Language

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students uncle,

how language relates to
character development.

NOTES

Primarily directed
toward Shakespearean
productions.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
ilterature and history.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

1.1.2 Do research and report
findings on theatre during a
given period.

3.1 6

NOTES

"Shakespeare on Stage"

Module 3 - Taming of the Shrew
as Comedy

Program 12 Shakespeare's
Language

o help students understand:

how language relates to
character development.

TA-32

Primarily directed
toward Shakespearean
productions.

3.17



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts All

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of the origins of
theatre and of theatre as an outgrowth of world cultures and as a reflection
of society.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2.1 Discuss verbally or in
writing the different reasons
primitive man began doing
theatre.

1.2.2 Relate the role of
ritual, religion, and magic in
the development of early
theatre.

1.2.4 Relate how theatre
entertains, teaches, and
records heritage.

1.3 Understand that the
attitudes, beliefs, and
feelings of people in differ-
ent times throughout history
have been expressed through
different types of theatre.

1.3.3 Do research and report
findings on the theatre
developed by a particular
ethnic group.

13:18

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1111114aWMINIS

"Arts Alive"

J SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

Program 1 - Alive with the Arts

help students understand:

- that creating and exper-
iencing the arts improves
the quality of life.

TA-33
319



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop confidence in personal observation and
6A2rstanding while participating in creative drama activities.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.1 Recognize, understand,
and use more advanced vocabu-
lary in drama activities such
as plot (beginning, conflict,
resolution, ending), tragedy,
comedy, theme, dialogue, and
monologues.

1.1.1 Recall and use
appropriate vocabulary when
talking about various aspects
of drama.

1.1.2 Give basic definitions
and provide simple examples of
terms learned during creative
drama activities.

1.2 Perceive implications
and draw inferences during
creative drama activities.

1.2.1 When questioned by the
teacher about a dramatic play
situation, propose actions to
be taken,,decisions to be made,
and/or ideas or attitudes to be
considered based on her/his
understanding of what has
already happened in dramatic

play. 320

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

To help students understand:

that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-34

321



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop confidence in personal observation and
understanding while participating in creative drama activities.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEAcuRE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVEI,

(see teacher's guide)

1.3 Demonstrate basic
critical thinking skills in
drama activities.

1.3.2 Offer positive sug-
gestions for improving or
enhancing the performance
of her/his own group in
creative play situations.

1.3.3 Through discussion,
show that s/he can make a
distinction between different
interpretations of the same
creative drama idea or
activity.

372

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

To help students understand:

- that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-35

NOTES

Murrima hamar

373



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop confidence in personal observation and
understanding while participating in creative drama activities.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.4 Have an understanding
and the ability to do easy
stage movement and speech.

1.4.1 Observe, remember, and
replicate simple stage movement
given by the teacher or others.

1.4.2 Maintain visibility
and vocal projection that
demonstrates a sensitivity to
communicating with observers.

324

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-36

NOTES

These competencies
are demonstrated.

32b



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will begin to display initiative while continuing to
participate in creative drama activities.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2 Develop a realistic or
nonrealistic character for use
in a scene or individual
presentation.

1.2.1 Portray a realistic or
nonrealistic character in a
drama presentation using
her/his own ideas and any other
resources available.

1.3 Plan and present

effectively structured dramatic
situations.

1.3.2 Plan and do a present-
ation from a printed script
either individually or as part
of a group.

1.4 Demonstrate very
simple, basic acting skills on
stage.

SCHOOL. TELEVISION SERIES

& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.4.1 Understand motivation
and move on stage when given
direction in simple theatrical
terms such as "cross up stage."

1.4.4 As a performer, display
with authenticity the semblence
of some basic emotions as part
of a drama presentation to
others.

326

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

=1111111111r.A11M,

NOTES

o help students understand:

that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters

to life.

TA-37

These competencies
are demonstrated.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will begin to display initiative while continuing to
palt!cipate in creative drama activities.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.4.5 Demonstrate a basic
understanding of the voice as
a communicative instrument by
adjusting pitch, volume, and
tone to suit a character being
portrayed.

1.6 Offer mutual support
for and understanding to peers
during drama activities.

1.6.2 Compliment others for
attempting or achieving a task
in any drama activity.

1.6.3 Show respect for
others' contributions and work
during the process of planning
performing, and/or producing a
drama presentation.

328

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

o help students understand:

that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-38

These competencies
are demonstrated.

32!)



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8
9 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

1. The learner will become familiar with theatrical literature in order to

interpret it for performance and understand how it reflects life and the

human condition.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Know and understand
drama as literature.

1.1.4 Analyze a script to
determine the playwright's
message and/or intent.

1.2 Know and understand
written scripts as dramas
meant to be performed for an
audience.

1.2.1 Relate verbally or in
writing how the written script
might be done in performance.

1.2.3 Analyze a script to
determine motivation of a
character, directing possi-
bilities, or production
demands.

1.3 Display an awareness

that drama can help in the

undcrstandin of life situa-
tions and i, human reflec-
tion of the commonality of man

1.3.2 After reading or
seeing a play, discuss, verb-
ally or in writing, how the
various aspects of it ma:, be

related to ourselves'and the
way we act and react to the

world wt.! live in.

330

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

o help students understand:

- that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-39

These competencies
are demonstrated.

331



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will come to know, understand, and appreciate theatre as an art
fort., most often done by a group of people, which is personally demanding and
involves many different kinds of knowledge, discipline, and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 With an understanding
that acting is believing,
display pantomime techniques
with precision and accuracy to
the best of her/his ability.

2.1.1 Create and do a panto-
mime which accurately communi-
cates a believable intent
through the use of perfected
movements.

2.4 Analyze dramatic scenes
for motivation and plan action
accordingly.

2.4.1 Analyze an improvised
scene or script to determine
how s/he, as a character, will
act and relate the finding
verbally or in writing.

2.4.2 Plan, and perform for
others, the actions s/he has
determined to be appropriate
for a character.

2.5 Understand the differ-
ence between real life actions
and theatrical presentation of
the same actions.

332

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

To help students understand:

- that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-40

These competencies
are demonstrated.

333



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will come to know, understand, and appreciate theatre as an art
form, most often done by a group of people, which is personally demanding and
involves many different kinds of knowledge, discipline, and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.5.1 Demonstrate when taking
or giving stage direction that
timing and placement must be
of a determined and controlled
nature.

2.6 Consciously use pro-
jection, articulation, variety,
and timing in order to drama-
tize believably.

2.6.1 Consciously increase
or decrease projection when
speaking in different situa-
tions and spaces.

2.6.2 Speak dialogue clearly
and understandably during
drama activities.

2.6.3 Use basic good speaking
techniques to portray a char-
a:ter in a believable manner
during a drama presentation.

334

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand: These competencies

are demonstrated.
- that the actor uses

movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-41
335



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts/Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and the history of theatre.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3 Understand plays as
literature that is meant to be
performed, as well as read.

2.3.2 Read plays out loud,
or perform scenes from plays
and discuss how written words
take on new or different
meanings and importance when
spoken or performed.

336

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

NOTES

o help students understand: These competencies
are demonstrated.

that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-42



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12
111/1 111/1

SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts /Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to speak
meaningfully and distinctly in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

40111111M

NOTES

3. Know and understand
important terms used in rela-
tion to the production of
sounds by the voice and the
related body movements.

3.1.1 Define and demonstrate
in practice such terms as
volume, range, pitch, inten-
sity, articulation, inflection
resonance, pronunciation, flex
ihility, rhythm, rate, empha-
sis, pause, and poise.

3.4 Speak clearly and
distinctly when speaking or
performing in theatrical pro-
jects or presentations.

3.4.1 Speak clearly and
distinctly so as to be under-
stood in theatrical presenta-
tions and projects.

3.4.2 Speak dialogue with
the appropriate inflection,
emphasis, rhythm, etc. that is
suitable for a particular
theatrical character or role.

338

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

o help students understand:

- that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters

to life.

TA-43

These competencies
are demonstrated.

339



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts/Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to act in
theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR M!ASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.4 Take direction and
replicate it in performance.

4.4.2 Remember and execute
rehearsed stage movement and
dialogue.

4.4.3 Rehearse and perform

in group theatrical presenta-
tions in the classroom or for
others.

3IU

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

o help students understand:

- that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA-44

These competencies
are demonstrated.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12
1110SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts/Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills, and

ability to act in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an aware-

ness of how to perfect a

theatrical role and put these

concepts into practice.

2.1.1 Develop the physical

and verbal characteristics of

a character based on the

script and relate these
verbally, in writing, or in

practice.

2.1.2 Determine the motiva-
tions for a character and

relate them verbally, in
writing, or in practice.

2.1.3 Ascertain the appro-

priate tempo and timing for
physical action and/or verbal
delivery for a particular role
and demonstrate it in practice.

2.1.4 Explore ways to expand

a s':age character and demon-

strate in practice or relate

them through discussion or

writing.

2.1.6 Rehearse and perform,

in group, dramatic presenta-
tions in the classroom or for

others.

342

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 - Elements of Drama

o help students understand:

- that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters

to life.

TA-45

These competencies

are demonstrated.

I
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SU2TvCT AREA: _Theatre Arts/Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills, and
ability to act in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing and the ability to
handle special movement pro-
blems on stage.

2.2.1 Discuss and demonstrate
standard ways of performing
such actions as stage fighting,
dying, falling, embracing, etc.

2.4 Analyze and critique
her/his and/or others acting
efforts.

2.4.1 Disc( verbally, or
in writing, problems seen with
others acting efforts and offer
valid suggestions for improve-
ment either verbally or by
example.

2.4.2 Assess her/his own
acting efforts and remain
innovative and flexible while
working on improvements dis-
cerned by her/himself and/or
others.

344

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 8 Elements of Drama

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

that the actor uses
movement and voice to
bring dramatic characters
to life.

TA- 46

NOTES

These competencies
are demonstrated.

3,15



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop confidence in personal observation and understanding
while participating in creative drama activities.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

WINNIEZVZMNZIN

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1,1.1 Recall and use appro-
priate vocabulary when talking
about various aspects of drama.

1.4.1 Observe, remember, and
replicate simple stage move-
ment given by the teacher or
others.

1.4.2 Maintain visibility
and vocal projection that
demonstrates a sensitivity
to communicating with
observers.

1.6.3 Act in the final drama
presentation resulting from
prior planning.

346

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

o help students understand:

the process of creating
a theatrical performance.

TA-47 347



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Artc

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will begin to know and understand that theatre arts involves
many different activities and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Participate in some of
the different aspects of
theatrical product'on.

2.1.5 Take part in accom-
plishing any other technical
aspects necessary for a drama
presentation.

9 I c

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

To help students understand:

- the process of creating
a theatrical performance.

TA-48
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will begin to display initiative while continuing to

participate in creative drama activities.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

kat

NOTES

1.2 Develop a realistic or
nonrealistic character for use

in a scene or individual
presentaYon.

1.3 Plan and present
effectively structured dramatic

situations.

1.4 Demonstrate very simple
basic acting skills on stage.

...4.3 With sensitivity for an
audience, know how and adjust
physically and vocally In order
to be seen and heard in an
appropriate manner.

1.4.4 As a performer, display
with authenticity the semblence
of some basic emotions as part
of a drama presentation to
others.

1.4.5 Demonstrate a basic
understanding of the voice as a
communicative instrument by
adjusting pitch, volume, and
tone to suit a character being
portrayed.

1.4.6 Use simple properties

with credibility.

350

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

o help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many

people.

TA-49

Jul



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will begin to distinguish between the different technical theatre
areas and will acquire the particular knowledge and skills necessary to work
in those areas.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Know and demonstrate
an understanding of what tasks
are performed by different
technical theatre crews.

2.1.2 Identity and explain
the purposes of various tech-
nical crews.

2.1.2 When appropriate,
consult with and show respect
for those people and crews
assigned to a specific task
which s/he must become
involved with, such as inter-
action between an actor and
property crew.

2.2 Continue to learn
skills necessary to be
involved in technical theatre
activities.

2.2.1 When possible, assume
different tasks in various
areas of technical theatre in
order to develop basic skills
in technical theatre such as
sound, lighting, scenery,
costuming, props, ana makeup.

:352

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

To help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the
cooperative effort among
many people.

TA-50

353



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will become familiar with theatrical literture in order to
interpret it for performance and understand how it reflects life and
the !loan condition.

111M1111111111111/

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher guide)

NOTES

1.3 Display an awareness
that drama can help in the
understanding of life situa-
tions and is a human reflection
of the commonality of man.

354

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

To help students understand:

- the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

TA-51

The objectives and
measures are not
directly addressed,
but demonstrated in
this program.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUB:ECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will come to know, understand, and appreciate theatre as an art
form, most often done by a group of people, which is personally demanding
and involves many different kinds of knowledge, discipline, and skills.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.6 Consciously use pro-
jection, articulation, variety,
and timing in order to drama-
tize believably.

2.6.1 Consciously increase
or decrease projection when
speaking in different situa-
tions and spaces.

2.6.2 Speak dialogue clearly
and understandably during I

drama activities.

2.6.3 Use basic good
speaking techniques to portray
a character in a believable
manner during a drama presen-
tation.

356

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

TA-52

The objectives and
measures are not
directly addressed,
but demonstrated in
this program.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will understand how the different areas of technical theatre
complement and complete the total concept of a theatrical presentation.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.1 Understand and demon-
strate that coordination and
collaboration in technical
theatre activities are
essential.

3.1.1 Know and discus, with
others the concept, work plan
afid completion date for the
various phases of preparing a
presentation.

3.1.2 When working on one
area of technical theatre,
stay apprised of and discuss
what way the other areas are
achieving their tasks within
the determined concept.

3.1.3 Cooperate with others
involved in production, by

exchanging information and
sharing materials and equipment
when appropriate or necessary.

'0 0

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

o help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

TA-53

The objectives and
measures are not
directly addressed,
but demonstrated in
this. program.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will understand how the different areas of technical theatre
complement and complete the total concept of a theatrical presentation.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.2 Understand, apply, and
utilize the fundamentals of
technical theatre as an inte-
gral part of drama activities.

3.2.1 Discuss the needs and
possibiliti(s for a present-
ation at any given time during
production.

3.2.2 Through intent, demoa-
strate the need to achieve the
various aspects of technical
theatre for each presentation
as much as it is possible and
plausible.

3.2.3 When possible, make use
of any aspect of technical
theatre to enhance a present-
ation.

13 6

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

o help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

TA-54

The objectives and
measures are not
directly addressed,
but demonstrated in
this program.

AGM



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
111/1 III/1

SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Art; - TheAtre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of the origins

of theatre and of theatre as an outgrowth of world cultures and as a

reflection of society.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.2.4 Relate how theatre
entertains, teaches, and
records heritage.

1.3.1 Read or view a period
play and discuss how the atti-
tudes, beliefs, and feelings
of the people and the times
are evident.

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many

people.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop a basic understanding and knowledge of theatre
literature and the history of theatre.

.IMMIMilum...191212MINIIM110.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

411iIMMicials=

2.3 Understand plays as .

literature that is meant to be
performed, as well as read.

364

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Arts Alive' To help students understand:

Program 9 - Creating Theatre the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

NOTES

ARM

TA-56



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12, SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Art: - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to speak
meaningfuly and distinctly in theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.4 Speak clearly and
distinctly when speaking or
performing in theatrical
projects or oresentations.

3.4.1 Speak clearly and
distinctly so we to be under-
.ftood in theatrical presenta-
tions anti projects.

3.4.2 Speak dialogue with
the appropriate inflection,
emphasis, rhythm, etc. that
is suitable for a particular
theatrical character or role.

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

SC-TOOL TELEVISION

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students urderstand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort amuog many
people.

TA-57



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Art_s_- Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop the knowledge, skills, and ability to act in
theatrical presentations.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.4 Take direction and
replicate it in performance.

388

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Arts Alive" To help students understand:

Program 9 - Creating Theatre the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

TA-58

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. The learner will be alile to direct others in short theatrical performances.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND:OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

6.1.2 Know, understand, and
discuss the director's
function.

6.1.5 Know, understand, and
discuss the process tradition-
ally used to con uct tryouts,
casting, and rehearsals.

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 Creating Thee tre

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help studen,:s understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATI'N - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. The learner will write scripts suitable for theatrical performance.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIV S
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

7.1.5 Relate the general
steps taken in the process
of writing a play.

372

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

SCHOOL TELEVISION
MOGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's gui,le)

o help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort amolig many

people.

TA-60

NOTES

373



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts

rcnISTENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop, to a further extent, the knowledge, skills,

and ability to act in theatrical presentations.

.11501eMst.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3.2 Demonstrate the ability
to deliver dialogue in such
dialects as French, Southern
American, or German by speaking
dialogue with the appropriate
accent.

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 Creating Theatre

To help students understand:

- the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among mar,,,,

people.

TA-61

NOTES

AMR

These competenc F are

demonstrated raLiter
than taught.

75



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will be able to direct others for simple theatrical performances.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.1 Function as director
or assistance director for a

short play or other scripted
performance piece.

3.2.3 Seek the advice and

assistance of others when
involve' in directing, and
willingly give help to others.

3f f'

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

=l

"Arts Alive"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Program 9 Creating Theatre

To help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many

people.

TA-62

NOTES

491110111111111it

These competencies are
demonstrated rather
than taught.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

110714,r9

efrist:tk,..

ft '

11111SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will write scripts for performace, and objectively critique
her/his on scripts or those of others.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

MEMPIM...av

4.1.3 Write dialogue that is
suitable and interesting.

.47S

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

NOTES

o help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

TA-63

These competencies are
demonstrated rather
than taught.

:379



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will be able to design, illustrate, and make simple costumes from
different periods and/or of different styles.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

5.1.2 After reading a play,
determine the period, style,
aod/or look of the costumes
for the different characters,
and either describe, sketch,
or find pictures to illustrate
them.

38U

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

These competencies are
demor'trated rather
than aught.

TA-64 3S1



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Technical Theatre I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the technical elements of

play production.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTiVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1.2 Discuss how collabor-
ation is achieved among those
involved in a production.

1.1.3 Relate how those
involved in a production must
adhere to the production
concept.

1.3.1 Know and discuss the
necessary steps and processes
for designing scenery for a
production to include deter-
mination of the design concept

1.3.2 Execute a basic sketch
floor plan, front and ear

elevation, rendering, and
model for a play or portion
of a play.

1.1.3 Determine, explain,
and justify the design and
construction of a particular
scenic element.

1.3.4 Determine and explain
how different scenery for a
production will change and/or
work together tnroughout the
entire '.oduction.

3S2

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

o help students understand:

- the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

TA-65

These competencies are
demonstrated rather
than taught.

3 S3



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9 -1k SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts Technical Theatre I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop knowledge and skills in the technical elements of
play production.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.4.3 After reading a play
or scene, identify lighting
needs either verbally or in
writing.

1.4.4 Draw a simple floor
plan and show the placement of
instruments, and their number
in sequence.

1.5.2 Do research and find
the necessary sound effects
or conceive a way to make
them.

"Arts Alive"

Program 9 - Creating Theatre

To nelp students understand:

the process of creating
theatre through the coop-
erative effort among many
people.

These competencies are
demonstrated rather
than taught



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Theatre Arts - Theatre Arts 1

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. The learner will be able to direct others in short theatrical performances.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

6.1.3 Know, understand, and
discuss the five fundamentals
of play directing (i.e., compo-
sition, picturization, movement
rhythm, and pantomimic drama-
tization).

3 S 6

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 Arts and Self-
Expression

To help students understand:

- that an artist's exper-
iences and feelings may
be reflected in her/his
art work.

TA-67

NOTES

An excellent example
of pantomime to be
used, grades 4-12.
(Bert Houle segment)

3F7



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.1 Demonstrate positive

attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'

work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate
with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

3S9

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 1 - Alive with
the Arts

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand
the importance the arts
play in our lives, both as
creators and as audience.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Demonstrate acceptance
of the efforts of others and
realize their uniqueness.

1.2.2 Cooperate and share
with classmates.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

391

"Arts Alive"

Program 1 - Alive with
the Arts

To help students understand
the importance the arts
play in our lives, both as
creators and as audience.

VA-02
392



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8
S

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.2 Accept the work of

others.

1.2.1 Demonstrate acceptance
of the efforts of others and
realize their uniqueness.

1.2.2 Cooperate and share

with classmates.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

J4

(v)o

"Arts Alive"

Program 1 - Alive with
the Arts

To help students understand
the importance the arts
play in our lives, both as
creators and as audience.

VA-03



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.1311mMES1111111111ENEJI

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's gxide)

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate

with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

395

"Arts Alive"

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

To help students understand:

- how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

- how the elements of art
are essential for good
art.

- the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-
tion.

VA-04



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Arts Alive"

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.2 Use a variety of
color values and intensities
in her/his work.

2.1.3 Continue to develop
expressive use of line.

2.1.4 Experiment with contour

lines to define essence of
shapes and forms.

2.1.5 Compare and contrast
shapes (natural/geometric,
organic/inorganic, objective/

nonobjective):

2.1.6 Relate basic
geometric forms to nature
in her/his work.

2.1.8 Use basic perspect-
ive in her/his work
(diminishing size from fore-
ground, middleground, to

background).

C-;

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

To help students understand:

how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

how the elements of art
are essential for good

art.

the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-
tion.

VA-05 1°18



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

WIII11116M11991

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use color, line,

shape, form, texture,
and space to express her/his
ideas and feelings.

See previous page See previous page

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works of

others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does

not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative
effort to organized thought.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

399 VA-06 I00



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Develop ability to
discuss her/his work and that

of others in terms of meaning,
feeling, mood, and ideas.

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page

VA-07



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts__

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in drawing
and painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art
elements in relation
design principlcs.

3.1.2 Consider concepts
of perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.3 Create interior and
exterior scenes (e.g., land-
scapes, still lifes) taken
from life.

3.1.4 Depict figures taken
from life.

3.1.6 Experiment with
various instruments and
techniques to achieve a variety
of visual effects and textures.

See previous page See previous page



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.1.7 Create various climates
weather conditions, and seasons.

3.1.8 Use drawing and
painting tools appropriately
and safely.

4n5

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

NOTES

4C16



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Demonstrate acceptance
of the efforts of others and
realize their uniqueness.

1.2.2 Cooperate and share
with classmates.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

407

"Arts Alive"

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's )

NOTES

o help students understand:

how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

how the elements of art
are essential for good
art.

the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-
tion.

VA-10
CS



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.2 Use varying color

values and intensities in
her/his work.

2.1.3 Discriminate among
various kinds of line

qualities.

2.1.4 Explore various
qualities of line in her/his

work.

2.1.5 Continue to develop

an expressive use of line.

2.1.6 Explore use of shape

to describe ideas visually.

2.1.8 Explore use of texture

to define, distinguish, and
vary surface qualities.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

4019

"Arts Alive"

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

o help students understand:

how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

how the elements of art

are essential for good

art.

the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-

tion.

VA-11



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.3.5 Recognize how works
of art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that duni
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Recognize that
creating visually is a design
problem.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms
of meaning, feeling, mood,
and ideas.

411

See previous page See previous page

VA-12
412



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7

11111 1110
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in drawing
and painting processes.

3.1.1 Consider art elements

and design principles to
achieve a successful

composition.

3.1.2 Consider concepts

of perception/observation,
creativity, and evaluation.

3.1.3 Create shapes and

forms reflected in the
environment in drawings and

paintings.

3.1.4 Use value gradation
and techniques of surface
treatment (e.g., shading,
mixing, blurring, wash,
stippling, dry brush).

3.1.7 Render figures from

life with consideration given
to proportion, form, portraits,
full figures, contour, gesture,

motion.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape, inter-

iors, and architectuneo
Li I 0

"Arts Alive"

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

To help students understand:

- how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

how the elements of art
are essential for good'

art.

the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-

tion.

VA-13

414



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

.11=0111211110.

1.1 Demonstrate positive

attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.2 Accept the work of

others.

1.2.1 Demonstrate acceptance
of the efforts of others and
realize their uniqueness.

1.2.2 Cooperate and share
with classmates.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

4.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"1:1===11111=11111.

To help students understand:

- how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

- how the elements of art
are essential for good

art.

- the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-

tion.

VA-14

NOTES

4.16

411111111



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.2 Use varying color
values and intensities in
her/his work.

2.1.3 Experiment with a
variety of color schemes:
complementary, analogous,
monochromatic.

2.1.4 Recognize personal,
interpretive use of color.

2.1.5 Develop on expressive
use of line.

2.1.6 Explore use of shape

to describe ideas visually.

2.1.8 Explore use of texture
to define, distinguish, and
vary surface qualities.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

4.17

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

o help students understand:

how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

how the elements of art
are essential for good
art.

the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-

tion.

VA-15

418



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND /OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.3.5 Recognize how works
of art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Recognize that
creating visually is a design
problem.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in term's

of meaning, feeling, mood,
and ideas.

419

See previous page See previous page

VA-16 420



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in drawing
and painting processes.

3.1.1 Consider art elements
and design principles to
achieve a successful
composition.

3.1.2 Consider concepts

of perception/observation,
creativity, and evaluation.

3.1.3 Create shapes and
forms reflected in the
environment in drawings and

paintings.

..1.4 Use value gradation
and techniques of surface
treatment (e.g., shading,
mixing, blurring, wash,
stippling, dry brush).

3.1.7 Render figures from
life with consideration given
to proportion, form, portraits,
full figures, contour, gesture,
motion.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape, inter-
iors, and architecture. 0 ,

,misrAmmolmlnew--

"Arts Alive"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Program 2 - Elements of
Visual Arts

NOTES

To help students understand:

how personal observation
is important to an
individual's work.

how the e'ements of art
are essential for good
art.

the concept of evolving
a work of art to comple-
tion.

VA-17

422



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

I SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

473

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 - Creating Visual Arts

o help students:

- understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to

problem solution.

- understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

- become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-18



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.3 Continue to develop
expressive use of line.

2.1.4 Experiment with contour

lines to define essence of

shapes and forms.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design

principles.

2.2.1 Compile related and

unrelated pieces into a
visual whole in drawings,
paintings, sculpture, photo-
graphy, film, or electronic art

2.2.3 Experiment with

ways to -hieve balance

by use the elements

of color, line, space, form,

shape, and texture.

2.2.6 Recognize multiple

focus points with varying
degrees of prominence
in her/his work and that of

others.

5

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4

"Arts Alive"
To help students:

Program 3 Creating Visual Arts - understand the impor-

tance of problem
recognition prior to

problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-19
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his

intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Use color, line,
shape, form, texture,
and space to express her/his
ideas and feelings.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works
of others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying,
tracing, or patterns.

2.4.1 Relate creative
effort to organized thought.

427

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6
111/1 11111

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.5 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Develop ability to
discuss her/his work and that
of others in terms of meaning,
feeling, mood, and ideas.

4e

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL:
3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in drawing
and painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art
elements in relation to
design principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts
of perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.3 Create interior and
exterior scenes (e.g., land-
scapes, still lifes) taken
from life.

3.1.8 Use drawing and
painting tools appropriately
and safely.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in printmaking
processes.

431

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 - Creating Visual Arts

o help students:

understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to
problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-22



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.2.1 Create prints which
consider the art elements

in relation to design

principles.

3.2.2 Consider concepts

of perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation

in her/his work.

3.2.3 Create prints using

one or more of the following

processes: relief, intaglio,

collograph, stencil.

413

See previous page

IMMMIIMMI6IML,

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

435

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 Creating Visual Arts

To help students:

understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to
problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-24 43u



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

=11111a.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.3 Discriminate among
various kinds of line

qualities.

2.1.4 Explore various
qualities of line in her/his

work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design
principles.

2.2.1 Explore the char-
acteristics of successful

unified composition.

2.2.3 Explain how unity
is achieved in her/his
work and that of others.

2.2.6 Explore ways to
create movement in her/his

work.

4 37

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 Creating Visual Arts

o help students:

understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to
problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception,.

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.3.5 Recognize how
works of -rt are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Recognize that
creating visually is a design

problem.

2.4.3 Become aware that one
must identify the problem
before seeking
a solution.

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 - Creating Visual Arts

o help students:

understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to
problem solution.

understand Vie necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-26
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms
of meaning, feeling, mood
and ideas.

441

iliMMMOMMOZ=1:0,

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIITS
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill

and understanding in drawing
and painting processes.

3.1.1 Consider art elements
anu design principles to
achieve a successful
composition.

3.1.2 Consider concepts
of perception/observation,
creativity, and evaluation.

3.1.3 Create shapes and
forms reflected in the
environment in drawings and
paintings.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape, inter-
iors, and architecture.

3.2 Demonstrate skill and
undt -standing in printmaking

processes.

4/VJ

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 - Creating Visual Arts

help students:

understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to
problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-28



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7

11111 111/1
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.2.1 Consider art elements

and design principles to
aWeve a successful print.

3.2.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation.

3.2.3 Experiment with one or

more of the following print-

making processes: relief,

intaglio, collograph, stencil.

See previous page

S^HOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himser, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 ixhibit confidence

in her/his artistic decisions.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity

about works of art.

4 4

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 - Creating Visual Arts

To help students:

understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to

problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-30



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(sec :acher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.3 Experiment with a vari-
ety of color schemes: comple-
mentary, analogous, mono-
chromatic.

2.1.4 Recognize personal,
interpretive use of color.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.1 Explore the char-
acteristics of successful
unified composition.

2.2.3 Explain how unity
is achieved in her/his
work and that of others.

2.2.6 Explore ways to
create movement in her/his
work.

149

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 - Creating Visual Arts

o help students:

understand the impor-
tance of problem
recognition prior to
problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-31 151)



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.3.5 Recognize how
works of art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of :le role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Recognize that
creating visually is a design
problem.

2.4.3 Become aware that ore
must identify the problem
before seeking
a solution.

.1 5

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 - Creating Visual Arts

o help students:

understand the impor-

tance of problem
recognition prior to
problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

become aware of the.

decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-32



ARTS EDUCATION Grade SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her /his

work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms
of meaning, feeling, mood
and ideas.

453

& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTFS

See previous page See previous page

VA-33
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in drawing

and painting processes.

3.1.1 Consider art elements
and deign principles to
achieve a successful
composttion.

3.1.2 Consider concepts

of perception/observation.
creativity, and evaluation.

3.1.3 Create shapes and
forms reflected in the
environment n drawings and

paintings.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape, inter-
iors, and ar:;itecture

3.2 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in printmaking

processes.

4 5 5

"Arts Alive"

Program 3 Creating Visual Arts

To help students:

understand the impor-
tant` of problem
recognition prior to

problem solution.

understand the necessary
preparation for the full
development of an idea.

- become aware of the
decision making process
in creating visual art.

VA-34



11111
ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visuil Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL:
3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.2.1 Consider art elements
and design principles to
achieve a successful print.

3.2.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation.

3.2,3 Experiment with one or

more of the following print-
making processes: relief,

intaglio, collograph, stencil.

1 5 7

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The 'earner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate
with others.

1.2 Be eag,- to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

459

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 Arts anu
Self Expression

u help students understand:

that self-expression is a
point of view that is
unique to the individual
artist.

that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating arc.

the concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression can be

obtained.

VA-36

NOTES

160



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

71.11MOINMEMININNI

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUIE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.i Sense beyond purely

visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Use color, line,
shape, form, texture,
and space to express her/his
ideas and feelings.

2.3.4 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works

of others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

4 61

"Arts Alive"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

Program 10 - Arts and
Self Expression

o help students understand:

that self-expression is a
point of view that is

unique to individual

artist.

that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating art.

the concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression can be

obtained.

VA-37



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA. Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.2 Develop ability to
discuss her/his work and that
of others in terms of meaning,
feeling, mood, and ideas.

463

& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-38

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUPE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to
express knowledge, opinions,
judgments, preferences, and
criticisms.

465

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 Arts and
Self Expression

To help students understand:

that self-expression is a
point of view that is
unique to the individual
artist.

that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating art.

the concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression can be
obtained.

VA-39



ARTS EPICATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about othe

and about art.

COMPETENCY OB',CTIVEF.

AND/OR MEASURE

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.2 Cooperate and share
with classmates.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

4 A7

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 Arts and
Self Expression

To help students understand:

- that self-expression is a
point of view that is
unique to the individual
artist.

that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating art.

- the concept that
artists must first.

develop an idea before
self-expression can be
obtained.

VA-40

NOTES

4 68
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts Necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation

play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely

visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his

intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art

elements to express feelings,

mooc's, ideas.

2.3.4 Compare and contrast
visual qualities and charac-
teristics in hel/his work

and that of others.

2.3.5 Recognize how works

of art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role
crE3tivity plays in art.

2.4.3 Become aware that one

must iientify the problem
before seeking a solution.

4R9

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 Arts and
Self Expression

o help students undertand:

- that self-expression is a

point of view that is
unique to the indivAual
artist.

- that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in

creating art.

- the concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression ,:an be

obtained.

VA-41 17o



ARTS EDUCATION Grade SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

11111.1.111.-

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES ---;-100ICTN
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms
of meaning, feeling, mood,
ideas.

2.5.3 Develop ability to
discuss reasons fog making
aesthetic judgments of art.

See previous page See previous page

VA-42
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1110 1110 1110
7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual ArtsARTS EDUCATION Grade

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills
producing art.

necessary for understanding and

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

assmeea.r...ro,

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use appropriate art
vocablulary to express know-
ledge, upinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.

173

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 - Arts acid

Self Expression

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

help students understand:

that self-expression is a
point of view that is
unique to the individual
artist.

that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating art.

the concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression can be
obtained.

VA-43



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OP MEASURE

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.i Cooperate and share

with classmates.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

175

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
PROGRAM TITLE

IMMINSINOMIIMIll

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 - Arts and
Seli Expression

SCHOOL TELUTSION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

that self-expression is a
point of view that is
unique to the individual
artist.

that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating art.

- thc concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression can be

obtained.

NOTES

VA-44 176 .



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary fJr understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TTTLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his

intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.3.4 Compare and contrast
visual qualities and charac-
teristics in ner/his work
and that of others.

2.3.5 Recognize how works
of art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.3 Become aware that one
must identifj, the problem
before seeking a solution.

4;87

IIIIPM11110s

"Arts Alive"

I SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Program 10 - Arts and
Self Expression

To help students understand:

- that self-expression is a
point of view that is
unique to the individual

artist.

- that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating art.

- the concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression can be

obtained.

VA-45

=1Bir

NOTES
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms
of meaning, feeling, mood,
ideas.

2.5.3 Develop ability to
discuss reasons for making
aesthetic judgments of art.

479

See previous page See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.5 Demonstrate ability

to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use appropriate art
vocablulary to express know-
ledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.

4 8.1

"Arts Alive"

Program 10 Arts and
Self Expression

o help students understand:

that self-expression is a
point of view that is
unique to the individual

artist.

that experience and
feelings are both
important aspects in
creating art.

the concept that
artists must first
develop an idea before
self-expression can be

obtained.

VA-47
,c,



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

483

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 Arts and Social
Messages

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

the personal conviction
it takes for an artist
to make a positive
social statement.

VA-48
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his

intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Use color, line,
shape, form, texture,
and space to express her/his
ideas and feelings.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Develop ability to
discuss her/his work and that
of others in terms of meaning,
feeling, mood, and ideas.

4S5

"Arts Alive" To help students understand:

Program 11 Arts and Social - how social messages

Messages are incorporated in
art expression.

the personal conviction
it takes for an artist

to make a positive
social statement.

VA-49

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
produci_g art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to
express knowledge, opinions,
judgments, preferences, and

criticisms.

4S7

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 Arts and Social
Messages

o help students understand:

how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

the personal conviction
it takes for an artist
to make a positive
social statement.

VA-50



ARTS EDUCATION - Grad.: 7

111/1 111/1
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL:
1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

co

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 - Arts and Social
Messages

To help students understand:

- how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

- the personal conviction
it takes for an artist

make a positive
social statement.

VA-51



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COIVETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.3 Become aware that one
must identify the problem
before seeking a solution.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms of
meaning, feeling, mood, and
ideas.

S 491

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 Arts and Social
Messages

To help students understand:

how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

- the personal conviction
it takes for an artist
to make a positive
social statement.

VA-52



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUaE

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use appropriate art
vocabulary to express knowledge
opinions, judgments, prefer-
ences, and criticisms.

4 9 3

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 - Arts and Social
Messages

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

- how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

- the personal conviction
it takes for an artist
to make a positive
social statement.

VA-53

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL:
1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

495

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 Arts and Social
Messages

o help students understand:

how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

the personal conviction
it takes for an artist
to make a positive
social statement.

VA-54



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Trust her/his

intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.4 Demonstrate an under
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.3 Become aware that one

must identify the problem
before seeking a solution.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms of
meaning, feeling, mood, and
ideas.

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 - Arts and Social
Messages

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

to help students understand:

- how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

the personal conviction
it takes for an artist
to make a positive
social statement.
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Alive"

Program 11 - Arts and Social
3.5.1 Use appropriate art Messages
vocabulary to express knowledge
opinions, judgments, prefer-
ences, and criticisms.

499

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand:

how social messages
are incorporated in
art expression.

the personal conviction
it takes for an artist
to make a positive
social statement.

VA-56



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself,

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 - Arts and Technology

o help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use

of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL:
2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Use color, line,
shape, form, texture,
and space to express her/his
ideas and feelings.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works
of others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-
uation/critique plays in art.

503

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 - Arts and Technology

o help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-58
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 0 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Develop ability to
discuss her/his work and that
of others in terms of meaning,
feeling, mood, and ideas.

51)5

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 Arts and Technology

o help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-59
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to
express knowledge, opinions,
judgments, preferences, and
criticisms.

5(17

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 Arts and Technology

To help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-60



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

51:9

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 Arts and Technology

o help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-61



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES r SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES J SCHOOL TELEVISION
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.3.5 Recognize how works of
art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role

creativity plays in art.

2.4.3 Become aware that one
must identify the problem
before seeking a solution.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-

uation/critique plays in art.

511

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 - Arts and Technology

To help students:

- understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

- understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

- become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-62



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 1111/ SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts 11111

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms of
meaning, feeling, mood, and
ideas.

5 3 ti

See previous page See previous page



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use appropriate art
vocabulary to express know-
ledge, opinions, judgments,

preferences, and criticisms.

515

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 Arts and Technology

o help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-64
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8

1. The learner will develop positive
and about art.

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

attitudes about her/himself, about others,

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Exhibit confidence
in her/his artistic decisions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 - Arts and Technology

To help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-65

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3,1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

2.3.3 Explore use of art
elements to express feelings,
moods, ideas.

2.3.5 Recognize how works of
art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role

creativity plays in art.

2.4.3 Become aware that one
must identify the problem
before seeking a solution.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-

uation/critique plays in art.

5

"Arts Alive" To help students:

Program 12 - Arts and Technology - understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use
of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-66
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

2.5.2 Discuss her/his work
and that of others in terms of
meaning, feeling, mood, and
ideas.

571

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.5 Demonstrate ability
to communicate about art.

3.5.1 Use appropriate art
vocabulary to express know-
ledge, opinions, judgments,
preferences, and criticisms.

523

"Arts Alive"

Program 12 - Arts and Technology

o help students:

understand that new
technology allows
new forms of expression
not previously possible.

- understand that the
importance of art training
is essential to the use

of new technology.

become aware of the
variety of technology
available for creative
expression.

VA-68

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 1110 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-

ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Name ways by which
some individuals make a
living from creating works

of art.

r or
0,L)

"Arts Alive"

Program 13 - Arts and Work

To demonstrate for students
the various broad occupa-
tional categories that
require artistic knowledge
and skill.

VA-69
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 7 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVFS
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Name ways by which
some individuals make a
living from creating works

of art.

527

"Arts Alive"

Program 13 - Arts and Work

To demonstrate for students
the various broad occupa-
tional categories that
require artistic knowledge
and skill.

VA-70
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 8 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-

ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Name ways by which
some individuals make a
living from creating works

of art.

529

"Arts Alive"

Program 13 - Arts and Work

To demonstrate for students
the various broad occupa-
tional categories that
require artistic knowledge
and skill.

VA-71

NOTES
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE

producing art.

EDUCATION - Grade 2

& PROGFAM TITLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under- "Arts Express"

standing of the role personal
perception and observation Program 1 What is Communi-

play in art, cation?

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

o help students:

understand that communi-
cation can be classified
in terms of visual appear-
ance, sound and motion.

recognize communication
is a basis for visual arts,
music, and dance.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 3
11111 11111SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

5 R 3

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Express"

Program 1 - What is Communi-
cation?

To help students:

understand that communi-
cation can be classified
in terms of visual appear-
ance, sound and motion.

recognize communication
is a basis for visual arts,
music, and dance.

VA-73



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use color, line, snape,
form, texture, and space to
express her/his ideas and
feelings.

"Arts Express"

Program 1 What is Communi-
cation?

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

NOTES

understand that communi-
cation can be classified
in terms of visual appear-
ance, sound, and motion.

recognize communication
is a basis for visual arts
music, and dance.

VA-74



11111ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

£.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

"Arts Express"

Program 2 - Living Creatures

o help students:

understand the importance
of looking closely at
animals and people to
determine the differences
whin exist.

identify animals and
people by the way they
move, the sounds they
make, or how they look.

VA-75



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use rife surroundings
and experiences in her/his

work.

5:19

"Arts Express"

Program 2 Living Creatures

o help students:

understand the importance
of looking closely at
animals and people to
determine the differences
which exist.

identify animals and
people by the way they
move, the sounds they
make, or how they look.

VA-76



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions Pnd observation
play in an.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape,
form, texture, and space to
express her/his ideas and
feelings.

541

"Arts Express"

Program 2 - Living Creatures

To help students:

NOTES

- understand the importance
of looking closely at
animals and people to
determine the differences
which exist.

- identify animals and
people by the way they
move, the sounds they
make, or how they look.

VA-77
-542



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR "EASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIFS
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.1 Name primary colors.

2.1.5 Describe the difference
between two-dimensional shapes
and three-dimensional forms.

2.1.6 Describe the different
visually created textural

qualities.

2.1.7 Depict different spaces

in he./his work: in/out,

over/under, empty/full, or

near/far.

2.1.8 Develop an awareness

of horizon.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

"Arts Express"

Program 3 - The World We Live I

To show students the physical
world in terms of natural and
man-made things.

To help students discover:

the many colors, shapes,
forms, textures, and use
of space which can be
found in nature and the
man-made wor1J.

movement and sounds which
can be found in nature
and the man-made world.

VA-78



e ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.1 Name primary colors.

2.1.5 Describe the difference
between two-dimensional shapes
and three-dimensional forms.

2.1.6 Describe the different
visually created textural
qualities.

2.1.7 Depict different spaces
in her/his work: in/nut,

over/under, empty/full, or
near/far.

2.1.8 Develop an awareness
of horizon.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

5 4 5

"Arts Express"

Program 3 - The World We Live In

NOTES

To show students the physical
world in terms of natural and
man-made things.

To help students discover:

- the many colors, shapes,
forms, textures, and use
of space which can be
found in nature and the
man-made wori.J.

- movement and sounds which
can be found in nature
and the man-made world.

VA-79

546



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 SUbJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL:
2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.1 Recognize and use
primary, secondary, tertiary,
warm, and cool colors.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1.5 Cc,npare and contrast

sl.,ipes (e.g., natural/geometric,

organic/inorganic, objective/
nonobjective).

2.1.6 Name basic geometric
forms (e.g., cubes, cones,
spheres, cyliners, pyramids).

2.1.7 Continue to refine the
ability to create texture in
her/his work.

2.1.8 Use basic perspective
in her/his work (diminishing
size from foreground, middle-

ground, to background).

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape,
form, to e, and space to
express is ideas and

feelings.

"Arts Express"

Program 3 - The World We Live In

5 t 7

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To show students the physical
world in terms of natural and
man-made things.

To help students discover:

the many colors, shapes,
forms, textures, and use
of space which can be
found in nature and the
man-made world.

movement and sounds which
can be found in nature
and the man-made world.

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

1110

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop postive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Willingly participate
in doing, looking at, and
discussing works of art.

"Arts Express"

Program 4 Arts Look at the
World

FIZIESINSICCISISI=Elisart

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

observe the environment
and express their individ-
ual feelings.

- learn to experience the
world through the arts.

- recognize that ar'ists
respond differently to the
same subject.

realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most works of art.

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyrnd purely

visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-

tive perceptions.

2.3.2 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his

work.

2.3.4 Become aware o the

art around her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of how

works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role crea-
tivity plays in art.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express hernis ideas
and feelings visually.

751

"Arts Express"

Program 4 Arts Look at the

World

NOTES

o help students:

observe the environment
and express their individ
ual feelings.

- learn to experience the
world through the arts.

recognize that artists
respond differently to the

same subject.

- realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most works of art.

VA-82



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the

past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the use of

art to communicate beyond the
written and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is

a way of recording history.

"Arts Express"

Program 4 - Arts Look at the
World

To help students:

- observe the environment
and express their individ-
ual feelings.

learn to experience the
world through the arts.

recognize that artists
respond differently to the

same subject.

realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for

most works of art.

VA-83 554



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade _a__ SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art. learo to experience the

world through the arts.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Express"

Program 4 Arts Look at the
World

To help students:

- observe the environment
and express their individ-
ual feelings.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity about
works of art.

555

- recognize that artists
respond differently to the
same subject.

- realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most works of art.

VA-84

5 56



ARTS EDUCATION Crude 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL:
2. The learner will develop the coucedis necessary for undersiauding dud

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust Irr/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2,3.2 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.4 Become aware of the
art around her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role crea-
tivity plays in art.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express her/his ideas
and feelings visually.

5 5 7

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Express"

-a

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTE:

Program 4 - Arts Look at the
World

To help students:

observe the environment
and express their individ
ual feelings.

- learn to experience the
world through the arts.

- recognize that artists
respond differently to the
same subject.

- realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most works of art.

VA-85



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual A ts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge

and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize that art can
communicate beyond the written
and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is
a way of recording history.

"Arts Express"

Program 4 - Arts Look at the
World

help students:

observe the environment
and express their individ-
ual feelings.

learn to experience the
world through the arts.

- recognize that artists
respond differently to the
same subject.

- realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most works of art.

NOTES



411 ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Vispal Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

581

"Arts Express"

Program 4 - Arts Look at the
World

To help students:

observe the environment
and express their individ-
ual feelings.

learn to experience the
world through the arts.

recognize that artists
respond differently to the
same subject.

realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most works of art.

VA-87

NOTES

5R2



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

.....saarassisaricassmira

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

1.3.2 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape,
form, texture, and space to
express her/his ideas and
feelings.

2.3.4 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.3 F, Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works
of others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role crea-
tivity plays in art.

2.4.2 Relate creative effort
to organized thought.

5R3

"Arts Npress"

Program 4 - Arts Look at the
World

o help students:

observe the environment
and express their indiod-
Jal feeli igs.

- learn to experience the
world through the arts.

recognize that artists
respond differently to the
same subject.

realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most works of art.

VA-88

NOTES

5E4



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 110 SUBJECT AREA: Visual i-ft.s
1111)

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the universal
use of art to communicate
beyond thL written or spoken
word.

4.1.2 Recognize she histor-
ical value of art in recording
the history of mankind.

9 5

"Arts Express"

Program 4 - Arts Look at the
World

To help students:

observe the environment
and express their individ-
ual feelings.

- learn to experience the
world through the arts.

recognize that artists
respond differently to the
same subject.

realize that nature is a
source of inspiration for
most elorks of art.

VA-89

;-; t) r.)



ARTS EDUCATION - Gr..2.1e 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and expe.riences in her/his
work.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the rnle creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely oo copying, tracings
or-patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal experiences
to express her/his ideas and
feelings visually.

R7

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Express"

Program 5 - Appearances,
Portraits and

Lifestyles

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROG;AM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

learn to observe particu-
lar things about people
which reveal their char-
acters and personalities.

- accept the idea of placing
people in their natural,
every day environment to
reveal more about their
personalities.

VA-90

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and the present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.13.1111.abamt

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SiriNgiallg

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the use of
art to communicate beyond the

written and spoken word.

5n9

"Arts Express"

Program 5 - Appearances,
Portraits and
Lifestyles

To help students:

barn to observe particu-
lar things about people
which reveal their char-
acters and personalities.

accept the idea of placing
people in their natural,
every day environment to
reveal more about their
personalities.

VA-91

97u



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE

%NV

& PROGRAM TITL:

2.3 Demonstrate an under- i "Arts Express"

standing cf the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal experiences
to express her/his ideas and
feelings visually.

Program 5 - Appearances,
Portraits and
Lifestyles

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

i s help students:

learn to observe particu-
lar things about people
which reveal their ',tar-

acters and personalities.

accept the idea of placing
people in their natural,
every day environment to
reveal more about their
personalities.

VA-92

72



ARTS EDUCATION Grade SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner x=11 develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and the present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELE7ISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of Art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize that art ca.:
communicate beyond the written
and spoken word.

:573

I

"Arts Express"

Program 5 - Appearances,
Portraits and
Lifestyles

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

-10MEMINIIMId

To help students:

NOTES

1

- learn to observe particu-
lar things about people
which reveal their char-
acters and personalities.

- accept the idea of placing
people in their natural,
every day environment to
reveal more about their
personalities.

VA-93 574



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape,
form, texture, and space to
express her/his ideas and
feelings.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works of
others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative effort
to organized thought.

5'7 5

e

"Arts Express"

Program 5 - Appearances,
Portraits and
Lifestyles

o help students:

learn to observe particu-
lar things about people
which reveal their char-
acters and personalities.

accept the idea of placing
people in their natural,
every day environment to
reveal more about their
personalities.

VA-94

9 '76



11110
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 1110

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artg

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and the present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the univer-
sal use of art to communicate
beyond the written or spoken
word.

"Arts Express"

Program 5 - Appearances,
Portraits and
Lifestyles

To help students:

- learn to observe particu-
lar things about people
which reveal their char-
acters and personalities.

- accept the idea of placin
people in their natural,
every day environment to
reveal more about their
personalities.

VA-95
576



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASJRE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEV1:7"
PROGRAM OBJECTIv,.

(see teacher's guide)

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Willingly participate
in doing, looking at, and
discussing works of art.

"Arts Express"

Program 6 - Cultures and Customs

o help students:

understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

- understand people and
cultures through the arts.

- realize the diversity of
worldwide human living
conditions.

VA-96

5S u

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 o SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPFTENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.4 Become aware of the
art around her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express her/his ideas
and feelings visually.

5R1

"Arts Express"

Program 6 - Cultures and Customs

o help students:

- understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

- understand people and
cultures through the arts.

- realize the diversity of
worldwide human living
conditions.

VA-97



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the use of
art to communicate beyond the
written and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is
a way of recording history.

s 583

"Arts Express"

Program 6 Cultures and Customs

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

- understand people and
cultures through the arts.

realize the diversity of
worldwide human living
conditions.

VA-98

NOTES

5R



ARTS EDU(,ATION - Grade 3
111/1

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts
111/1

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, aDrut others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

5R5

"Arts Express" To help students:

Program 6 - Cultures and Customs I - understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

- understand people and
cultures through the arts.

- realize the diversity of
worldwide human living
conditions.

VA-99



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.4 Become aware of the
art around her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express her/his
ideas and feelings visually.

5R7

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Express"

Program 6 - Cultures and Customs

o help students:

understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

understand people and
cultures through the arts.

- realize the diversity of
worldwide human living
conditions.

c

VA-100
R4Q



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art
and present.

in the past

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize that art can
communicate beyond the written
and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is
a way of recording history.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

'Arts Express"

Program 6 - Cultures and Customs

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

understand people and
cultures through the arts.

realize the diversi:y of
worldwide human living
conditions.

NOTES

VA-101



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

,GOEMERIMIasfiliffileff041.6r

SChOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

591

"Arts Express"

Program 6 Cultures and Customs

To help students:

..liderstand the influence

culture has on the arts.

understand people and
cultures through the arts.

reali 7?. the diversity of

worldwide human living
conditions.

VA-102 59 4?,



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necesssary for understanding
and producing art.

COITETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuit-
ive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape,
form, texture, and space to
express her/his ideas and
feelings.

2.3.4 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works o
others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativity
plays in art.

2.4.2 Relate creative effort
to organized thought.

593

"Arts Express"

Nasm IMMO/

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students:

Program 6 Cultures and Customs i - understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

- understand people and
cultures through the arts.

- realize the diversity of
worldwide human living
conditions.

VA-103

594



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written or spoken
word.

4.1.2 Recognize the histori-
cal value of art in recording
the history of mankind.

595

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Express"

Program 6 - Cultures and Customs

To help students:

- understand the influence
culture has on the arts.

understand people and
cultures through the arts.

- realize the diversity of
worldwide human living
conditions.

VA-104

5 9 6

e



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 111/1 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and see
art.

1.3.1 Willingly participate
in doing, looking at, and
discussing works of art.

5 i 7

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Express"

Program 7 The Past

To help students:

- understand how art both
records and interprets
the past.

- develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

VA-105 5 98



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.4 Become aware of the
art around her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

5.99

"Arts Es/press"

Program 7 - The Past

o help students:

understand how art both
records and interprets
the past.

develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

VA-106

6uu



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and the present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the use of
art to communicate beyond the
written and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is
a way of recording history.

601

"Arts Express"

Program 7 The Past

To help students:

understand how art both
records and interprets
the past.

develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

6n2
VA-107



I---COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosi.4
about works of art.

603

"Arts Express"

Program 7 - The Past

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

- understand how art both
records and interprets

the past.

- develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

VA-108



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 3 1111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
plays in art.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.4 Become aware of the art
around her/him.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

605

"Arts Express"

Program 7 The Past

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

NOTES

understand how art both
records and interprets
the past.

develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

VA-109



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and the present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

.1=311EMINSr

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge

and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize that art can
communicate beyond the written
and spoken word.

4.1.2 Recognize that art is
a way of recording history.

"Arts Express"

Program 7 The Past

To help students:

- understand how art both
records and interprets
the past.

develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.



11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts 1110

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others' work
as unique.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity about
works of art.

6n9

"Arts Express" To help students:

Program 7 - The Past - understand how art both
records and interprets
the past,

develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

VA-111 61u



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape,

form, texture, and space to
express her/his ideas and
feelings.

2.3.4 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works of
others.

6.11

"Arts Express"

Program 7 - The Past

o help students:

- understand how art both
records and interprets
the past.

develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

VA-112

6.12



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 111/1 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY COAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and the present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE.;
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciationof art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written or spoken
word.

4.1.2 Recognize the histori-
cal value of art in recording
the history of mankind.

613

"Arts Express"

Program 7 - The Past

To help students:

- understand how art both
records and interprets
the past.

develop an awareness of
the arts as a documenta-
tion of the past.

VA-113 6_14



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others. i "Arts Express"

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Willingly participate
in doing, looking at, and
discussing works of art.

Sem f.. 6Jo

Program 8 Fantasies, Dreams
and Wishes

To encourage divergent think-
ing and creativity in
students.

To help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-114



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under- "Arts Express" To encourage divergent think-
standing of the role personal ing and creativity in
perception and observation Program 8 Fantasies, Dreams students.
play in art. and Wishes

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intuitive

perceptions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Creace work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express her/his ideas
and feelings visually.

6j7

To help student understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-115

6_18



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artc

COMPETENCY GOAL:
4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the use of
art to communicate beyond the
written and spoken word.

6.19

"Arts Express"

Program 8 - Fantasies, Dreams

and Wishes

To encourage divergent think-
ing and creativity in
students.

To help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the art-.

VA-116

620



e ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3. Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

621

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Arts Express"

Program 8 - Fantasies, Dreams

and Wishes

To encourage divergent think-
ing and creativity in
students.

To help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-117



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
plays in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use life surroundings
and experiences in her/his
work.

2.3.5 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express her/his ideas
and feelings visually.

60

"Arts Express"

Program 8 - Fantasies, Dreams

and Wishes

To encourage divergent think
ing and creativity in

students.

To help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-118

6'4



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize that art can
communicate beyond the written
and spoken word.

625

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Arts Express"

Program 8 - Fantasies, Dreams

and Wishes

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To encourage divergent think-
ing and creativity in
students.

To help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-119

NOTES

676



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others' work
as unique.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

627

"Arts Express"

Program 8 - Fantasies, Dreams

and Wishes

To encourage divergent think-
ing and creativity in
students.

To help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-120

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his intui-
tive perceptions.

2.3.3 Use color, line, shape,
form, texture, and space to
express her/his ideas and
feelings.

2.3.5 Identify ideas and
feelings conveyed in works of
others.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative effort
to organized thought.

629

"Arts Express"

Program 8 Fantasies, Dreams

and Wishes

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To encourage divergent think-
ing and creativity in
students.

To help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-121

630



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge

and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written or spoken
word.

63.1

"Arts Express"

Program 8 Fantasies, Dreams
and Wishes

To encourage divergent think
ing and creativity in
students.

Tc help students understand
the importance imagination
plays in the arts.

VA-122

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts 1111

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

411.===
NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 now acceptance of
others' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Willingly participate
in doing, looking at, and
discussing works of art.

633

"Arts Express"

Program 9 Feelings

o help students:

- understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-
cations.

- realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the
arts.

VA-123 634



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

CCMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guie.a)

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express her/his
ideas and feelings visually.

"Arts Express"

Program 9 - Feelings

o help students:

understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-
cations.

realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the
arts.

VA-124

NOTES



11111 ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 2 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts
111/

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCI OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the use of
art to communicate beyond the
written and spoken word.

"Arts Express"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Program 9 - Feelings

o help students:

understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-
cations.

realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the
arts.

VA-125



COMPETENCY GOAL:

11MIIMME,111.

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide.

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
othev' efforts.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

"Arts Express"

Program 9 - Feelings

To help students:

- understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-

cations.

realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the
arts.

6i()



SARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts 411,

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Use personal exper-
iences to express her/his
ideas and feelings visually.

641

Arts Express"

Program 9 - Feelings

NOTES

o help students:

understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-
cations.

realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the
arts.

VA-127 642



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3 SUBJECT AREA: Vi suaLArts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize that art
can communicate beyond the
written and spoken word.

"Arts Express" o help students:

Program 9 Feelings understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-
cations.

realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the

arts.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 1110 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

9

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others' work
as unique.

1.3 Be eager to uo and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Art Express"

Program 9 Feelings

o help students:

- understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-
cations.

realize the variety of
emotions denicted in the
arts.

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely cl copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative effort
to organized thought.

647

"Arts Express"

Program 9 Feelings

o help students:

- understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-

cations.

- realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the
arts.

VA-130
6 S



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 1110 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize the universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written or spoken
word.

"Arts Express"

Program 9 Feelings

To help students:

- understand the role that
feelings and emotions
play in visual communi-
cations.

- realize the variety of
emotions depicted in the
arts.



General Comments on "Artscape" Series

These programs will serve as instructional resources for classroom teachers .io are
not certified visual arts teachers. It is suggested that certified visual arts teachers
review the programs carefully before showing them in visual arts classes. Even though
the art concepts are not described in as much detail as one might wish, they serve as
a good starting point for discussion with the art students. By examining the concepts
presented in the series, the visual arts teacher should be prepared to elaborate upon
each one of them. The students should also have to opportunity to evaluate and critique
the series based upon their visual arts education experiences.

651
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grad, 4 ODSUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.3 Recognize a variety
of lir.es.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

65',5

"Artscape"

Program 1 Line

o help students:

learn that lines can
express different moods
and rhythm,

learn that lines can
focus our eye in a par-
ticular direction.

learn that lines can
create movement.

investigate line in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with different
drawing media and line
construction.

VA-133



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Artscape"
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.3 Use a variety of line
in her/his work.

655

Program 1 - line

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

- learn that lines can
express different moods
and rhythms.

- i',.arn that lines can

focus our eye in a par-
ticular direction.

- learn that lines can

create movement.

- investigate line in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with different
drawing media and line
construction.

VA-134



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1 2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Artscape"
standing of the basic elements
of art. Program 1 - Line

2.1.3 Continue to develop
expressive use of line.

o help students:

5' 5 7

I

learn that lines can
focus our eye in a par-
ticular direction.

learn that lines can
create movement.

- investigate line in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with different
drawing media and line
construction.



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

i. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

111011111111LNIZNICMOSIX

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SC11OOL TELEVISION

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's 'uide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Display self-
confidence in her/his
creative abilities.

1.1.2 Take responsibility
for her/his work.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperatL
with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about WO1KS of art.

Artscape" o help students:

Program 2 - Shape learn that organic and
geometric shapes are
related to curved and
straight lines.

learn that arrangement
of shapes can include
repetition, overlapping,
and balance between
shapes and space.

learn that shape has only
two dimensions - length
and width.

investigate shape in
nature, in the environ-
me t created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with various
techniques of collage,
printmaking, and exploding
design.

IMMIX lai2
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Lisual Arts

2. The learner will develo-g the concepts necessary for understanding and
produCng art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.4 Use line in a
oescriptive manner to convey
mood (straight = calm,
rig-zag = excited).

2.1.5 Compare and contrast
shapes (e.g., natural/geometric
orcanic/inorganic, objective/
nonobjective).

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.4 Become aware of
how works of art were and
are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Artscape"

Program 2 - Shape

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

learn that organic and
geometric shapes arP
related to curved and
straight lines.

learn that arrangement
of shapes can inCude
repetition, overlapping,
and balance between
shapes and space.

learn that shape has only
two dimensions - length

and width.

- investiga shape in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with various
techniques of collage,
printmaking, and exploding
design.

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

"Artscape"

Program 2 - Shape.
1.1.1 Realize and demon-
strate an appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a 'reator.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1 2.2 Share and cooperate
with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

o help students:

learn that organic and
geometric shapes are
related to curved and
straight lines.

learn that arrangement
of shapes can include
repetition, overlapping,
and balance between
shapes and space.

learn that shape has only
two dimensions length
and width.

- investigate shape in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with various
techniques of collage,
printmaking, and exploding/
design.

VA-138
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 5 SCBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Artscape"
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.4 Compare and contrast
shapes (natural,geometlic,

organic/inorganic, objective/
nonobjective).

2.1.5 Identify basic
geometric forms in nature.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.4 Become aware of
how works of art were and
are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.1.1 create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

685

Program 2 Shape

NOTES

o help students:

learn that organic and
geometric shapes are
related to curved and
straight lines.

learn that arrangement
of shapes can include
repetition, overlapping,
and balance between
shapes and space.

learn that shape has only
two dimensions length

and width.

invesLigate shape in
nature, in the envir-
onment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with various
techniques of collage,
printmaking, a..d exploding

design.

VA-139 686



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.2

others.
Accept the work of

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate
with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

6f?

"Artscape"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Program 2 - Shape

NOTES

o help students:

learn that organic and

geometric shapes are
related to curved and
straight lines.

learn that arrangement
of shapes can include
repetition, overlapping,
and balance between
shapes and space.

learn that shape has only
two dimensions - length
and width.

investigate shape in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with various
techniques of collage,
printmaking, and exploding
design.

VA-140



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 111/1 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The leaner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Demonstrate an under- I "Artscape"
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.4 Experiment with ontour
lines to define essence of
shapes and forms.

2.1.5 Compare and contrast
shapes (natural/geometric,
organic/inorganic, objective/
nonobjective).

2.1.9 Recognize the differ-
ence between negative and
positive space.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.4 Become aware of how
works of art were and are
produced.

689

Program 2 - Shape

o help students:

NOTES

learn that organic and
geometric shapes are
related to curved and
straight lines.

learn that arrangement
of shapes can include
repetition, overlapping,
and balance between
shapes and space.

learn that shape has only
two dimensions - length
and width.

- investigate de in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with various
techniques of collage,
printmaking, and
exploding design.

VA-141
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role

creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

671

See previous page See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.6 Name basic geometric
forms (e.g., cubes, cones,
spheres, cylinders, pyramids).

673

"Artscape"

Program 3 - Form

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

learn that form is shape
in three dimensions,

having length, width,
and depth.

learn that mass of
sculpture and archi-
tecture is tangible, but
form in painting and
drawing is an illusion,
created by particular
techniques.

learn that form can
express feelings and
moods.

investigate form in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with additive,
subtractive, and assem-
blage sculpture.

experiment with light
and shade techniques in
drawing.

74



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOALz 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.5 Identify basic
geometric forms in nature.

"Artscape"

Program 3 - Form

To help students:

learn that form is shape
in three dimensions,
having length, width,
and depth.

learn that mass of
sculpture and archi-
tecture is tangible, but
form in painting and
drawing is an illusion,
created by particular
techniques.

learn that form can
express feelings and
moods.

investigate form in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with additive,
subtractive, and assem-
blange sculpture.

- experiment with light
and shade techniques in
drawing.

VA-144
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111, ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts 11111

COMPETENCY GOAL:

1

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.4 Experiment with contour
lines to define essence of
shapes and forms.

2.1.6 Relate basic
geometric forms to nature
in her/his work.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Artscape"

Program 3 Form

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

- learn that form is shape
in three dimensions,
having length, width,
and depth.

- learn that mass of
sculpture and archi-
tecture is tangible, but
form in painting and
drawing is an illusion,
created by particular
techniques.

learn that form can
express feelings and

moods.

- investigate form in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with additive,
subtractive, and assem-
blage sculpture.

- experiment with light
and shade techniques in
drawing.

VA-145

NOTES

678



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Display self-
confidence in her/his
creative abilities.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate
with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

"Artscape"

Program 4 Pattern

o help students:

learn that pattern is
repetition of an element
of design, whether it be
shape, line, color, or
texture.

learn that pattern has
a rhythm--a combination
of motif and space, as
in music.

investigate pattern in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with pattern
in collage and printing
on paper and fabric.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for und'rstanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.3 Experiment with ways
to achieve balance by use of
the elements of color, line,
space, form, shape and texture.

2.2.7 Create movement in
her/his work through repetition
of color, line, shape, form,
space, and texture.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her /his

intuitive perceptions.

"Artscape"

Program 4 - Pattern

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

- learn that pattern is
repetition of an element
of design, whether it be
shape, line, color, or
texture.

- learn that pattern has
a rhythm--a combination
of motif and space, as
in music.

- investigate pattern in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans.,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with pattern
in collage and printing
on paper and fabric.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative
effort to organized thought.

o

See previous page See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 1110 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and demon-
strate an appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate
with others.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

65

"Artscape"

Program 4 Pattern

o help students:

- learn that pattern is
repetition of an element
of design, whether it be
shape, line, color, or
texture.

learn that pattern has
a rhythm--a combination
of motif and space, as
in music.

- investigate pattern in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with pattern
in collage and printing
on paper and fabric.

VA-149 6S6



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.3 Experiment with ways
to achieve balance by use of
the elements of color, line,
space, form, shape and texture.

2.2.7 Create movement in
her/his work through repetition
of color, line, shape, form,
space, and texture.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perceptions.

6S7

"Artscape"

Program 4 - Pattern

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

- learn that pattern is
repetition of an element
of design, whether it be
shape, line, color, or
texture.

- learn that pattern has
a rhythm--a combination
of motif and space, as
in music.

- investigate pattern in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with pattern
in collage and printing
on paper and fabric.

VA-150

NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for unde-standing and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative
effort to organized thought.

6R9

See previous page See previous page
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NOTES
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Realize and
demonstrate appreciation of
her/his individual uniqueness
as a creator.

1.2 Accept the work of
others.

1.2.1 Recognize others'
work as unique.

1.2.2 Share and cooperate
with others.

1.3 Be eager to do aLd
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit curiosity
about works of art.

691

"Artscape"

Program 4 - Pattern

o help students:

- learn that pattern is
repetition of an element
of design, whether it be
shape, line, color, or
texture.

- learn that pattern has
a rhythm--a combination
of motif and space, as
in music.

- investigate pattern in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with pattern
in collage and printing
on paper and fabric.

VA-152
692



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts 11111

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.3 Experiment with
ways to achieve balance
by use of the elements
of color, line, space, form,
shape, and texture.

2.2.7 Create movement in
her/his work through repeti-
tion of color, line, shape,
form, space, and texture.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

6B3

"Artscape"

Program 4 - Pattern

o help students:

learn that pattern is
repetition of an element
of design, whether it be
shape, line, color, or

texture.

learn that pattern has
a rhythm--a combination
of motif and space, as
in music.

investigate pattern in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with pattern
in collage and printing
on paper and fabric.

VA-153



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. ;Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

2.4.2 Relate creative
effort to organized thought.

695

See previous page See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The 1(!arner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

,1111=1M.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.7 Continued to refine
the ability to create texture
in her/his work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perceptions.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

697

"Artscape"

Program 5 - Texture

o help students:

learn that texture can be
a tactile, visual, and/or
auditory experience.

learn that texture can be
created with real textures
or by illusion.

learn that texture absorbs
light when it is rough and
reflects light when it is
smooth.

investigate texture in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with natural
and simulated textures
in collage, sculptures,
painting, and drawing.

VA-155
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 5 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.6 Relate basic geometric
forms to nature in her/his
work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under- 1
standing of the role personal
perceptions and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely

visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perceptions.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

"Artscape"

Program 5 - Texture

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students:

learn that texture can be
a tactile, visual, and/or
auditory experience.

learn that texture can be
created with real textures
or by illusion.

learn that texture absorbs
light when it is rough and
reflects light when it is

smooth.

investigate texture in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with natural

and simulated textures
in collage, sculptures,
painting, and drawing.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

2.1 Demonstrate an under-

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

"Artscape"
standing of the basic elements
of art. Program 5 - Texture

2.1.7 Experiment with using
a variety of texture in
her/his work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Sense beyond purely
visual observation.

2.3.2 Trust her/his
intuitive perception.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role
creativity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work that does
not rely on copying, tracing,
or patterns.

701

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

learn that texture can be
a tactile, visual, and/or
auditory experience.

learn that texture can be
created with real textures
or by illusion.

learn that texture absorbs
light when it is rough and
reflects light when it is
smooth.

investigate texture in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with natural
and simulated textures
in collage, sculptures,
painting, and drawing.

VA-157 702



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.1 Recognize and use
primary, secondary, tertiary,
warm, and cool colors.

70'

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Artscape"

Program 6 - Color

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

NOTES

learn that colors are
used to describe or sym-
bolize something, or to
create a mood.

learn that colors can
influence each other.

learn that colors can be
mixed with other colors
to create new ones or
with black or white to
create tints.

investigate color in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with mixing
and applying color and
with descriptive and
emotional expression
through color.

VA-158



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.1 Use tints and shades
in her/his work.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

IliswItonagoism.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher', guide)

NOTES

"Artscape"

Program 6 - Color

To help students:

learn the.. colors are

used to eescribe or sym-
bolize something, or to
create a mood.

learn that colors can
influence each other.

learn that colors can be
mixed with other colors
to create new ones or
with black or white to
create tints.

investigate color in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with mixing
and applying color and
with descriptive and
emotional expression
through color.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Artscape"
standing of the basic elements
of art.

Program 6 - Color

2.1.1 Apply color theory in
her/his work.

707

o help students:

learn that colors are

used to describe or sym-
bolize something, or to
create a mood.

learn that colors can
influence each other.

learn that colors can be
mixed with ,ther colors
to create new ones or
with black or white to
create tints.

investigate color in
nature, in the environ-
ment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

experiment with mixing
and applying color and
with aescriptive and
emotional expression
through color.

VA-160 7n8



11111 ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts 11111

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Artscape"
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.8 Use basic perspect-
ive in her/his work

(diminishing size from fore-
ground, middleground, to
background).

7119

Program 7 - Perspective

o help students:

learn that perspective
is relative to the
artist's point of view.

learn that Perspective
can be created by over-
lapping, diminution
(relative size), shadows,
and/or a vanishing point.

- investigate perspective
in nature, in the envir-
onment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with perspec-
tive in drawing and by
creating dioramas, pana-
ramas, and box sculptures.

VA-161 710



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.7 Use basic perspect-
ive in her/his work

(diminishing size from fore-
ground, middleground, to
background).

, 711

"Artscape"

Program 7 - Perspective

o help students:

- learn that perspective
is relative to the
artist's point of view.

- learn that perspective
can be created by over-
lapping, diminution
(relative size), shadows,
and/or a vanishing point.

- investigate perspective
in nature, in the envir-
onment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with perspec-
tive in drawing and by
creating dioramas, pana-
ramas, and box sculptures.

VA-162

7 1 ") kr



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 1lb SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Artscape"
standing 10-.: the basic elements
of art.

2.1.8 Use basic perspect-
ive in her/his work

(diminishing size from fore-
ground, middleground, to
background).

71 J.1

Program 7 - Perspective

o help students:

learn that perspective
is relative to the
artist's point of view.

learn that perspective
can be created by over-
lapping, diminution
(relative size), shadows,
and/or a vanishing point.

investigate perspective
in nature, in the envir-
onment created by humans,
and in the visual arts.

- experiment with perspec-
tive in drawing and by
creating dioramas, pana-
ramas, and box sculptures.

VA-163
714



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 SUBJECT AREA: Visual_Arts__

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.1 Compile related and
unrelated pieces into a
visual whole in drawings,
paintings, sculpture, photo-
graphy, film, or electronic
art.

2.2.4 Explain how unity is
achieved in her/his work and
that of others.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role evaluation
critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his tJrk
and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

715

"Artscape"

Program 8 - Unity

o help students:

- learn how to achieve
unity in art on the
physical level--by a
successful arrangement
of all the elements of
design.

learn how to achieve
unity in art on the
emotional level--by a
personal interpretation
of organized design.

investigate unity of
design in nature, in
the environment created
by humans, and in the
visual arts.

apply what has been
learned about unity
of design in group art,
using mixed media.

VA-164



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 5 IDSUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design

2.2.1 Compile related an-'

unrelated pieces into a visual
whole in drawings, paintings,
sculpture, photography, film,
or electronic art.

2.2.4 Explain how unity is
achieved in her/his work and
that of others.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role evaluatio
critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his work
and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

7J 7

"Artscape"

Program 8 - Unity

To help students:

learn how to achieve
unity in art on the
physical level--by a
successful arrangement
of all the elements of
design.

- learn how to achieve
unity in art on the
emotional level--by a
personal interpretation
of organized design.

- investigate unity of
design in nature, in
the environment created
by humans, and in the
visual arts.

- apply what has been
learned about unity
of design in group art,
using mixed media.

NOTES

7.18



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.1 Compile related and
unrelated pieces into a
visual whole in drawings,

paintings, sculpture, photo-
graphy, film, or electronic art

2.2.4 Explain how unity is
achieved in her/his work and
that of others.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-

uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Critique her/his
work and that of others in
terms of art elements used.

719

"Artscape" To help students:

Program 8 Unity - learn how to achieve
unity in art on the
physical level--by a
successful arrangement
of all the elements of
design.

NOTES

- learn how to achieve
unity in art on the

emotional level-- by a
personal interpretation

1

of organized design.

- investigate unity of
design in nature, in
the enviionment created
by humans, and in the
visual arts.

- apply what has been
learned about unity
of design in group art,
using mixed media.

VA-166



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 111/1
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

AMMEMOIMONEZEII

NOTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.2 Realize her/his

limitations and abilities.

1.2. Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

721

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 1 - The Potters of

Seagrove: A History
in Clay

o help students understand:

the technological advances
of the last one hundred
years.

how the ability to change
has affected pottery
production.

that pottery making began
as a functional aspect of
living rather than d craft
or art form.

that some of the tools
used by some present
craftpersons are similar
to the tools that have
been used for generations.

VA-167 722



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SrBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.2 Apply design principles
ln own work (e.g., drawings,

paintings, sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry,
electronic art).

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.5 Identify how works of
art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
cf art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulati of elements.

Ili7O(

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 1- The Potters of
Seagrove: A History
in Clay

To help students understand:

- the technological advances
of the last one hundred
years.

- how the ability to change
has affected pottery
production.

- that pottery making began
as a functional aspect of
living rather than a craft
or art form.

- that some of the tools
used by some present
craftpersons are similar
to the tools that have
been used for generations.

VA-168
724



9 ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Viaull Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.4.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the necessity of
design-problem recognition
prior to problem solving.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibil-
ity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role eval-

uation/critique plays in art.

2.5.1 Justify (orally and in
writing) her/his aesthetic
judgements concerning the
many forms of art.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guida)

NOTES

See previous page See previous page



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Viso al A ai Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.4 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in fine craft
processes.

3.4.1 Create fine crafts
which consider the art ele-
ments in relation to the
design principles.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in own work.

3.4.3 Demon, .-ate an under-
standing of basic ceramic
processes (e.g., pinch, coil,
slab, wheel throwing).

3.4.5 Explore the wheel-
thrown method of creating
ceramic pieces.

.

3.4.6 Demonstrate an under-
standing of a variety of
methods of finishing and
firing ceramic pieces.

3.4.7 Use one or more
methods of finishing and
firing ceramic pieces.

"Seagrove Pottery" fo help students understand:

Program 1 - The Potter the technological advance
Seagrove: A History, of the last one hundred
in Clay years.

how the ability to change
has affected pottery
production.

that pottery making hegan
as a functional aspect of
living rather than a craft
or art form.

that some of the tools
used by some present
craftpersons are similar
to the tools that have
been used for generations.

V1-170

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I 11110

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding
and producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.5 Demonstrate the See previous page
ability to communicate about
art.

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary
to express knowledge, opinions
judgements, preferences, and
criticisms.

723

See previous page

NOTES

VA-171

73u



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in
the past and present.

4.1.2 Recognize the histor-
ical value of art in recording
the history of mankind beyond
the written and spoken word.

4.1.6 Recognize well-known
artists of today and their
work.

4.1.7 Use art vocabulary to
discuss her/his work and the
work of others.

"Seagrove Pottery"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

Program 1 - The Potters of
Seagrove: A History
in Clay

o help students understand:

- the technological advances
of the last one hundred
years.

- how the ability to change
has affected pottery
production.

that pottery making began
as a functional aspect of
living rather than a craft
or art form.

that some of the tools
used by some present
craftspersons are similar
to the tools that have
been used for genereions.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 8 11111
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as a vocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.2 Demonstrate an
awareness of art as a pro-
fession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 1 The Potter of
Seagrove: A History
of Clay

To help students understand:

the technological advances
of the last one hundred
years.

how the ability to change
has affected pottery
production.

that pottery making began
as a functional aspect of
living rather than a craft
or art form.

that some of the tools
used by some present
craftspersons are similar
to the tools that have
been used for generations.

NOTES

VA-173 7.14



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner 16.11 develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.2 Realize her/his
limitations da abilities.

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
,:e art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

7350

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Seavove Pottery"

Program 2 - The Clay Process

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

- understand that potteu
making combines function
and artistic design in
the hands of skilled
potters.

- realize that it takes
considerable time to
develop skills that are
necessary in pottery
making.

understand that technolo-1
gical advances have
changed clay processing.

VA-174

NOTES

7



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
111/1

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Vi..ual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design prin-
ciples.

2.2.2 Apply design princi-
ples in own work (e.g., draw-
ings, paintings, sculpture,
photography, filmaking,

jewelry, electronic art).

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.5 Identify how works o
art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which does
not rely on copying or trajng.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 2 - The Clay Process

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students:

- understand that pottery
making combines function
and artistic design in
the hands of skilled
potters.

- realize that it takes
considerable time to
develop skills that are
necessary in pottery
making.

understand that technolo-
gical advances have
changed clay processing.

VA-175

738



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artsailuai Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indiv-
idual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the necessity of
design-problem recognition
prior to problem solving.

2.4.4 Create illividual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibil-
ity in relating creative effort
to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

See previous page See previous page

VA-176
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 1111, SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.4 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in fine craft
processes.

3.4.1 Create fine crafts
which consider the art
elements in relation Lo the
design principles.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in own work.

3.4.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of basic. ceramic

processes (e.g., pinch, coil,
slab, wheel throwing).

3.4.4 Create handbuilt
ceramic pieces using one or
more basic processes.

3.4.5 Explore the wheel-
thrown method of creating
ceramic pieces.

3.4.6 Demonstrate an under-
standing of a variety of
methods of finishing and
firing ceramic pieces.

7*,,f

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students:

Program 2 The Clay Process understand that pottery
making combines function
and artistic design in
the hands of skilled
potters.

realize that it takes
considerable time to
develop skills that are
necessary in pottery
making.

- understand that technolo-
gical advances have
changed clay processing.

VA-177



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding
and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

3.4.7 Use one or more
methods of finishing and
firing ceramic pieces.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

NOTES

VA-178
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 1110SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

NEM

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.2 Recognize the histori-
cal value of art in recording
the history of mankind beyond
the written and spoken word.

4.1.6 Recognize well-known
artists of todly and their
work.

4.1.7 Use art voca'ulary to
d:,cuss her/his work and the
work of others.

7 4 5

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 2 - The Clay Process

o help students:

understand that pottery
making combines function
and artistic design in
the hands of skilled
'potters.

realize that it takes
considerable time to
develop skills that are
necessary in pottery
making.

understand that technolo-
gical advances have
changed clay processing.

VA-179



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: lisual_Arts/VisuAl Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profess:on.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that

individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

"Seagrove Pottery" o help students:

Program 2 The Clay Process understand that pottery
making combines function
and artistic design in
the hands of skilled
potters.

- realize that it takes
considerable time to
develop skills that are
necessary in pottery
making.

- understand that technolo-
gical advances have
changed clay processing.

VA-180 746



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12

11111 1110
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND / ('R MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

`InTES

1.1 Demonstrate positive
attitudes about her/himself.

1.1.1 Show confidence in
her/his abilities.

1.1.2 Realize her/his limi-

tations and abilities.

1.1.3 Accept responsibility
for her/his work.

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights

ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

749

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 3 Theme and Variation

To help students understand:

that many North Carolina
potters begin with similar
clays and glaici, and

finish with individual
and distinctive products.

that shapes, sizes, and
glazes are the "trade-
marks" of individual
potters.

that craftsperson have
strong, positive feelings

about their craft.

VA-181
,;,-
- 0!,)



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Vis,11_Arts/Vicual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2 Demonstrate and under-
standing of the design
principles.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge
of the principles for achiev-
ing a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design princi-

ples in own work (e.g., draw-
ings, paintings, sculpture,
photography, filmaking,
jewelry, electronic art).

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

2.3.5 Identify how works o
art are produced.

75i

"Seagrove Pottery" To help students underste3d:

Program 3 - Theme and Variation - that many North Carolina
potters begin with simila
clays and glazes and
finish with individual
and distinctive products.

that shapes, sizes, and
glazes are the "trade-
marks" of individual
potters.

- that craftpersons have
strong, positive feelings
about their craft.

VA-182



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 IIISUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art. (Continued)

-7110.1=1=11111111.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

IND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creativ-
ity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which does
not rely on copying or tracing.

2.4.2 DemoL,trate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indiv-
idual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the necessity of
design-problem recognition
prior to problem solving.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibil-
ity in relating creative effor
to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

753

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-183

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual_Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: z. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding
and producing art. (Continued)

IBEC7141=195125

CCMPETENCY OBJECT'7ES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SChJOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role evalu-
ation/critique plays in art.

2.5.2 Prepare a constructive
evaluation of one's own art

work.

See previous page See previous page

VA-184 17 56



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9 12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding

and producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUPE

4.7.1111.1.

SCHOCL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.4 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in fine craft

processes.

3.4.1 Create fine crafts
velich consider the art elements
in relation to the design

principles.

3.4.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
cri:atiity, and evaluation
in own work.

3.4.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of uasic ceramic
processes (e.g., pinch, coil,
slab, wheel tnrowing).

3.4.4 Create handbuilt
ceramic pieces using one or
more basic processes.

3.4.5 Explore the wheel-
thrown method of creating
ceramic pieces.

3.4.6 Demonstrate an under-
standing of a variety of
methods of finishing and firing
ceramic pieces.

r 1'1
.) I

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 3 - Theme and Variation

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

that many North Carolina
potters begin with simila
clays and glazes and
finish with individual
and distinctive products.

- that shapes, sizes, and
glazes are the "trade-
marks" of individual
potters.

that craftpersons have
strong, positive feelings
about their craft.

VA-185

7S8



ARTS EDUCATTON - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Vic all Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding
and producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.4.7 Use one or more methods' See previous page
of finishing and firing ceramic
pieces.

3.5 Demonstrate the abil-
ity to communicate about art.

3.5.i Use art vocabulary to
express knowledge, opinions,
judgements, preferences, and
criticisms.

759

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page

NOTES

760
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

(Cismi°'

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

.01111101=1..Mnini

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
; PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.2 Recognize the histor-
ical value of art in reurding
the history of mankind beyond
the written and spoken word.

4.1.6 Recognize well-known
artists of today and their
work.

4.1.7 Use art vocabulary to
discuss her/his work and the
work of others.

761

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 3 Theme and Variation

o help students understand:

that many North Carolina
potters begin with similar
clays and glazes and
finish with individual
and distinctive products.

that shapes, sizes, and
glazes are the "trade-
marks" of individual

potters.

- that craftpersons have
strong, positive feell'js

about their craft.

VA-187

NOTES

7F2



COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION NOTES

& PROGRAM TITLE

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

(see teacher's guide)
AND/OR MEAMEASURE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

7q3

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 3 - Theme and Variation

To help students understand:

- that many North Carolina
potters begin with simila
clays and glazes and

witn individual
and distinctive products.

- that shapes, sizes, and
glazes are the "trade-
marks" of individual
potters.

that craftpersons have
strong, positive feelings
about their raft.

VA-188
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General Comments on "Visions" Series

These programs would best supplement a Visual Arts I course. However, an art teacher
may desire to show the programs to Visual Arts II and III courses, at which time the
art teacher should review the programs and correlate it with the curriculum. In addi-

tion, if the students had viewed these programs in Visual Arts I, they should be expected
to evaluate and critique them with a higher degree of sophistication.

VA-189



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

attitudes about her/himself, about others,

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others. "Visions"

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in

producing and seeing art.

Program 1 - 1n Introduction

o help students:

examine different points
of view about the
creative process.

understand what inspires
artists to express them-
selves as they do.

recognize the importance

of the individual.

Le7

VA-190
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111/1 1110 11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Visions"

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.4 Use line selectively
in own work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and
form.

2.1.8 Use texture selective)

in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve

variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve

movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

785

Program 1 - An Introduction

Tu help students:

- examine different points
of view about the
creative process.

- understand what inspires
artists to express them-
selves as they do.

- recognize the importance
of the individual.

VA-191 7



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing

beyond purely visual obser-

vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of
knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

2.3.4 Compare and contrast
visual qualities and charac-
teristics in own work and the

work of others.

2.3.5 Identify how works of

art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or

tracing.

See previous page See previous page

VA-192

770

NOTES

77j



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
11111 11111SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see ::eacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing that creating a piece

of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.t.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-

lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

2.5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role evalu-
ation/critique plays in art.

2.5.2 Prepare a constructive
evaluation of one's own art
work.

772

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in drawing and

painting processes.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of value gradation
and surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,
pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value
gradation and surface treat-
ments in her/his work.

3.1.7 Render figures from
life with consideration given
to proportion and form in
portraits, contours, gesture,
motion (e.g., bending,
twisting, sitting), groups,
profiles, three-quarter views.

7
7

"Visions"

Program 1 - An Introduction

o help students:

examine different points
of view about the
creative process.

understand what inspires
artists to express them-
selves as they do.

recognize the importance

of the individual.

VA-194
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U

COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Usual Arts/Visual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continu(,)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASUFE & PROGRAM TITLE

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, and architecture.

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about
art,

3.5.1 Use art vocabulary to
express knowledge, opinions,
judgements, preferences, and
criticisms.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-195

NOTES

777



COMPETENCY GOAL:

1SMIIMIMEMA

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9 -12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal

use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken

word.

"Visions"

Program 1 An Introduction

o help students:

examine different points
of view about the
creative process.

understand what inspires
artists to express them-
selves as they do.

recognize the importance

of the individual.

VA-196
779



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
1110SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.11111122.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Demonstrate an aware- "Visions"

ness of art as an avocation.
Program 1 - An Introduction

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-

ness of a variety of ways that

individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which

s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

750

o help students:

examine different points

of view about the
creative process.

understand what inspires
artists to express them-
selves as they do.

- recognize the importance

of the individual.

VA-197



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: ..V.151,1a1 Arts/vicual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' right
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

782

"Visions"

Program 2 - A Passionate
Harmony

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students:

- discover that there are
very different ways to
look at the landscape,
especially using aerial
perspective.

- explore the harmonies
which exist in nature.

- examine how light and
air can be used as
subject matter.

- examine the importance
of color in nature.

VA-198

Section by Gerald
Roach has some
nudity--teacher
discretion should
be used.

783



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL:
. 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASULE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Visions"

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.2 Use color selectively

in own work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively

in own work.

2.1.7 Demonstrate knowledge

of the dynamics of texture.

2.1.8 Use texture select-
ively in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.2 Apply design principle
in own work (e.g., drawing,

painting , sculpture, photo-

graphy, filmaking, jewelry,
electronic art).

784

Program 2 A Passionate
Harmony

o help students:

discover that there are
very different ways to
look at the landscape,
especially using aerial

perspective.

explore the harmonies
which exist in nature.

examine how light and
air can be used as

subject matter.

examine the importance
of color in nature.

Section by Gerald
Roach has some
nudity--teacher
discretion should
be used.



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in ';ork.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-

vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and

perceptions.

2.3.5 Identify how works of
art are produced.

7R6

See previous page See previous page

VA-200

See previous page
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11110 11110
11110ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or

tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself

See previous page See previous page See previous page
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1
ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: _Visual Arts / Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1 Demonstrate skill and "Visions"

understanding in drawing and

painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design
principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of value gradation
and surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,

pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value
gradation and surface treat-
ments in her/his work.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, failta_y,

still life, landscape,
interiors, and architecture.

7 30

Program 2 - A Passionate
Harmony

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see te. aer's guide)

To help students:

- discover that there are
very different ways to
look at the landscape,
especially using aerial

perspective.

- explore the harmonies
which exist in nature.

examine how light and
air can be used as
subject matter.

- examine the importance
of color in nature.

VA-202

NOTES

Section by Gerald

Roach ha some

nudity--teacher
discretion should
be used.

791



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Art/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.2 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in printmaking

processes.

3.2.1 Create compositions
which consider the art
elements in relation to the

design principles.

3.2.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity and evaluation

in her/his work.

3.2.4 Create prints using
one or more basic processes
of printmaking.

3.2.6 Create prints which
involve one or more regis-

trations.

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about
art.

792

See previous page See previous page See previous page



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

j SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge "Visions"

and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

794

Program 2 A Passionate
Harmony

To help students:

- discover that there are
very different ways to
look at the landscape,
especially using aerial

perspective.

- explore the harmonies
which exist in nature.

- examine how light and
air can be used as
subject matter.

examine the importance
of color in nature.

VA-204

Section by Gerald
Roach has some

nudity--teacher
discretion should
be used.



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 1110SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which

s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

76

"Visions"

Program 2 A Passionate
Harmony

To help students:

- discover that there are
very different ways to
look at the landscape,
especially using aerial
perspective.

- explore the harmonies
which exist in nature.

examine how light and
air can be used as
subject matter.

- examine the importance
of color in nature.

VA-205

Section by Gerald
Roach has some
nudity--teacher
discretion should
be used.

797



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual ArtsfVigual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique

expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,

ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in

producing and seeing art.

798

"Visions"

Program 3 Simple Treasures

o help students recognize:

that the development of
perceptual awareness is
essential for creative

expression.

that ordinary objects in
the environment can be

a source of inspiration

for creative ideas.

VA-206

799



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9 -12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Vista.) Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUPE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES J SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.2 Use color selectively
in own work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively
in own work

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design prin-
ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge
of the principles for achieving
a successful composition.

2.2.3 Selectively balance

work.

80k1

"Visions"

Program 3 - Simple Treasures

To help students recognize:

- that the development of
perceptual awareness is
essential for creative
expression.

- that ordinary objects in
the environment can be
a source of inspiration
for creative ideas.

VA-207

801



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

J SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interact in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-
vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of
knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

802

See previous page See previous page

VA-208

NOTES

803



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

I.MIIMMIMM1171

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or

tracing.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece

of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-

tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

81)4

NOTES

See previous page See previous page

VA-209

805



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.1 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in drawing and

painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design
principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, and architecture.

3.1.11 Demonstrate ability

to effectively present
completed work (crop, mount,
mat).

3.3 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in
sculpture processes.

81:6

"Visions"

Program 3 - Simple Treasures

o help students recognize:

that the development of
perceptual awareness is
essential for creative
expression.

that ordinary objects in
the environment can be
a source of inspiration
for creative ideas.

VA-210

NOTES

81)7



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

3.3.1 Create sculpture
which considered the art
elements in relation to the
design principles.

3.3.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.3.6 Demonstrate ability
to effectively present
completed work (finishing,

mounting).

808

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page

NOTES

VA-211

8I9



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken

word.

810

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Visions"

Program 3 - Simple Treasures

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students recognize:

that the development of
perceptual awareness is
essential for creative
expression.

that ordinary objects in
the environment can be
a source of inspiration
for creative ideas.

VA-212

811



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
1110 1110

SUBJECT AREA: V 'u,1 Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

5.1 Demonstrate an aware- "Visions"

ness of art as an avocation.
Program 3 - Simple Treasures

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which
s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

8 I °

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students recognize:

that the development of
perceptual awareness is
essential for creative
expression.

that ordinary objects in
the environment can be
a source of inspiration
for creative ideas.

VA-213



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES J SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

"Visions"

Program 4 The Endless Vista

To help students:

- investigate nature as a
source of inspiration for
creating visual images.

translate experiences
with nature into visual
forms which express
feelings.

discover good composi-
tional designs in nature.

discover' how each person
can !ook at the same
image and see different
elements.

vA-214

815



1110 111/1 11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUPE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

111:1.
SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Visions"

standing of the basic elements

of art. Program 4 The Endless Vista

2.1.2 Use color selectively
in own work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively
in own work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and

form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively
in own work.

816

o help students:

investigate nature as a

source of inspiration for
creating visual imagm

translate experiences
with nature into visual
forms which express
feelings.

discover good composi-
tional designs in nature.

discover how each person
can look at the same
image and see different

elements.

VA-215
817



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge

of the principles for achieving
a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principles
in own work (e.g., drawing,
painting , sculpture, photo-

graphy, filmaking, jewelry,
electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance

work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in 'fork.

8 1 8

See previous page See previous page

VA-216
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUPE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-
vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting

own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or
tracing.

82u

See previous page See previous page

VA-217



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece

of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation cf elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

. 822

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-218

NOTES



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visua3 Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUFE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in drawing and

painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design
principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her /hit work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of value gradation
and surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,
pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value
gradation and surface treat-
ments in her/his work.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, and architecture.

0
0 L

"Visions"

Program 4 - The Endlefs Vista

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students:

- investigate nature as a
source of inspiration for
creating visual images.

- translate experiences
with nature into visual
forms which express
feelings.

- discover good composi-
tional designs in nature.

- discover how each person
can look at the same
image and see different

elements.

VA-219

NOTES

825



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.3 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in
sculpture processes.

3.3.1 Create sculpture
which considered the art
elements in relation to the
design principles.

3.3.3 Demonstrate under-
standing of the basic
sculpture processes (e.g.,
additive, subtractive,
manipulative, and replace-
ment) including relief and
kinetic..

3.3 4 Create sculpture
using one or more of the
basic sculpture processes
(including relief and
kinetic.

3.3.6 Demonstrate ability
to effectively present
completed work (finishing,
mounting).

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about
art.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page See previous page

VA-220
897



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal

use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken

word.

828

"Visions"

Program 4 - The Endless Vista

To help students:

investigate nature as a

source of inspiration or

creating visual images.

translate experiences
with nature into visual
forms which express

feelings.

discover good composi-
tional designs in nature.

discover how each person
can look at the same
image and see different
elements.

VA-221

829



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as n avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

411

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating wor,.s ,F art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which
s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

830

"Visions"

Program 4 The Endless Vista

To help students:

- investigate nature as a
source of inspiration for
creating visual images.

- translate experiences
with nature into visual
forms which express
feelings.

- discover good composi-
tional designs in nature.

discover how each person
can look at the same
image and see different
elements.

VA-222



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 5-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHUuL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,

ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

S34,

"Visions"

Program 5 - The Spirit Visible

o help students recognize:

that a philosophy about
life can be expressed in
a visual form.

that observations of
social, political, and
natural environment can
evoke visual expressions.

VA-223 833



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual ArtiVisual_Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

ZANNUMMIN.lei

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge

of the dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively
in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge

of the princ:pls for achievin
a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principle
in own work (e.g., drawing,
painting , sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry,

electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance

work.

2.2.4 Selective-1y unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

834

"Visions"

Program 5 - The Spirit Visible

o help students recognize:

that a philosophy about
life can be expressed in

a visual form.

that observations of
social, political, and
natural env'ronment can
evoke visua! expressions.

VA-224
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artsaisuai Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.2.6 Selectively create

focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensir:g

beyond purely visual obs?r-

vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting

own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and

perceptions.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or

tracing.

836

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-225
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

'----TEPET::CTOBJEOT;S--IrgTC7---IOOLTELEVISIONSECOIRIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece

of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page See previous page

8:19
VA-226
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT t REA: visual Arts/Visual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in drawing and

painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design

principles.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, and architef.cure.

3.5 Demonstrate the

ability to communicate about
art.

"Visions"

Program 5 Spi.it Visible

o help students recognize:

that a philosophy about
life can be expressed in

a visual form.

that observations of
social, political, and
natural environment can
evoke visual expressions.

VA-227



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will dJvelop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see tLacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge "Visions"

and appreciation of art in
the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal

use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

842

Program 5 The Spirit Visible

To help students recognize:

- that a philosophy about
life can be expressed in
a visual form.

that observations of
social, political, and
natural environment can
evoke visual expressions.

VA-228

843



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUFE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

5.1 Demonstrate an aware- "Visions"

ness of art as an avocation.
Program 5 - The Spirit Visible

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-

ness of a variety of ways that

individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which

s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-

ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-

ness of a variety of ways that

individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students recognize:

that a philosophy (about
life can be expressed in

visual form.

that observations of
social, political, and
natural environment can
evoke visual expressions.



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJE.:T AREA: Visual ArtsLyisual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,

ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

846

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

"Visions"

Program 6 - Magnetism of Place

To help students understand:

- that persons must learn
to trust their inner
feelings and allow those
feelings to be expressed

visually.

- the effects that the
environment hat upon
objects, which show a
conflict between an
object and the action of

the environment.

- that changes lithin the
environment can be

sudden.

VA-230

NOTES

847



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

g
COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES

AND/OR MEASUPE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the basic elements

of art

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge

of the dynamics of s)ape and

form.

Use shape and fral
selectively in own work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge

of the dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively

in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-

ciples.

"Visions" o help students _nderstand:

Progrdm 6 - Magnetism of Place that persons must learn

to trust their inner
feelings and allow those
feelings to be expressed

visually.

the effects that the
environment has upon
objects which show a
conflict between an
object and the action of

the environment.

that changes within the
environment can be

sudden.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge

of the principles for achieving

a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principles
in own work (e.g., drawing,
painting, sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry,
electronic art).

84b
VA-231

849



COMPM3NCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for underst riding and

producing art. (Continued)

CrSETENC" OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

2.2.3 Selectivelf balance

work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest '1 work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perceptiL and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond pure j visual obser-
vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of
knowing).

8 5 1)

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(gee teacher's guide)

See previous page 1 See previous page

VA-232

NOTES
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01111 1111
ARTS EDU.LATION Grade 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL:

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understandir,, and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

"RellbarsIMM'Ailenelen:ners.

2.3.3 Use art elements to

express ideas, feelings, and

perceptions.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-

standiny of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or

tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing that creating a piece

of art is a design problem for

which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-

tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-

lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

852

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page

VA-233

855



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grath 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill and "V;sions"

understanding in drawing and

painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositiov.s

which consider the art elements
in relation to the design

principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an under

standing of value gradation
and surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,

pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value
gradation and surface treat-

ments in her/his work.

3.1.7 Render figuf.es from

life wit consideration given
to proportion and form in
portraits, contours, gesture,
mot'on (e.g., bending. twisting

sitting), groups profiles,
three-quarter views. 84

Program 6 - Magnetism of Place

o help students understand:

that persons must learn
to trust their inner
feelings and allow those
feelings to be expressed

visually.

the effects that the
2nvir ')nment has upon
objects which show a
conflict between an
object and the action of

the environment.

that changes within the
environment can be

sudden.

VA-234



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12

11111 11111
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/VisLal A,-ts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASUU

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1.8 Create comwsit'ons
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, any architecture.

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about
art.

5

See previous page See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal

use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

85b

"Visions"

Program o - Magnetism of Place

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

To help students understand:

that persons must learn
to trust their inner
feelings and allow those
feelings to be expressed

visually.

the effects that the
environment has upon
objects which show a
conflict between an
object and the action of

the environment.

that changes within the
environment can be

sudden.

VA-236

NOTES



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts /Visual Arts I

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Dermstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which
s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an a3re-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

86u

"Visions"

Program 6 Magnetism of Place

To help students understand:

- that persons must learn
to trust their inner
feelings and allow those
feelings to be expressed
visually.

- the effects that the
environment has upon
objects which show a
conflict between an
object and the action of
the environment.

that changes within the
env4-onment can be
suoucii.

VA-23/

NOTES

sni



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others. "Visions"

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

862

Program 7 - The Ridale of
Reality

o help students:

learn how to see beyond
the surface and understand
the importance of simple
structural elements which
exist in nature.

- learn to trust intuitive
senses and allow the
information to flow with
visual images.

- recognize the differences
in the types of space
which exist in our
environment.

VA-238

8R3
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 111° SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I 11,

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.1 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.2 Use color selectively

in own work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge

of the dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively

in own work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and

form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge

of the principles for achieving
a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principles

in own work (e.g., drawing .

painting , sculpture, photo-

graphy, filmaking, jewelry,

electronic art ,-,

tIll

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Visions"

Program 7 - The Riddle of
Reality

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

learn how to see beyond
the surface and understand
the importance of simple
structural elements which
exist in nature.

learn to trust intuitive
senses and allow the
information to flow w'th

visual images.

recognize the differences
in the types of space
which exist in our

environment.

VA-239

NOTES

8E



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.2.3 Selectively balance

work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-
vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of knowing

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3.5 Identify how works o
art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or
tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
stan_ing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

868

See previous page See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill and "Visions"
understanding in drawing and
painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design
principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of value gradation
and surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,
pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value
gradations and surface treat-
ments in her/his work.

3.5 Demonstrate the
aoility to communicate about
art.

87U

s

Program 7 - The Riddle of
Reality

o help students:

learn how to see beyond
the surface and understand
the importance of simple
structural elements which
exist in nature.

learn to trust intuitive
senses and allow the
information to flow with
visual images.

recognize the differences
in the types of space
which exist in our
environment.

VA-242



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade -12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASU'tE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in the

past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

8'72

"Visions"

Program 7 - The Riddle of
Reality

To help students:

- learn how to see beyond
the surface and understan
the importarce of simple
structural elements which
exist in nature.

- learn to trust intuitive
senses and allow the
information to flow with
visual images.

- recognize the differences
in the types of space
which exist in our
environment.

VA-243 573



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive p'2asure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which
s/he derivLs pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

8'74

"Visions"

Program 7 - The Riddle of
Reality

NOTES

To help students:

learn how to see beyond
the surface and understa
the importance of simple
structural elements which
exist in nature.

- learn to trust intuitive
senses and allow the
information to flow with
visual images.

recognize the differences
in the types of space
which exist in our
environment.

VA-244



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 1110 SUBJECT AREA: visual Arts/Visual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,

and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique

expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,

ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in

producing and seeing art.

876

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Visions"

Program 8 - Definitions of

Space

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

- realize how barren
landscapes can change
daily with the weather
and seasons; and such
changes have an impact

upon the visual artists.

- understand how an artist

works with formal design.

- understand how artists

use non-traditional
material and apply new
technology to media

work.

- understand more fully
the use of space in art.

VA-245

NOTES
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Demonstrate an under- "Visions"

standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.1 Demonstrate knowledge

of color theory.

2.1.2 Use color selectively
in own work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and
form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively
in own work,

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge

of the principles for achieving
a successful composition.

878

Program 8 - Definitions of
Space

ITo help students:

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

- realize how barren
landscapes can change
daily with the weather
and seasons; and such
changes have an impact
upon the visual artists.

understand how an artist
works with formal design.

understand how artists

use non-traditional
material and apply new
technology to media

work.

understand more fully
the use of space in art.

VA-246

NOTES

879



11111 1111
ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
'(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2.2 Apply design principles

in own work (e.g., drawing,
painting, sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry,
electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance

work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve

variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create

focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting

own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

8'60

See previous page See previous page

VA-247
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual ArtsOisual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

.41-

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and

perceptions.

2.3.5 Identify how works of

art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or

tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

See previous page See previous page

VA-248
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111/1 11111

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9 -] SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to AA end
rather than an end in itself.

See previous page See previous page

884
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual LIslyisuajr* Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teac' r's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in drawing and
painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design
principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of value gradation
and surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,

pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value
gradation and surface treat-
ments in her/his work.

3.1.5 Demonstrate an under-

standing of perspective (c g.,
one-point and two-point
convergence, diminution,
overlapping, foreshortening).

"Visions"

Program 8 - Definitions of
Space

To help students:

- realize how barren
landscapes can change
daily with the weather
and seasons; and such
changes have an impact
upon the visual artists.

- understand how an artist
works with formal design

- understand how artists
use non-traditional
ma,erial and apply new
technology to media
work.

- understand more fully
the use of space in art.

VA-250



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND /OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

3.1.6 Use perspective in
her/his work.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, and architecture.

3.3 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in
sculpture processes.

3.3.1 Create sculpture
which considered the art
elements in relation to the

design principles.

3.3.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.3.5 Use sculpture materials
tools, and equipment appro-
priately and safely.

3.3.6 Demonstrate ability to

effectively present completed

work (finishing, mounting).

3.5 Demonstrate the ability

to communicaAe4bout art.
Orqj

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-251

NOTES
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts /Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge "Visions"
and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal

use of art to zommunicate
beyond the written and spoken

word.

. 89U

Program 8 - Definitions of
Space

o help students:

realize how barren
landscapes can change
daily with the weather
and seasons; and such
changes have an impact
upon the visual artists.

understand how an artist
works with formal design.

understand how artists

use non-traditional
material and apply new
technology to media

work.

understand more fully
the use of space in art.

VA-252

891



COMPETENCY GOAL:

i-JITS EDUCATION Grade 9_12 1111111111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artc/Vicual Arts I

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which

s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

892

"Visions"

Program 8 Definitions of
Space

To help students:

- realize how barren
landscapes can change
daily with the weather
and seasons; and such
changes have an impact
upon the visual artists.

- understand how an artist
works with formal design.

- understand how artists

use non-traditional
material and apply new
technology to media

work.

- understand more fully
the use of space i;i art.

VA-253 893



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

894

"Visions"

Program 9 The Need to Explore

o help students understand:

that non-objective works
of art have nature as
their source of inspir-
ation.

that we can create our
own environments of
beauty in a barren land.

that we can find beauty
in our environment if
we learn how to increase
our perceptual awareness.

VA-254



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual ArtstVisial Arts II

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.1 Demonstrate knowledge
of color theory.

2.1.2 Use color selectively
in own work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively
in own work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and
form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of space.

2.1 10 Use space selectively
in own work.

o8°'.t

"Visions" To help students understand:

Program 9 - The Need to Explore that non-objective works
of art have nature as
their source of inspir-
ation.

that we can create our
own environments of
beauty in a barren land.

that we can find beauty
in our environment if
we learn how to increase
our perceptual awareness.

VA-255

NOTES

"VsmINImff

897



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual ArtcjVisma] Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge
of the principles for achieving

a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principles

in own work (e.g., drawing,
painting, sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry,
electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance

work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art. 898

See previous page See previous page

VA-256
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION

& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-

vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and

perceptions.

2.3.5 Identify how works of

art are prodtred.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or

tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulatiO(P)elements.

See previous page

NOTES

See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

,M11=1MilMESINESINIMILLT:,

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page

VA-258
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in drawing and

painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design

principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation

in her/his work.

3.1.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of value gradation
and surface treatment (e.g.,
shading, mixing, blurring,
wash, stippling, dry brush,

pointillism).

3.1.4 Create varying value
gradation and surface treat-
ments in her/his work.

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, and architecture.

904

"Visions"

Program 9 The Need to Explore

o help students understand:

that non-objective works
of art have nature as
their source of inspir-

ation.

that we can create our
own environments of
beauty in a barren land.

that we can find beauty
in our environment if
we learn how to increase
our perceptual awareness.

VA-259
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1.9 Demonstrate an under-
standing of basic character-
istics of a variety of media
(e.g., pencil, charcoal,
pastels, tempera, watercolor,
acrylics, oil, ink).

3.1.10 Use drawing and
painting tools, equipment and
materials appropriately and
safely.

3.1.11 Demonstrate ability
to effectively present
completed work (crop, mount,
mat).

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about
art.

SCG

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-260

NOTES
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Prts/Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROP OBJECTIVES
(pie teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal

use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken

word.

908

"Visions"

Program 9 - The Need to Explore

o help students understand:

that non-objective works
of art have nature as
their source of inspir-

ation.

that we can create our
own environments of
beauty in a barren land.

that we can find beauty
in our environment if
we learn how to increase
our perceptual awareness.

VA-261
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

5.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which
s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

910

"Visions"

NOTES

To help students understand:

Program 9 - The Need to Explore - that non-objective works
of art have nature as
their source of inspir-
ation.

- that we can create our
own environments of
beauty in a barren land.

- tnat we can find beauty
in our environment if
we learn how to increase
our perceptual awareness.

VA-262
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others.

1.2.1 S,:ow acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do aid
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

91 2,

"Visions"

Program 10 Two Worlds

To help students understand:

- how basic elements have
been used in art for
thousands of years with
variations and combi-
nations by different
artists.

how traditional art forms
are handed down from one
generation to the next.

how past concepts can be
incorporated into today's
art forms.

VA-263 9 ty



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements
of art.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and
form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.1.7 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of texture.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge

of the dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively
in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the design prin-
ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge
of the principles 'or achie-
ving a successful composition.

914

"Visions"

Program 10 - Two Worlds

o help students understand:

how basic elements have
been used in art for
thousands of years with
variations and combi-
nations by different
artists.

how traditional art forms
are handed down from one
generation to the next.

how past concepts can be
incorporated into today's
art forms.

VA-264

,VIWANIMM

NOTES
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.2.2 Apply design prin-
ciples in own work (e.g.,
drawings, paintings, sculpture
photography, filmaking,
jewelry, electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance
work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify
work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual
observation.

91

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Visions"

Program 10 - Two Worlds

o help students understand:

how basic elements have
been used in art for
thousands of years with
variations and combi-
nations by different
artists.

how traditional art forms
are handed down from one I

generation to the next.

- how past concepts can be
incorporated into today's
art forms.

VA-265



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. f,Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of
knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

2.3.5 Identify how works rr
art are produced.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which does
not rely on copying or tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are influ-
enced by personal perceptions,
observations, experiences,
creativity, ability, applica-
tion of media, and manipulation
of elements.

9'&

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
1110 111/1SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibility
in relating creative effort to
organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

Nat>leis /V

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.3 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in sculpture

processes.

3.3.1 Create sculpture which
considers the art elements in
relation to the design
principles.

3.3.2 Consider concepts of
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.3.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic sculp-
ture processes (e.g., additive
subtractive, manipulative,
and replacement) including

relief and kinetic.

3.3.4 Create sculpture using
one or more of the basic
sculpture processes (including
relief and kinetic).

3.3.5 Use sculpture mater-
ials, tools, and equipment
appropriately and safely.

9°'). i.d

SCHOC1 TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

"Visions"

Program 10 Two Worlds

o help students understand:

how basic elements have
been used in art for
thousands of years with
variations and combi-
nations by different
artists.

- how traditional art forms
are handed down from one
generation to the next.

how past concepts can be
incorporated into today's
art forms.

VA-268
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III/1 11111
SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

11111
ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

1111111311=01,

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

3.3.6 Demonstrate ability
to effectively present
completed work (finishing,
mounting).

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about
art.

See previous page See previous page

NOTES
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL -ELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge "Visions"

and appreciation of art in the
past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal
use of art to conwn,..ate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

9n(16

Program 10 - Two Worlds

To help students unCc.stand:

- how basic elements have
been used in art for
thousands of years with
variations and combi-
nations by different
artists.

how traditional art forms
are handed down from one
generation to the next.

- how past concepts can be
incorporated into today's
art forms.

VA-270

92



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

VIIM11.

5.1 Demonstrate an
awareness of art as an
avocation.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

5.1.1 Demonstrate an
awareness of a variety of
ways that individuals derive
pleasure from creating works
of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in

which s/he derives pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an
awareness of art as a
profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an
awareness of a variety of
ways that individuals make
a living from creating works
of art.

92b

"Visions"

Program 10 Two Worlds

To help students understand:

- how basic elements have
been used in art for
thousands of years with
variations and combi-
nations by different
artists.

- how traditional art forms
are handed down from one
generation to the

- how past concepts can be
incorporated into today's
art forms.

VA-271



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others. "Visions"

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,

ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and

see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

93u

Program 11 - The Human Link

To help students:

understand the impor-
tance that observation
plays in relating
individuals to their
environment.

understand the rela-
tionships between t'e
stject matter, personal
feelings, and the
medium.

recognize that a photo-
graph can be a spring-
board to connect the
past to the present and
to create a new kind of
world.

VA-272



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL-
2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.2 Demonstrate Pn under-
standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.1 remonstrate knowledge
of the principles for achieving

a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principles
in own work (e.g., drawing,
painting, sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry.
electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively talance

work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve

variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

"Visions"

Program 11 - The Human Link

o help students:

understand the impor-
tance that observation
plays in relating
individuals to their

environment.

riderstand the rela-
tionships between the
subject matter, personal
feelings, and the

medium.

recognize that a photo-
graph can be a spring-
board to connect the
past to the present and
to create a new kind of

world.

VA-273

NOTES



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Usual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-
vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on crnying or
tracing.

9:1,1

See previous page See previous page
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AR-A: Vist.al Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indiv'-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-

tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, abi,ity,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's ;wide)

NOTES

See previous page See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artc/vicual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1 Demonstrate skill and
understanding in drawing and
painting processes.

3.1.1 Create compositions
which consider the art elements
in relation to the design
principles.

3.1.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.. 5 Demonstrate an under-
standing of perspective (e.g.,
one-point and two-point
convergence, diminution,
overlapping, foreshortening).

3.1.6 Use perspective in
her/his work.

3.1.7 Render figures from
life with consideration given
to proportion and form in
portraits, contours,
gesture, motion, (e.g., bcilding
twisting, sitting), groups,

pr 4iles, three-quarter views.

0 9'36

"Visions"

Program 11 The Human Link

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students:

z...mogiczeurr

NOTES

understand the impor-
tance that observation
plays in relating
individual., to their

environment.

- understand the rela-
tionships between the
subject matter, personal
feelings, and the

medium.

- recognize that a photo-
graph can be a spring-
board to connect the
past to the present and
to create a new kind of
world.

VA-276



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 111/1 SUBJECT AREA: _Visual Arts/Visoai Arts I

3. The learner will develor the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.1.8 Create compositions
from life, memory, fantasy,
still life, landscape,
interiors, and architecture.

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about
art.

94u

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page
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COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts /Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past

and present

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge "Visions"
and appreciation of art in

the past and present.

4.1.1 Recognize universal

use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

cLi')
/-0

Program 11 - The Human Link

To help students:

- understand the impor-
tance that observation
plays in relating
individuals to their

environment.

- understand the rela-
tionships between the
subject matter, personal
feelings, and the

medium.

- recogn:ze that a photo-
graph can be a spring-
board to connect the
past to the present and
to create a new kind of
world.

VA-278



11111 11111 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artc/Visudi Arts I

11111

COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grada 9-12

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Demonstrate an aware- "Visions"
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating ',orks of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which
s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a professior.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

94

Program 11 - The Human Link

o help students:

understand the impor-
tance that observation
plays in relating
individuals to their

environment.

understand the rela-
tionships between the
subject matter, personal
feelings, and the
medium.

recognize that a photo-
graph can be a spring-
board to connect the
past to the presen, and
to create a new kind of
world.

VA-279

45



COM'ETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/him..1f, about others,
and about art.

XIMPETT-NCY OBJLCTIVES

AND/OR MEASUaE

2011:12013....,

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

1.2 Accept work of others. "Visions"

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights,
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

946

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Program 12 - Challenging
Directions

o help students:

recognize the importance
of challenging conven-
tional definitions i1'
art.

recognize the fact that
it is important for the
viewer to participate
and experience the art
work.

understand how social
issues can influence
an artist's work.

VA-280

NOTES



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.1 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the basic elements

of art.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and
form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge

of the dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively
in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design prin-

ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge
of the principles for achieving
a successful composition.

2.2.2 Apply design principles
in own work (e.g.. drawing,
painting, sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry,

3lectronic art).

94b

"Visions"

Program 12 - Challenging
Directions

o help students:

recognize the importance
of challenging conven-
tional de:initions in
art.

recognize the fact that
it is important for the
'viewer to participate
and experience the art
work.

understand how social
issues can influence
an artist's work.

VA-281

NOTES

949



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual AEIQVisual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and

prcduring art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES

AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

2.2.3 Selectively balance
work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-

standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-
vation.

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of

knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to

express deas, feelings, and

perceptions.

C7e (1
ak)

4

See previous page See previous page

VA-282

NOTES

95k



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 1110SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts 1

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role c-eati
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or
tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

952

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page See previous page

VA-283

AMIMEMENZSIIIIIMMMINIII.MEEEMSMEEMINNINIM11111111

NOTES

9



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and

producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.3 Demonstrate skill

and understanding in
sculpture processes.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.3.1 Create sculpture
which considered the art
elements in relation to the

design principles.

3.3.2 Consider concepts of

perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation

in her/his work.

3.3.6 Denonstrate ability

to effectively present
completed work (finishing,

mounting).

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate about

art.

954

"Visions"

Program 12 - Challenging
Directions

o help students:

recognize the importance

of challenging conven-
tional definitions in

art.

recognize the fact that
it is important for the
viewer to participate
and experience the art

work.

understand how social
issues can influence
an artist's work.

VA-284



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 11111 SUBJECT AREA Visual Arts / Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

IIMMINEMMIOMMEICIgp

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge "Visions"
and appreciation of art in
the past and present.

4.1.1 Reccgrize universal
use of art to communicate
beyond the written and spoken
word.

956

Program 12 Challenging
Directions

To help students:

recognize the importance
of challenging conven-
tional derinitions in
art.

- recognize the fact that
it is important for the
viewer to participate
and experience the art
work.

- understand how social
issues can influence
an artist's work.

VA-285



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Artc/visual Arts
I

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as an avocation.

5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in which
s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of way. that
individuals make a living from
creating works of art.

"Visions"

Program 12 - Challenging

Directions

o help students:

- recognize the importance
of challenging conven-
tional definitions in
art.

- recognize the fact that
it is important for the
viewer to participate
and experience the art
work.

- understand how social
issues can influence
an artist's work.

VA-286

959



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

1. The learner will develop positive attitudes about her/himself, about others,
and about art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

1.2 Accept work of others. "Visions"

1.2.1 Show acceptance of
others' work as a unique
expression of themselves.

1.2.2 Respect others' rights
ideas, and opinions.

1.3 Be eager to do and
see art.

1.3.1 Exhibit interest in
producing and seeing art.

96u

Program 13 A Form of Magic

To help students understand:

- that an artist has to be
subjective with her/his
work.

- the elements of change
in nature and how that
change affects one's
expressive "isual images.

- the difference between
reproducing nature and
expressing an idea
inspired by nature.

VA-287
96



ARTS EDUCAT:0N - Grade 9 -12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learrer will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producirg art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.1.2 Use color selectively "Visions"
in own work.

2.1.3 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of line.

2.1.4 Use line selectively
in own work.

2.1.5 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of shape and
form.

2.1.6 Use shape and form
selectively in own work.

2.1.9 Demonstrate knowledge
of the dynamics of space.

2.1.10 Use space selectively
in own work.

2.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the design prin-
ciples.

2.2.1 Demonstrate knowledge
of the principles for achievin
a successful composition.

962

Program 13 A Form of Magic

o help students understand:

- that an artist has to be
subjective with her/his
work.

- the elements of chance
in nature and how that
change affects one's
expressive visual images.

- the difference between
reproducing nature and
expressing an idea
inspired by nature.

VA-288 9R3



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ONIMME.1ML

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.2.2 Apply design principles
in own work (e.g., drawing,
painting , sculpture, photo-
graphy, filmaking, jewelry,

electronic art).

2.2.3 Selectively balance
work.

2.2.4 Selectively unify work.

2.2.5 Selectively achieve
variety in work.

2.2.6 Selectively create
focus of interest in work.

2.2.7 Selectively achieve
movement in work.

2.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role personal
perception and observation
play in art.

2.3.1 Demonstrate sensing
beyond purely visual obser-
vation.

96:1

See previous page See previous page

VA-289

9R5



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES l SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

2.3.2 Demonstrate trusting
own intuitive perceptions
(intuition as a way of knowing
knowing).

2.3.3 Use art elements to
express ideas, feelings, and
perceptions.

2.4 Demonstrate an under-
standing of the role creati-
vity plays in art.

2.4.1 Create work which
does not rely on copying or
tracing.

2.4.2 Demonstrate an under-
standing that creating a piece
of art is a design problem for
which individuals find indivi-
dual solutions which are
influenced by personal percep-
tions, observations, exper-
iences, creativity, ability,
application of media, and
manipulation of elements.

966

See previous page

I

See previous page

VA-290

967



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

2. The learner will develop the concepts necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

2.4.4 Create individual
solutions to design problems.

2.4.5 Demonstrate flexibi-
lity in relating creative
effort to organized thought.

2.4.6 Recognize creative
effort as a means to an end
rather than an end in itself.

966

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see telcher's guide)

NOTES

See previous page See previous page

VA-291 989



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERLS
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1.11 Demonstrate ability
to effectively present
completed work (crop, mount,
mat)

3.3 Demonstrate skill
and understanding in
sculpture processes.

3.3.1 Create sculpture
which considers the art
elements in relation to the
design principles.

3.3.2 Consider concepts o
perception, observation,
creativity, and evaluation
in her/his work.

3.3.3, Demonstrate under-
standing of the basic
scuplture processes (e.g.,
additive, subtractive,
manipulative, and replacement
including relief and kinetic.

3.3.4 Create sculpture
using one or more of the
basic sculpture processes

(including relief and kinetic)

"Visions"

Program 13 A norm of Magic

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand

- that an artist has to be
subjective with her/his
work.

the elements of change
in nature and how that
change affects one's
expressive visual images

the difference between
reproducing nature and
expressing an idea
inspired by nature.

VA-292

971



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 0-12 11, SUBJECT AREA: ntsLalArtsaisial Arts I 11111

3. The learner will develop the skills necessary for understanding and
producing art. (Continued)

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.3.6 Demonstrate ability
to effectively present
completed work (finishing,
mounting).

3.5 Demonstrate the
ability to communicate
about art.

972

See previous page

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

See previous page

NOTES

VA-293
973



COMPETENCY GOAL:

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12 SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

4. The learner will develop knowledge and appreciation of art in the past
and present.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.1 Demonstrate knowledge
and appreciation of art in
the past and present.

974

"Visions"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

Program 13 - A Form of Magic

To help students understand

- that an artist has to be
subjective with her/his
work.

- the elements of change
in nature and how that
change affects one's
expressive visual images

- the difference between
reproducing nature and
expressing an idea
inspired by nature.

VA-294

875



111, ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 9-12
11111

COMPETENCY GOAL:
11111

SUBJECT AREA: Visual Arts/Visual Arts I

5. The learner will develop an awareness of art as an avocation and as a profession.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

5.1 Demonstrate an aware -' "Visions"
ness of art as an avocation.

Program 13 'A Form of Magic
5.1.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that
individuals derive pleasure
from creating works of art.

5.1.2 Identify ways in whit
s/he derives pleasure from
creating works of art.

5.2 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of art as a profession.

5.2.1 Demonstrate an aware-
ness of a variety of ways that

individuals make a living f
creating works of art.

976

To help students understand

- that an artist has to be
subjective with her/his
work.

the elements of change
in nature and how that
change affects one's
expressive visual images

- the difference between
reproducing nature and
expressing an idea
inspired by nature.

977





General Comments on "Folklife" Series

"Folklife" is comprised of two parts: Folkways, produced by the University of NorthCarolina Center for Public Television; and Seagrove Pottery, produced by the NorthCarolina Department of Cultural Resources.

In Folkways, host David Holt visits Appalachian artisan who are preserving America'
pre-industrial skills and crafts.

The three programs in the Seagrove series feature potters in the Randolph County areawho are still practicing the traditions of their forefathers in the art of processingclay, turning the wheel, glazing, and firing. These artisans have expanded their inheritedskills to meet the needs of a changing world, turning out pieces of pottery that areuseful and beautiful.

Folkways

I. Homesteading--Log Cabin construction
2. Music From the Hills
3. Spinning, Dyeing and Weaving
4. Fire and Forge--Blacksmithing
5. Cherokee Indian Basketry
6. Face Jugs and Folk Pots
7. Toys From the Field

Seagrove Pottery

1. The History
2. The Process; Themes and Variation (two programs)

979



1111 ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts
1111

COMPETENCY GOAL:
5. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of groups.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

6.1 Understand the impact
of occupational groups on
her/his heritage.

6.2 Understand the signifi-
cance of various ethnic groups

on her/his heritage and demon-
strate knowledge about the
folklife associated with these
ethnic groups.

980

"Folkways"

Program 1 Homesteading

To help students understand:

- that some of the wood-
crafting tools used by
present Appalachian
craftsmen are similar to
tools that have been
used for generations.

FA-01
9R1



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and change of
of cultilre which is the folk process.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

7.1 Relate her/his roots to "Folkways"
community, regional, national,
and/or international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity
to understand the sequence of
folk traditions which is the
relationship of things and
people in the past to the
present and future.

9.
S.

Program 1 - Homesteading

o help students understand:

that the homesteader's

life was isolated and
s/he was forced to be
self-sufficient.

the history of
Appalachian homesteaders
as reflected in regional
and national economic and
political developments
during the last one
hundred years.

FA-02



"---

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as a human experience.

ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

911:1111111M

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND /OF MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

.11116

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

3.1 Understand that an
individual's and/or group's
lore is a valid way of
communicating.

3.3 Understand that
cultural, historical, and/or
geographical changes can
influence a group's lore.

"Folkways"

Program 2 - Music From the Hills

o help students understand:

the ancestral influence on
mountain folk music.

that the history of
Appalachian folk music
reflects regional and
national economic, poli-
tical and social develop-
ments during the last two
hundred years.

how the ability to change
has affected Appalachian
folk music.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 3, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.3 Understand that contem-
porary art has its foundation
in folk art.

4.4 Understand folklife as
a creative vehicle for cultural
expression.

96

"Folkways"

Program 2 - Music From the Hills

o help students understand:

the history of traditional
instrument making.

that technological advance
have changed traditional
instrument making.

that shapes, sizes and
decorations are the
"trademark" of individual
traditional instrument
workers.

9C7



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 11110 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as a human experience.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

3.1 Understand that an
individual's and/or group's
lore is a valid way of
communicating.

3.2 Understand that
individual's and/or group's
lore can be influenced by
the lore of another individual
and/or group.

3.4 Understand that an
individual and/or group's
folklife is a reflection of
cultural heritage.

9RE3

SCHOOL TELEVISIGN SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Folkways"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

o help students understand:

Program 3 Spinning, Dyeing and - the ancestral influence
Weaving in spinning, dyeing and

weaving.

- the history of Appalachian
crafts reflects regional
and national economic,
political and social
developments during the
last two hundred years.

- how the ability to change
has affected Appalachian
spinning, ayeing and
weaving.

FA-05

NOTES

9R9



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

4.3 Understand that contem- "Folkways"
porary art has its foundation
in folk art. Program 3 Spinning, Dyeing and

Weaving
4.4 Understand folklife as
a creative vehicle for cultural
expression.

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

the histdry of traditional
spinning, dyeing and
weaving.

that a wide variety of

yarns can be made from a
traditional loom.

that crafts persons have
strong, positive feelings
about their crafts.

that many Appalachian
weavers begin with similar
fibers and dyes and finish
with individual and dis-
tinctive products.



es ARTS EDUCATION - Grade C 7 & 8 III1P SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Understand folk art as
a creative art form.

4.2 Understand folk art as
a creative art form with many
different forms and styles.

"Folkways"

Program 4 - Fire and Forge

o help students understand:

that a wide range of
traditional decorative
patterns can be made by
the traditional welder.

- that many Appalachian

blacksmiths begin with
similar metals and finish
with individual and
distinctive products.

FA-07

993



ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of groups.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

6.1 Understand the impact "Folkways"
of occupation groups on
her/his heritage. Program 4 - Fire and Forge

994

o help students understand:

that some of the black-
smithing tools used by
present Appalachian craft-
persons are similar to
tools that have been used
for generations.

FA-08

995



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade b, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. Develop a sense of time and cnronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture which is the folk process.

INOP21101/

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

7.1 Relate her/his roots to "Folkways"
community, regional, national,
and/or international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity
to understand the sequence of
folk traditions which is the
relationship of things and
people in the past to the
present and future.

996

Program 4 - Fire and Forge

o help students understand:

historical impact of
technological changes on
selected folk crafts.

- how the ability to change
has affLcted Appalachian
decorative blacksmithing.

FA-09

997



ARTS EDUCATION - Crade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 2. Develop a positive attitude toward the culture of others.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIEE
& PROGRAM TITLE

2.1 Appreciate the worth
in folklife from cultures

increasingly different from
her/his.

9SS

"Folkways"

Program 5 - Cherokee Indian

Basketry

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Mir

NOTES

o help students understand:

that Cherokee craftsperson
have strong, positive
feelings about their
crafts.

FA-10

Sil



1110 ARTS EDUCATION Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts
11111

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as a human experience.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1 Understand that an
individual's and/or group's
lore is a valid way of
communicating.

"Folkways"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand:

Program 5 Cherokee Indian
Basketry

3.2 Understand that
individual's and/or group's
lore can be influenced by the
lore of another individual
and/or group.

3.4 Understand than an
individual and/or group's
folklife is a reflection of
cultural heritage.

- the ancestral influence on
traditional Cherokee
basketry.

how the history of Cheroke

basketry reflects regional
and national economic,
political and social
developments during the
last two hundred years.

how the ability to change
has affected Cherokee
basketry.

that technological ad-
vances have influenced

traditional basketry.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.3 Understand that con-
temporary art has its founda-
tion in folk art.

4.4 Understand folklife as
a creative vehicle for cultural
expression.

1002

"Folkways"

Program 5 - Cherokee Indian

Basketry

o help students understand:

that a wide variety of
baskets can be made from
fibers.

that shapes, sizes, and
decorations are the
"trademark" of individual
Cherokee traditional
basket makers.

- that many Cherokee basket
makers begin with similar
fibers and finish with
individual and distinctive
products.

FA-12

1003



11111ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

4.1 Understand folk art as "Folkways"
a creative art form.

Program 6 - Face Jugs and Folk
4.2 Understand folk art as Pots
a creative art form with many
different fors and styles.

1004

help students:

understand that pottery
making combines function
and artistic design in the
hands of skilled potters.

realize that it takes
considerable time to
develop skills that are
necessary in pottery
making.

understand that a wide
variety of pots and jugs,
etc. can be made from
traditional pottery.

understand that tradi-
tional potters begin with
similar clays and glazes
and finish with individdal
and distinctive products.

FA-13
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grady 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.3 Understand that
contemporary art has its
foundation in folk art.

4.4 Understand folklife
as a creative vehicle for
cultural expression.

1006

"Folkways"

Program 6 - Face Jugs and Folk
Pots

o help students understand:

that technological advances
have changed clay pro-
cessing.

that pottery making

combines function and
artistic design in the
hands of skilled potters.

NOTES

100



IIIARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL:
6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of groups.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
AND/OR MEASURE & PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

6.1 Understand the impact
of occupational groups on
her/his heritage.

loos

"Folkways" To help students understand:

Program 6 - Face Jugs and Folk - the ancestral influence
Pots on traditional pottery.



ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6. 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
charge of culture which is the folk process.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

7.1 Relate her/his roots to
community, regional, national,
and/or international folklife.

7.2 Grow in the capacity
to understand the sequence of
folk traditions which is the
relationship of things and
people in the past to the
present and future.

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

J=1111111.M1111111111.1.MMIMMIll,

"Folkways"

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

Program 6 - Face Jugs and Folk
Pots

o help students understand:

historical impact of
technological changes on
traditional pottery.

how the ability to change
has affected traditional
pottery.

FA-16
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11111
ARTS EDUCATION - Gra& 6 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 3. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as a human experience.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

3.1 Understand that an
individual's and/or group's
lore is a valid way of
communicating.

3.2 Understand that indi-
vidual's and/or group's lore
can be influenced by the lore
of another individual and/or
group.

3.4 Understand that an
individual and/or group's
folklife is a reflection of
cultural heritage.

"Folkways"

Program 7 - Toys from tne Field

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

o help students understand:

the history of southern
Appalachian folk toys
reflects regional and
national economic, poli-
tical and social develop-
ments during the last
two hundred years.

the influence of western
Europe on southern

Appalachian folk toys.

how the ability to change
has affected the making
of southern Appalachian
folk toys.

that technological ad-
vances have influenced
the making of southern
Appalachian folk toys.

FA-17
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6, 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a positive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

4.4 Understand folklife as
a creative vehicle fur cultural
expression.

"Folkways"

421:17925

o help students understand:

Program 7 Toys from the Field that craftspersons have
strong, positive feelings
about their crafts.

that many southern
Appalachain folk toymakers
begin with similar fibers
and fabrics and finish
with individual and
distinctive products.

FA-18
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 6 7 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture which is the folk process.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

7.2 Grow in the capacity "Folkways"
to understand the sequence of
folk traditions which is the
relationship of things and
people in the past to the
present and future.

1016

Program 7 Toys from the Field

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand:

historical impact of
technological changes on
folk toys of the southern
Appalachian mountains.

how the ability to change
has influenced southern
Appalachian folk toys.

FA-19
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 & 8 'UBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of groups.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

6.1 Understand the impact
of occupation groups on her/his
heritage.

6.2 Understand the signifi-
cance of various ethnic groups

on her/his heritage and demon-
strate knowledge about the
folklife associated with these
ethnic groups.

1018

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 1 - The Potters of
Seagrove: A History
in Clay

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

To help students understand:

- the British influence in
North Carolina pottery.

- that the history of North
Carolina pottery reflects
state, economic and poli-
tical developments during
the last one hundred years

1019
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ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 7. Develop a sense of time and chronology with regard to the stability and
change of culture.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES SCHOOL TELEVISION
& PROGRAM TITLE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(sec teacher's guide)

7.2 Grow in the capacity to

understand the sequence of folk
traditions which is the rela-
tionship of things and people
in the past to the present anc
future.

7.3 Appreciate the influ-
ence of ideas and inventions
in changing folklife genres in
major regions of North Carolina

020

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 1 - The Potters of
Seagrove: A History
in Clay

To help students understand:

the technological advances
of the last one hundred
years.

how the ability to change
has affected pottery
production.

that pottery making began
as a functional aspect of
living rather than a craft
or art form.

that some of the tools
used by some present craft
persons are similar to the
to,ls that have been used
for generations.

FA-21
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I ARTS EDUCATION - Grade 4 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 4. Develop a r;sitive attitude toward folk art as an art form.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

4.1 Understand folk art as
a creative art form.

4.2 Understand folk art as
a creative art form with many
different forms and styles.

4.3 Understand that con-
temporary art has its founda-
-ion in folk art.

4.4 Understand folklife as
a creative vehicle for cu'tural
expression

1022

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 2 - The Clay Process

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see teacher's guide)

NOTES

IIIIISpiaja

The help students:

- understand that pottery
making combines function
and artistic design in the
hands of skilled potters.

realize that it takes
considerable time to
develop skills that are
necessary in pottery
making.

understand that technolo-
gical advances have
changed clay processing.

understand that pottery
making combines function
and artistic design in tne
hands of skilled potters.
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ARTS EDUCATION Grade 4 & 8 SUBJECT AREA: Folk Arts

COMPETENCY GOAL: 6. Identify with and/or acknowledge the influence of a variety of groups.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
AND/OR MEASURE

SCHOOL TELEVISION SERIES
& PROGRAM TITLE

SCHOOL TELEVISION
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(see r -,:her's guide)

NOTES

6.3 Indicate an under-
standing of folklife genres

from targeted regions of
North Carolina.

6.4 Understand the signi-
ficance of folklife genres from
targeted regions of North
Carolina on her/his heritage
and/or heritage of her/his
community.

1024

"Seagrove Pottery"

Program 3 - Theme and Variation

o help students understand:

that many North Carolina
potters begin with similar
clays and glazes and
finish with individual and
distinctive products.

that shapes, sizes and
glazes are the "trademarks'
of individual potters.

that craftspersons have
strong, positive feelings
about their craft.

--------
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